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Foreword

The years go by ever faster, we have fewer and fewer illusions left, yet somewhere in the secret,

hidden corners of our mind we do not tire of hoping that our lives will become easier, cosier…

Grievances will be forgotten, illnesses will go away, again we will have sufficient health and

strength to live, to move on and to do more work. Life will change for the better very soon,

perhaps even today.

And life does change. But, sadly, more often than not in other ways than we would like. With

every passing year the civilized world is growing more complex, faster paced, harsher.

In the West in recent years it has become customary to entrust practically all aspects of one’s

existence to specialists: lawyers, doctors, financial advisors, agents of various sorts. We in

Russia have gone to the other extreme, deciding to do everything for ourselves. We will conduct

our own marketing in the world of business. We will form our own business (if only a little one)

and defend ourselves from the submerged rocks and hidden currents of life. And, of course, we

will cure ourselves — from all diseases! In record time! And what alternative do we have, when

today in our country we can only rely on ourselves?

The crisis in the official health system is today so obvious that only a naïve child can still believe

in it. On the other hand, people interested in matters of health have been simply inundated with

information — video films, books, brochures and publications on all branches and tendencies in

Eastern, Western and folk medicine; courses, lectures and seminars on esoterica, magic, faith-

healing and the rest.

This tidal wave of information is so contradictory that the ordinary individual is simply unable

not only to make use of the knowledge imparted, but even to simply sort it out and classify it.

And then he or she begins to try anything and everything — from the charms of a Tungus healer

to extremely complex Eastern meditational practices: “Maybe I’ll get lucky and something will

help, will cure me, will bring back my lost strength.” That age-old Russian mind-set — “Maybe

I’ll get lucky…”

It is hard to condemn such experiments since more often than not people do not known where

and to whom to turn for advice. Even if someone does decide to write to the creator of some

method that has taken his or her fancy and ask for advice, just imagine for yourself: how many

people can even the most conscientious author reply to personally?

In Tibetan medicine ignorance and benightedness are considered the root causes of all diseases.

That ignorance is taken to mean the patient’s lack of information in questions regarding the

disease and the possibilities of treatment. An illness can only be overcome by an alliance of

patient and physician. That is what the ancient practitioners believed, and it is extremely

lamentable when, for one reason or another, such an alliance is not possible.

This book, written by a physicist, the inventor of the Vitafon vibro-acoustic device in

collaboration with highly qualified doctors, is intended precisely to restore that alliance between

patient and physician. And we are certain that this very book will enable the thousands of people

who have written letters asking about the ways in which the Vitafon can be used to obtain

sincere, exhaustive answers to those questions.

The Inventor writes about himself

It seems to me that first of all I should introduce myself. Many of you have probably read or

heard about the vibro-acoustic device called Vitafon. Some of the readers may have already have

one at home and found it a useful help in difficult moments.
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Only the Vitafon is a device when all is said and done, just a mechanism (albeit a useful one).

And a human being always has a desire to look beyond the mechanism and see a fellow human.

To look him in the eye and see who he is, why he invented what he is offering and what he is

doing now.

And that is quite justified. So, allow me to introduce myself. I was born in 1958, in March, and

for those interested in astrology I am pleased to announce that I am a Pisces! And a Pisces with

all the consequences that that entails.

I was born in Latvia and spent my first sixteen years living there. Then I moved to Leningrad and

began to study at the Electrophysical Faculty of the Leningrad Electrotechnical Institute. Until

my fourth year I was a very ordinary student, just like all the rest. I showed no exceptional

ability, did not put forward ideas and was not, alas, visited by flashes of insight. And nothing

special would have happened in my life, if the rector of the University of Scientific and

Technical Creativity Volislav Vladimirovich Mitrofanov had not appeared at our institute one

day. He it was who informed us of the existence of the University of Scientific and Technical

Creativity where any of us who liked could learn about the Theory of Solving Inventive Tasks.

I had free time at that point and I decided to take a crack at studying what was to me then still an

exotic science. In two years we would have to cover the fifth- and sixth-year courses of the

Electrophysical Faculty at the LETI and concurrently a two-year course at the University of

Scientific and Technical Creativity.

It was not easy, but extremely interesting. Over those two years in particular, it seems to me,

changes of the most serious kind took place in my thinking and my view of the world.

The thing is the Theory of Solving Inventive Tasks is not just a theory, it is a whole science! A

fairly serious science. It is founded on an entirely new, non-standard (compared with classical

thinking) approach to inventive tasks. As I got a grasp of the Theory of Solving Inventive Tasks,

I gradually began to arrive at an understanding of one thing that I think is very important: all

solutions to any kind of task are determined by a certain logical pattern. Similar logical patterns

can be found in any sphere of knowledge, in any branch of science. And while as a graduate of

the Electrophysical Faculty I was supposed to know (and did know) physics as a subject, the

habits of creative thinking, the ability to take a non-standard approach to the solution of tasks set

me, were taught me by the University of Scientific and Technical Creativity. These two aspects

combined successfully and gave me the chance to make a certain breakthrough. After only half a

year of study at the university, I sensed that in the institute too I was able to study in an entirely

different way to before. Previously if I had not learnt something right the way through, it was

like a dead end for me — I could not go any farther on my own. Now though, in such cases, I did

not grind to a halt, but independently reckoned things out, thought my way through to what I did

not know at that particular moment. Without noticing myself, I shifted up from being an average

student to being one of the best.

I graduated from the institute with a diploma as a research engineer and at the same time was

awarded a diploma from the University of Scientific and Technical Creativity.

When we were allocated our first places of work, I was sent back to Riga, to the Alpha factory

(that then worked for the military) where I worked for two years as equipment engineer. I was

not particularly fond of the job; it was plain boring. Who enjoys working somewhere where his

knowledge, skills and capabilities are not required? With a certain amount of difficulty I

managed to get transferred to a scientific research institute. In the institute I mastered a new field

and became a “microcircuit technician”. I found the field very much to my liking and it gave me

the chance to develop some fairly complex things. Since I was now interested, I soon became
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deputy chief circuitry designer and looked forward to working long and productively at my

institute, but…

And that is where my work record ends, at least as far as state-owned bodies are concerned. Our

institute worked for the military and with the triumph of perestroika it very quickly began to cut

back its activities.

I needed to do something. What exactly, I did not know as yet, But fate had already handed me a

first present in creating conditions in which I was obliged to think over what my next move

should be.

* * *

The idea of creating the Vitafon was not, however, in anyway connected with perestroika or with

the fact that there was no more work at my research institute either.

The creation of a device capable of treating certain diseases was prompted by simple necessity:

someone very close to me had an accident. He was knocked down by a speeding car. He was

relatively lucky, coming away with a cracked pelvis and a mass of bruises. Within a year

practically all the injuries that he received in the accident had gone away, but one big haematoma

on his leg, where the bumper had first caught him, did not want to go away. Neither massage nor

the methods of physiotherapy then available helped. The doctors unanimously recommended an

operation since they feared complications. But he did not want to put himself under the knife…

Bearing in mind that I was a physicist-inventor after all, I decided to conduct my own scientific

search for a solution to the problem.

How do I tackle a task? At first I set myself an ultimate goal — what I want to achieve or obtain.

I should be sure to imagine an Ideal End Result, not in specific, but in general terms. The ideal

result is unattainable as a rule, but it is needed as a landmark since one cannot know in advance

how close it is possible to get to it. Then I formulate the conditions, necessary and sufficient, to

achieve the Ideal End Result — again in general terms, since that is the only way of discovering

a logical pattern and carrying it over from one sphere of knowledge to another, and only in

general terms are the necessary and sufficient conditions unambiguous. When necessary I

consult reference works, textbooks, patent applications or a catalogue of physical effects. Then I

examine each of the necessary and sufficient conditions as a new partial task. And I keep on at

this until the process of solving the task shifts from the general to the specific. At that stage

practical knowledge of the properties of various systems and constructions is required. I make up

for a lack of knowledge in those areas by studying the relevant literature, but I rely more on

contacts with experienced specialists in a particular field. In the course of solving a task

contradictions sometimes arise as a consequence of inadequate knowledge in some area. Then I

resort to the methods and means of eliminating them that are contained in the arsenal of the

Theory of Solving Inventive Tasks.

And so I began to conduct my own scientific search. There was (so the doctors informed me) one

necessary condition for the dispersal of a haematoma — the re-establishment of lost capillary

blood flow. I needed to find a method more effective than massage, diathermy or spasmolytic

preparations.

At one point I came across an interesting article in a back-number of the periodical Science and

Life. It was a report about an institute that had done some work on acoustic therapy and obtained

some encouraging results. The principle was simple: the patient was placed in front of a huge

loudspeaker that they turned on at full power on a particular frequency. Taken up by the patient’s

body, the microvibrations from that speaker improved blood circulation and strengthened kidney

function according to the research. This looked something like what was needed and I began to
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make a more detailed study of the influence of microvibrations of acoustic frequencies on the

movement of viscous liquids in small-diameter tubes. It emerged that the effect depended on the

ratio of the frequency to the diameter of the duct carrying the liquid. In the human body blood

moves from large diameters to small ones, and the size of the vessels changes from several

millimetres to a matter of microns. The ideal would have been to act on the vessels with all the

frequencies at once, not omitting any and allocating a certain amount of power to each. That

produced something unimaginable. I overcame that contradiction in time: a constant change of

frequencies over a wide range at a rate roughly corresponding to the speed with which the blood

moves in the capillaries solved all the problems. This also did away with the negative effect that

resulted from using a device with fixed frequencies — the reduction of blood flow after a 15-

minute procedure.

Now I needed to think what to make the device from, as I was having to use the material I had

immediately available. But it is not for nothing that they say “Necessity is the mother of

invention.” The answer came to me when I was repairing an old telephone. Inside the handset I

found a transducer with a metal membrane that was more or less suitable in terms of properties.

After a bit of adaptation that became the basis of the first Vitafon device. Friends then kept

poking fun at me for a long time over “healing the sick by telephone”.

But, all joking apart, the haematoma disappeared within a month.

* * *

For a long time my device was unemployed. Only occasionally friends or relatives would borrow

it to treat a wound or a bruise, a sprain or a broken bone. In cases of injury, it worked perfectly,

and soon I needed to make a few more. The immediate cause was another accident. An

acquaintance bought his children a skateboard and decided to show them how to use it. The

result was a double compound fracture and a lacerated wound. At the hospital they said that

treatment would take at least two months. My acquaintance, though, simply had to get back to

his job after a month otherwise he would lose it (the labour market was already becoming

competitive all around). Because of the wound and the swelling, the doctors put the bones

roughly in place, put on a temporary cast and told him to come back three days later, when the

swelling had gone down, to have his arm set. In desperation the skateboard-tester borrowed the

prototype Vitafon from me and worked on the fracture site 3–4 hours a day. On the fourth day he

went back to the hospital. They corrected the position of the bones and put his arm in plaster.

Keeping his hopes up, my acquaintance carried on with the intensive Vitafon therapy and it

produced results. Soon the failed skateboarder took his family away to spend the last few days of

his leave out of the city — and he drove the car himself! The healing process had taken less than

a month.

And so the decision that the Vitafon should go into mass production was taken. I was worried,

however, that people would begin to use the device for more than its intended purpose, would try

to use it to cure everything — I knew what it would be like from the example of my relatives and

friends. Therefore, before showing the device to medical institutions, I decided to test its

influence on all the organs of the body without exception, deliberately doubling the maximum

power. Theoretically the device could not do harm, but still I needed to convince myself.

The tests went trouble-free except for three things. I usually began a session at low power levels

and gradually increased them. That is how I behaved when I started acting on the liver. After the

first sessions I felt a subjective improvement in my health — my gall-bladder problems began to

go away. I was delighted and decided to quickly get rid of the cholecystitis that had been

bothering me for a few years already. Skipping over the intermediate power levels, I immediately
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switched to maximum. I worked on the liver from the chest side for 30 minutes using

microvibrations with an amplitude of 20 microns. Six hours later I was already showing all the

symptoms of toxicosis — nausea, lack of appetite. Everything got back to normal after two

weeks and at the same time my gall-bladder symptoms disappeared. Now I could consume fats in

reasonable quantities without fear of the consequences or any nauseous feelings. I did not know,

however, what the long-term consequences of such an influence might be and therefore I placed

a ban on using the Vitafon directly in the area of the liver. Only three years later, when it became

evident that no complications would arise, was research carried out in the Military Medical

Academy in St Petersburg that produced a method of treating cholecystitis and hepatitis. By that

time it was already known that even in a healthy person over-intensification of the blood flow in

the liver disrupts the balance of biochemical processes. Everything should be done in

moderation. To get rid of spasms it is enough to work on the area of the gall-bladder for a matter

of minutes using microvibrations at the minimal power.

Continuing the experiment, I decided to try placing the vibrophones directly in the area of the

heart. Using low power microvibrations and a short treatment time, I did not have any sensations

at all, but after as little as fifteen minutes treatment from the chest side with a microvibration

amplitude of 15 microns (the maximum amplitude in the production model is 12 microns) by the

morning of the next day I was experiencing arrhythmia: the heart skips one contraction and then

gives a massive surge — a very unpleasant sensation. By the evening it had passed and no

complications appeared afterwards, but the heart region came under the ban.

I began acting on the head with very small doses. Treatment using the first setting for three

minutes on the back or crown of the head gave a subjective feeling of a pick-me-up and an

increase in capacity for mental work. But with 15 minutes on setting 1 or 6–8 minutes on setting

2, unpleasant sensations of heaviness in the head appeared, testifying to an excessive influx of

blood. Sensations of this kind did not occur when acting on the region of the nasal sinuses or the

outer ear.

And so, examining on myself the influence of elevated doses of microvibrations on all organs

without exception, I did not discover anything dangerous. Now I could with a clear conscience

offer the device to medical science for study and the delivery of a verdict. I informed the

specialists of my researches and they were taken into account during the testing. The device was

recommended for use by the Committee for New Medical Technology for disorders that require

increased blood-supply for their treatment.

I am often asked whether I use the Vitafon myself. I usually answer “Of course”, but that kind of

reply means nothing. I don’t like to write about my own health problems, but my duty as an

author obliges me. As far back as my schooldays, due probably to a love of ice-fishing, I

developed chronic tonsillitis which was not detected and the complications affected my heart —

rheumatic myocarditis. The 270 injections of penicillin I received in hospital over a month and a

half did not increase my health, rather the opposite. When my chronic tonsillitis became

purulent, it was at last discovered and my tonsils were removed.

The rheumatic symptoms died down and my well-being improved somewhat.

When we were allocated jobs after the institute, I worked as equipment engineer in a

photolithographic shop and out of ignorance came into frequent contact with strong poisons —

dimethyl formamide and dioxane. I found out about the harmfulness of those solvents after one

of the photolithographic operators died. I escaped with cholecystitis (at least, they did not

discover any other diseases). The cholecystitis ceased to bother me already at the stage when I

was experimenting on myself and has not come back since.
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I found out about the next illness from Alexander Glukharev, urologist at the Military Medical

Academy. It was Glukharev who, after getting to know the device briefly, suggested using the

Vitafon for the treatment of prostatitis and other urological disorders. In the course of developing

a method of treatment he told me in detail about prostatitis, its causes and the fact that the

disease was now affecting far younger men. He immediately suggested checking me. As a result,

I was found to have chronic mild prostatitis which I had probably also acquired in the winters of

fishing on the ice. Half a year of occasional treatment with the Vitafon produced results. A

detailed examination showed that now I have no symptoms of prostatitis.

I use the Vitafon every day, sometimes even twice a day — in the evening, immediately on

waking, and in the evening, before bed. Most of the time I work on my spine — I allot at least a

few minutes to it every day. I regularly carry out procedures on the area of my kidneys.

Subjectively, I feel more vigorous; the small of my back has ceased to bother me, and the colds

that five years ago I still came down with every couple of months have become a rarity. What the

final result will be, only time can tell.
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Part 1

The Vitafon is for real

Introducing the Vitafon

The outward appearance of the Vitafon vibro-acoustic device is very modest, but nevertheless it

is a very effective, serious piece of medical apparatus. Specially developed microcircuits made it

possible to make the device fairly small and reliable in use.

Attached to the electronic base unit (fig. 1) are a pair of transducers that have acquired the name

“vibrophones”. The front panel of the block houses sliding selectors for changing the working

settings. The label shows the position of the selectors for each of the settings: the switches are

moved to change the setting.

Through contact the device induces in the body tissues microvibrations of constantly changing

acoustic frequency. The oscillations of the membranes carry well through a thin paper tissue or

piece of cloth. Changes of frequency within the set limits and the shift from one range to another

takes place automatically in accordance with the program. One switch controls the amplitude of

the microvibrations; the other turns on the impulse modulation of the frequency. The setting can

be altered without unplugging the device.

Specifications

Power supply voltage................................................................................. 220V AC

Power supply frequency...................................................................................50 Hz

Maximum power consumption ............................................................................8W

Net weight..........................................................................................................500g

Dimensions (max.).........................................................................130×100×70 mm

Setting parameters

Number of microvibration frequency subranges .....................................................2

Lower frequency of 1st subrange within the limits ...................................30–60 Hz

Upper frequency of 1st subrange within the limits......................................1–3 kHz

Lower frequency of 2nd subrange within the limits ..............................0.3–0.8 kHz

Upper frequency of 2nd subrange within the limits...................................9–18 kHz

Length of a single cycle of microvibration frequency changes .............80–160 secs

Amplitude of microvibration at the lowest frequency

For settings 1 and 3 ................................................................................ 2.8–5.4 �m

For settings 2 and 4.................................................................................. 6–12.3 �m

Period of impulse modulation................................................................0.5–1.2 secs

Fig. 1 The Vitafon device

��������	
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��
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�����	�� = membranes

���� �
	�� = base unit
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The Vitafon vibro-acoustic device is often confused with vibro-massagers. Although the first part

of the name is common to both, they are nevertheless fundamentally different. The amplitude of

vibration produced by the Vitafon is 50–100 times less than that produced by vibro-massagers

and is therefore called microvibration. With a vibro-massager the frequency of vibration does not

change or changes within very narrow limits, while the therapeutic effect of the Vitafon is

achieved precisely thorough the constant change of frequency over a broad acoustic range.

The Vitafon should not be confused either with magnetic, laser or light-based therapeutic devices

The physiological mechanism by which they operate is different and accordingly the method of

use is also different.
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The Vitafon’s three pluses

We are usually scared of possible illnesses, but an understanding of the processes taking place in

our organism and an ability to direct them brings a sense of mental security. In this chapter we

shall cover the way in which, using the Vitafon, it is possible to influence the three determining

factors of health: blood supply, the blood itself and the control of internal processes. We shall try

to convince you that, when properly used, the vibro-acoustic method is a highly effective

therapeutic approach.

To treat any disorder the minimum that is required is a good blood supply, good quality blood

and good control over the workings of the organism. Moreover, often the presence of those three

components proves sufficient for a complete cure, while the absence of just one of them (that is

the disruption of a certain harmony) makes recovery from an affliction a protracted business, if

indeed it is possible at all. The organism’s capacity to adapt is dependent on the quality of the

blood, blood supply and the control of processes. If, for example, someone has one kidney

removed, the other increases in size and completely takes over the function of the first. That will

not take place if even one of the three conditions mentioned is not met.

The Vitafon’s first remarkable property is its ability to increase the flow of blood and

lymph.

This makes it possible to reduce swelling (oedema) and accelerate the process of regeneration.

All the organs, parts and components of the body without exception, including blood vessels,

nerves and even bone tissue, die without a blood supply and function less well when their blood

supply is poor — the muscles lose strength, the kidneys work less effectively, nerve fibres carry

control signals less quickly and may even stop carrying them altogether.

As has already been stated, the blood flow in the capillaries can be increased by reducing the

vessels’ resistance to the movement of blood through the influence of microvibration of a certain

acoustic frequency with each diameter of vessel having its own optimal frequency. The idea of

constructing the Vitafon arose from an understanding of just this physical effect. The device’s

second frequency range is aimed at reducing vascular resistance.

According to calculations, the reduction in vascular resistance should have a greater effect in the

arterial system than in the venous system and blood should accumulate in the area being operated

on. Yet, in practice this does not occur, rather the opposite — the oedema is reduced. The

explanation for this phenomenon was found long before the appearance of the Vitafon, by

Professor A.I. Arinchin. When studying the mechanism of peripheral blood circulation, he

discovered that muscle fibres quiver at an acoustic frequency. “A muscle ‘sings’ at an acoustic

frequency,” he wrote in his book, The Human Being’s Peripheral “Hearts”. This quivering

causes a pressure drop in the veins — a kind of hydrodynamic pump and that leads to the blood

flowing away faster. Arinchin measured the pressure difference experimentally and came to the

conclusion that without such a circulatory mechanism the heart would have to be several times

more powerful. It is not hard to understand how important the muscle fibres’ own microvibration

is. Despite its significance, the effect can be explained quite simply: veins have valves that allow

blood to pass in only one direction. As a result, the influence of the microvibration is not chaotic

movement, but oscillating motion guided in the right direction. The Vitafon’s first frequency

range is aimed at exploiting this effect, the “hydrodynamic pump”.

Now pay attention, as there are some very important implications. First, the Vitafon uses the

same bio-physical mechanisms as the organism itself. Second, if in some place in the body the
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blood supply is disrupted for a time, the microvibration of the vascular muscles is also reduced,

which leads in turn to an even worse blood supply. A vicious circle is created from which the

organism itself cannot escape — a sort of “closing of the capillaries” takes place, forming an

area with sharply reduced blood supply or ischaemia. This can exist for a very long time and

even continue after the removal of the original causes of the reduction in blood flow. This

happens, for example, when nerve fibres are pinched at the point where they leave the spinal

column. After the cause of the pressure (e.g. an oedema) is removed, the blood supply to the

nerve fibre does not come back. In such situations the Vitafon acts as a starter mechanism, a sort

of “fibrillator” for the capillaries. If you use it on an ischaemic area or an area of severe trophic

lesion in which even the sensitivity of the nerves is lost, in as little as 15 minutes the patient

begins to feel oscillation and even senses the microvibration coming from the vibrophone. This

sensitivity lasts for several hours after the procedure and when the causes of the ischaemia are

removed returns completely.

Blood quality is a very broad concept. It is determined by the presence in the blood of the

optimal quantity of nutritional substances (carbohydrates, fats, proteins) in the necessary form

(e.g. glycogen and not sucrose), enzymes, regulators and antibodies, as well as the absence of

waste products and harmful substances. The organism stabilizes — keeps at a constant level —

the concentration in the blood of sodium, potassium, sugar, cholesterol and many other

substances. A person’s vigour, health and sometimes life are dependent on this stabilization. For

example, a drop in the potassium content of the blood by only a few percent below the norm

disrupts the work of the potassium-sodium pump with fatal consequences. To keep the blood

parameters optimal it is necessary for many organs to work harmoniously together. The

interaction of the organs is regulated by the nervous system with a feedback mechanism. If we

eat a piece of cake, say, our blood-sugar level immediately rises, the feedback mechanism works,

insulin is released and the excess sugar is taken out of the blood into “storage”. The blood-sugar

level returns to normal. A similar process takes place with cholesterol and many other

substances. Substances not required in the blood are neutralized in the liver and discharged

through the kidneys. In order for the stabilization process to be effective, each of the organs must

have a reserve of capacity.

One of the factors determining the working capacity of an organ is the amount of blood flowing

through it. Precisely for this reason, that capacity increases under the influence of the Vitafon.

The Vitafon has greatest effect on the kidneys, which is very important for the removal of waste

products For example, after a Vitafon session glomerular filtration in the kidneys increases by a

factor of two or three! To a certain degree the microvibration influences the productivity of the

bone marrow which supplies the main components of the blood. In order for the blood to be

supplied with enzymes — regulators produced by the endocrinal glands — those organs must be

washed by a sufficient quantity of blood.

For each organ the optimal composition of the blood is different, therefore the organism works

for various organs in turn, following the well known circadian rhythms. So, in order to have

good quality blood we need the harmonious work of all the organs and each organ has to have

sufficient capacity. The Vitafon’s second important property is the ability to increase the

working capacity of an organ and so to indirectly influence the quality of the blood.

Blood in not the only liquid circulating in the organism. Almost all the organs are connected

together by various ducts, canals and tubes. The free, unhindered movement of liquid in them is

also a vital condition for health. All those ducts, canals and tubes are not simply mechanical

conveyors of liquid, but real natural “transport organs” ensuring the uninterrupted flow of liquid.
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Each transport organ has its own frequency of oscillation, its own specific movements. The

microvibration of vessels and capillaries brings about the unhindered movement of blood and

lymph; the specific movements of bile ducts and renal ducts are responsible for the passage of

bile and urine. Ejaculation, urination, the movement of eggs and the deliver of secretions from

various glands also take place along various canals that perform complex kinematic movements.

All ducts, canals and tubes have muscle fibres that are controlled by the nervous system. To

function normally they need a blood supply and controlling impulses from the nervous system.

Disruption of the blood supply or the control leads to a weakening of the dynamic movements of

the ducts. This leads to manifestations of stagnation; pressure builds up in the duct that cannot,

however, compensate for inadequate movement. If the situation continues for a long time, it

results in the development of constipation, cystitis, prostatitis, pyelonephritis, cholecystitis and

other diseases, depending on which particular duct has lost its ability to move. If, on the other

hand, the ducts are actively “manipulated” by the muscles, then an inflammatory process will not

develop, because there is no stagnation, no increase in pressure and, most importantly, together

with the blood there is a sufficient supply of antibodies and other substances that look after the

body’s immunity.

Using the Vitafon it is possible to increase local blood flow and to create one of the conditions

for the normal functioning of a duct. However, if an inflammatory process has developed in one

area or another, an influx of blood will not remove it. Therefore, where inflammation is present,

the use of the Vitafon should always be accompanied by the taking of resolvent (anti-

inflammatory) medication.

The second precondition for the normal functioning of a duct is the presence of controlling

impulses from the nervous system. So, we have come to an understanding of the importance of

the third component of health — control by the nervous system. The harmonious work of the

organs is possible only if there is a good blood supply to the brain and spinal cord. The nervous

system is responsible for initiating and retarding the synthesis of biological regulators, the

regulation of the blood supply organs, management of the kinematic movements of the ducts and

much more. The nerves are fed by blood, however, and if their supply is disrupted then control is

also disrupted. Most often failures occur in the spine. This is the place in the body that bears the

greatest load. Almost all the nerve connections from the organs to the brain and back run through

the spine. If the nerve fibres in the spine are compressed (see the section on “The role of the

spine in the appearance of disorders”) its blood supply and therefore its ability to conduct is

disrupted. It is only natural that some organ then gets out of control and as a consequence some

disease develops of the kidneys, liver or heart, depending on which particular nerve was not

being fed. Thanks to the two physical effects described above, the kidneys, liver or heart,

depending on which particular nerve was not being fed. Thanks to the two physical effects

described above, the Vitafon possesses a third very important property — after only a small

number of sessions it is capable of supplying compressed nerve fibres with sufficient blood

supply and thus to restore control over internal processes. The Vitafon can improve the blood

supply to the brain itself, if it is disrupted due to problems in the cortical region of the spine. This

was convincingly demonstrated using objective monitoring methods by specialists of the

physiotherapy department at the Moscow Regional Scientific Research Clinical Institute.

Thus (directly or indirectly) the Vitafon can have a serious influence on all three components of

health — improving blood quality, improving blood supply and restoring control over internal

processes and the working of the organs.
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Various lifestyle factors can have a positive or negative influence on the results of Vitafon

treatment. As a result, we consider it necessary to give recommendations on the most important

aspects of everyday life: exercise, nutrition and psychological state. Often Vitafon therapy is

combined with other forms of treatment and so that is also reflected in the book.
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The Harm and Benefit of Physical Exercise

The widespread opinion is that physical exercise is undoubtedly beneficial. However, the

question needs to be examined in more detail, as some forms of exercise can render any form of

treatment ineffective. Physical exercise gives the organism four positive results:

1. An increase in the general volume of blood flow (cardiac output);

2. Training of the joints and muscles;

3. An influence on the nerve centres located in muscle tissue

4. An increase in the average oxygen content of the blood.

The double-edged nature of the first two means they deserve closer examination. Cardiac output

is easily calculated: the amount of blood that the heart pumps into the circulatory system with a

single contraction multiplied by the number of contractions in a minute. If the heart contracts not

70 but 140 times a minute, the volume of blood flow is also doubled. The main portion of this

blood flow goes to the working organ — to the muscles. If the two-fold increase in heart

contractions can be maintained for one hour then the average daily growth of blood flow in the

muscles increases by 4 percent. In other organs blood flow increases by no more than 2 percent

and may even decrease. This is due to the redistribution of blood flow that is carried out by

vascular self-regulation —contraction of blood vessels in one place and expansion in another.

Vascular self-regulation is a more powerful factor in the regulation of blood circulation than the

frequency of heart contractions. Ill-advised physical exercise may even reduce the blood supply

to a diseased organ. It is far more important to restore vascular self-regulation to which end we

need to eliminate ischaemic areas and restore (if it is disrupted) control over the functioning of

the organs. Vascular self-regulation may alter the volume of blood flow in a particular organ

several times over, which is considerably more than a change in the frequency of heart

contractions can do.

From the point of view of health the training of muscles and joints is important only for the neck

and back in order to improve the balance of the spine and avoid injury to the nerve fibres through

awkward movements. Exercises for the spine and back muscles are the subject of separate

research. We shall touch on it a little later.

A non-working organ atrophies and therefore the joints of our arms and legs need movement in

order not to seize up. However, it is not sensible to increase the amount of movement without

good cause, because maintaining agility requires energy and additional regenerative powers. And

quite often it is a limited capacity for regeneration that causes the development of disease in a

joint after insignificant damage to it. If for some reason (for example, a long period of sitting in

an awkward position) moving a joint has become difficult, you should not rush to exercise it.

First you need to restore the blood flow, wait a little and then very carefully, without forcing

things, exercise the joint. Otherwise you may damage the tissue and start an inflammatory

process. It is good if there is a Vitafon to hand. A five-minute session will guard against

complications and quickly bring the joint back to normal. If you do not have a Vitafon, you

should rub the joint with your hands so as to produce a rustling sound.

Particular attention should be paid to one more positive result of physical exercise. It is well

known that in response to the build-up of carbon dioxide in the blood during physical activity the

organism enlarges the blood vessels and proportionally increases the oxygen concentration in the

blood. But short-term physical exercise does not produce this effect, since in that event the body

uses up the reserves of oxygen in the tissues. Only after 35–40 minutes of physical activity,

during which the high level of carbon dioxide in the blood is retained, does the organism switch
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to maintaining an increased oxygen content in the blood (to preserve the carbon-oxygen ratio).

This is what we call “second wind”. It is precisely for that reason that the warm-up before

matches and training lasts 35–40 minutes. For that reason too the recommended minimum period

of physical activity to guard against or treat cardiovascular disorders is 35–40 minutes. It is

worth noting that within those 40 minutes physical activity need not be continuous and may

account for only 10–15 minutes of net time. The most important thing is not to get carried away

with deep breathing during the rests and pauses and not to “flush” the carbon dioxide out of your

blood. In this case too the organism will switch to supporting a higher level of oxygen that will

last for several hours.

This peculiarity of the mechanism that maintains the oxygen concentration in the blood is the

foundation for many breathing methods whose aim is to build up carbon dioxide in the blood

without physical activity. As a rule this is done by deliberately shallow and infrequent breathing.

A natural means of building up carbon dioxide in the blood takes place in the mountains were the

air is rarefied (could this be why there are more long-lived people in the mountains?). Thus a

prolonged period in the fresh air, and especially in woodland where the oxygen content is higher,

should be accompanied by occasional, adequate physical activity in order to avoid the opposite

effect — a lowering of the carbon dioxide concentration in the blood and the resultant drop in

oxygen concentration and narrowing of the blood vessels.

Summing up, let us formulate the requirements for therapeutic physical exercise:

1. Moderate intensity. Criteria — a pulse rate of 100–120 beats per minute and slightly

increased breathing rate.

2. No more than 5 minutes of continuous activity. Rest no less than 5 minutes.

3. Physical load should be proportional to mental load and alternate with it during the day.

4. The main exercises should be directed towards strengthening neck and back. Movements

should be smooth and close to static. The head and trunk should not be turned (or twisted) as

far as they will go since such movements reduce the openings between the vertebrae through

which the nerve fibres emerge and my result in injury to them.

5. Running is to be preferred in the treatment of cardiac diseases and some others. With the

peculiarities of how oxygen content in the blood is regulated in mind, it is most useful to

“economize”. If you run for a full 40 minutes, the expenditure of energy and strain on the

heart will be very high. But if you break the 40 minutes down into four 10-minute periods

and run for only 2–4 minutes within each period, resting for the remainder of the time, the

result will be achieved. The extra energy made available will go not to compensate physical

activity but on the regenerative processes. The same sort of “trick” is applicable not just to

running, but to any form of physical activity. For example, people whose work is

predominantly sedentary are recommended to get up and walk from one office to another or

from floor to floor, or to move energetically so as to raise their heart rate.
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The Vitafon will not save you from incorrect eating

How much should you eat — a lot or a little, of plant or animal origin? Dieticians of various

schools have long argued over that question and none of them can convincingly demonstrate that

they are right. The average span of active life varies little between the followers of different

diets. Perhaps because people tend to change their ideas about nutrition more than once in the

course of a lifetime and a pure experiment is unrealistic. Therefore the debate proceeds at the

level of logical argument. Each tendency has its own audience and its own adherents.

It happens that at the same time as using the Vitafon, patients also use methods from popular

medicine: special diets, fasting, purges. The results of such “combined therapy” are

unpredictable. Since nutrition has a fairly strong influence on health, this question should be

examined in more detail.

Why does the question of what they should be eating not bother people up to a certain age? We

are guided by the simple principle of “eat what you want”. The human organism is designed to

digest and assimilate food of plant and animal origin. While all the organs are healthy and

control over their functioning is effective, our organism quickly attunes itself to the food that we

offer it. The greatest adaptation takes place in early childhood. If a child has been fed mainly

meat and fish (in the Far North, for example), its bowel contains hardly any areas responsible for

the digestion of food of plant origin. All its digestive capacity is attuned to food of animal origin.

If we force such a person at a mature age, when adaptation is a good deal worse than in

childhood, to eat food of plant origin then nothing but harm can come of it. The best nutrition is

that to which we are best adapted, in other words, the food of our childhood. It is no coincidence

that those who live long often spend their lives in one place and their eating habits remain

unaltered. The worst kind of food is that to which we are not adapted. Any exotic fruits, no

matter how good they may be with regard to their content of beneficial substances, will prove

harmful if the organism doe not know how assimilate and process the new groups of biological

compounds they contain. The organism does not assimilate fats, proteins and carbohydrates at

all. It assimilates them in a specific decomposed form. Just as the organism develops its antivirus

for each virus; for each biological compound it needs to develop a chain of biological

transformations leading to elements congenial to the organism. If that chain does not exist, then

the biological compound will either pass through into waste matter or be broken down into

simpler elements and its beneficial properties will be lost. We must recognize that foodstuffs that

are unconditionally useful do not exist. What does exist is the needs of the specific organism, and

those are highly individual.

Hence rule number 1: your diet should be as close as possible to that of your childhood (up to

the age of 14 or 15) and be made up for the most part from a consistent range of foodstuffs. Your

organism will be grateful for the same predictable breakfast or dinner day in, day out.

Rule number 2: food should be “living” and tasty.

In order to assimilate nutrients the organism has to build chains of biological transformations.

The fewer such transformations are needed, the less the expenditure of energy and the fewer

unneeded “fragments” are formed. For the sake of a label, we can term food requiring the

minimum effort for assimilation and the removal of waste products “living”. It is easier to break

something down than to synthesize. The organism dislikes excessively decomposed foodstuffs,

but it does not want excessively complex ones either. In the bowel already digestion takes place

on the molecular level coupled with the selection of substances to be absorbed into the blood.

Different parts of the bowel are attuned to different compound. But excessively decomposed
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nutrients pass through the filter and then the organism as well has to struggle with them. For just

that reason it is not recommended to use meat stocks containing a large number of broken-down

forms unsuitable for assimilation. For that same reason it is better to use vegetables in our food

either raw or with a minimum of heat treatment, while meat can lie for a few days before being

cooked in the fridge at +4º Celsius so that the first stage of the decomposition of the most

complex biological compounds is passed. In order to reduce the amount of heat treatment, meat

is marinated before cooking — that is the second stage of decomposition. There are a host of

recipes for different dishes. We hope that the considerations mentioned here will help you to find

your bearings among them.

The taste of a foodstuff in its pure form is a reliable guide to its quality as far as your organism is

concerned. Spices and sauces can give taste to even a poor-quality meat dish, but the meat itself

cannot be put right. We can never assess the goodness of a food better than our organism itself.

One further danger to the organism is lurking in the free radicals produced in the breakdown of

biological compounds. Actively entering into reactions, they cause uncontrollable biochemical

processes forming waste products. For this reason cheese and wine should be mature and it is

better to eat bread without yeast (and to dry leavened bread, in the toaster, for example).

Rule number 3: the quantity of food should be the minimum which is sufficient and, most

important, customary for you. We need precisely that amount of food that will maintain our

weight and vigour. Excessive feeding does not increase vigour, but rather reduces it since then

there is an additional expenditure of energy on depositing the unused nutrients and disposing of

the waste products. If you are overeating, the deposited nutrients never will be used, but that is

not so dangerous. Worst of all is the introduction into the organism of additional waste products

due to incomplete digestion and assimilation of the food. Thus excessive eating has only

negative consequences. The criterion indicating the optimal quantity and quality of food is

maximum vitality — a sense of vigour and the greatest capacity for work of which you are

capable.

Optimizing the amount of foodstuffs you consume is not an easy task. It is made more

complicated by the fact that during the eating process your organism cannot say “Stop”, until it

sorts out what you have offered it, and therefore the sense of having had enough comes when

your stomach is full. Dieticians advise us to eat slowly and to get up from the table still feeling

slightly hungry. The constant consumption of food to the point of satiation leads to a stretching

of the stomach. It is also recommended that you only sit down to eat when you feel hungry.

The next question is what attitude we should have to salt and water. Cooking salt is a supplier of

sodium to the organism. A shortage of sodium leads to heart problems and above all to

dehydration. With an excess of sodium a large quantity of water is retained in the blood which

leads to an unnecessary strain on the heart. When the excess sodium is excreted from the body

the water balance is restored. It is obvious that salt is necessary, but determining the optimal dose

is not that easy. To do so you can use the principle of evident desire: do not salt your food too

much and only when you have a very strong desire for something salty should you satisfy it.

It is very harmful to eat a lot of salty food at one go, because then your organism will demand

water to quickly restore the sodium constant and you will be tormented by thirst. In that event

you should drink water in small quantities dragging the process out over half an hour.

It is hard to give specific criteria and an optimal quantity for the consumption of liquids. Much

depends on urination, perspiration, the ambient temperature, the state of your skin and many

other factors. So, here too it would be more correct to use the principle of evident desire and take

the delay in the reaction of your organism into account. When very thirsty, you should not drink
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a lot of liquid at one gulp, because the water is not assimilated immediately and your first

sensations may be deceptive.

The consumption of water, like the process of eating, should be unhurried and extended in time.

Hence, rule number 4: your consumption of salt and water should be guided by the principle of

evident desire and should be in small doses.

At the present moment fasting is looked on by some in Russia almost as a panacea. But fasting is

a tremendous stress. Purging the body of waste products by this means is impossible: your

organism has far more pressing concerns. Because of the acute deficit of energy it is functioning

at minimum levels. New waste products are, of course, not accumulated during this time and that

is unarguably a positive aspect. There is, however, a more significant negative consequence —

deconditioning from everyday life. In the periods of moving into and out of fasting more damage

is inflicted on the organism than the benefits of the fast period itself, not to mention the serious

structural disturbances that come with prolonged absence of food. Fasting as a variety of therapy

might be compared to mending the television by thumping the case — sometimes it helps,

sometimes it harms. It is different for each person, a matter of luck. Supporters of fasting put

forward the example of Paul Bragg to prove their case. But we should recall that he fasted

regularly, on the same day every week. His organism adapted and attuned itself to that kind of

rhythm. Bragg does not write what happened to him when he changed his fast day or skipped it.

He does not describe all the difficulties experienced during the first periods of fasting. He was

lucky. His organism managed to attune itself and that produced a result. More often something

else occurs. There are few people who can stick to a rigid timetable and regularly fast on one and

the same day. And irregular periods of fasting will not bring any benefit due to the lack of

adaptation.

And what, when you get down to it, is the benefit of fasting? We see the benefit in only one thing

— the cleaning from the blood of constantly circulating waste products and bringing blood

parameters closer to a notional ideal. Perhaps it is better, though, to clean the blood every day?

By making an extended gap between the evening meal and breakfast, for example; making it

long enough for your blood to clean itself and to be clean for a couple of hours at least. How

long should the gap be in that case? If we reckon that food is completely digested in about six

hours, and a further 3–4 hours is needed for assimilation and cleaning, plus “2 hours clean” then

we arrive at a figure of 12 hours. Elderly people perhaps need to increase the gap to 14–15 hours

(with the exception of diabetics). The organism can easily take that. And, generally speaking, the

organism is no enemy to itself. If you try it out with a proper style of life, it should happily

accept it. It is a different matter that, as a rule, we do not offer it anything, but fall in with what

life throws at us. A 12–15-hour gap between intakes of food is a strategically significant amount.

Within each 24-hour period the blood should completely clean itself and restore its normal state.

And so, a 12–15 hour break between the evening meal and breakfast is rule number 5.

A lot is said nowadays about the benefits of vegetarianism. We do not recommend complete

abstinence from meat, however. The amount of meat products that a specific person requires

depends on age, sex, weight, lifestyle and, of course, on what the organism has grown

accustomed to since birth. Therefore, the ideas expounded below are applicable only to those

who do not have a pronounced adaptation, for children and younger people.

On this issue it is best of all to heed the demands of the organism. You should regularly consume

a small quantity (100–150 grammes) of meat products, and increase that norm when a string

desire arises. Even the vegetarian Paul Bragg ate meat when he really felt like it. Pure

vegetarianism is unjustified as it puts the organism in a state of permanent energy crisis from
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which the brain suffers above all. Therefore vegetarianism under the age of twenty-five is

inadvisable. Food exclusively of plant origin is beneficial only under certain circumstances and

for a brief period of time (for a marathon run in the desert, for example). Proteins require quite a

long time to be assimilated. To digest them under conditions of intensive physical strain and heat

is to overload the organism. Best of all in such cases is plant-based food rich in carbohydrates

and containing a minimum of fats. If the marathon is taking place in the far north, then animal

fats are a necessity, although proteins are required as before. Animal fats are vital to maintain

body temperature and protect the mucus membranes from frost. Proof of this is the type of

nutrition developed over the years on expeditions to the North Pole.

At the same time, consuming only food of animal origin is even more harmful than

vegetarianism. In the East in ancient times they practised a quite curious form of execution: the

condemned man was given nothing but meat to eat and after a certain time he died. Death

resulted from obstruction of the bowel and autotoxaemia. The thing is that the human being,

although an omnivorous creature, is more of a vegetarian than a carnivore and cannot live on

meat alone. For the bowel to function normally, it must have cellulose. Therefore about 70% of

our food should be of plant origin (if there is no pronounced adaptation) and should contain a

sufficient quantity of cellulose. It is present in the largest quantities in vegetables. The amount of

cellulose (dietary fibre) in different foodstuffs is shown in Appendix 1. The minimum quantity of

plant cellulose should be that which is sufficient to ensure a bowel movement every day. That is

rule number 6. Vegetables perform several useful functions: they provide drainage in the

stomach for the better digestion of meat; they improve the peristalsis of the intestine and retard

the assimilation of fats, proteins and carbohydrates. The organism has a great dislike of high

concentrations, as that makes it harder to keep the blood within normal limits. It is better if

nutrients do not enter the bloodstream all together in one go, but gradually over a fairly long

period so that the organism has time to maintain the blood in a condition close to the optimal.

Now we can formulate rule number 7: nutrition should be in accordance with the person’s

environment and lifestyle.

Is sugar harmful? The majority of dieticians will answer yes to that question, warning that

sugar in its pure form should not be consumed. It would seem that glucose, being the basic

source of energy for the brain and muscles, should not be harmful to the organism. We will not

make unfounded assertions, but let us try, using our knowledge of the self-regulation of blood-

sugar level, to deduce a rule for the optimal consumption of carbohydrates. In a healthy person

the amount of sugar (glucose) in the blood is kept very strictly at a level between 3.3 and 5.5

millimoles per litre. This is the optimal concentration for the organism. In absolute terms, it is a

fairly small quantity. Through self-regulation the organism keeps all significant components of

the blood at small and stable concentrations. If the norms are exceeded, the excess is stored in

the appropriate organ; if there is a shortage, it is taken out of storage and enters the bloodstream.

Considerable deviations in some components can be more than just harmful to health. A blood-

sugar level of above 18 or below 2 millimoles per litre, for example, is considered life-

threatening. Diabetics, whose self-regulatory function is disrupted, have difficulty in keeping the

blood-sugar level, by diet and the use of insulin, between 3 and 12 millimoles per litre. Typical

complications of diabetes are the accelerated development of atherosclerosis, a significant

worsening of capillary blood-flow and, as a consequence, the possible development of gangrene,

neuropathies, glaucoma and other serious diseases. Thus, there is no doubt that a high blood-

sugar level is harmful and that the higher it is, the worse. Let us examine how the amount of

carbohydrates consumed in food influences the level of glucose in the blood.
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As soon as the carbohydrates from the food enter the organism, the concentration of sugar in the

blood temporarily rises. Immediately the self-regulatory mechanism is activated and the excess

carbohydrates are deposited. The blood-sugar level drops back to the norm. It is precisely that

brief surge that is harmful and may, among other things, lead to an increase in weight. The

smaller and shorter it is, the better. There are several mechanisms for the storage of excess

carbohydrates. In those people in whom the mechanism of storage by converting carbohydrates

to fats, a tendency to obesity arises. It is for that reason that it is recommended that you use in

your food carbohydrates that are assimilated slowly and cause a small increase in blood-sugar

level. The height of the peak level is reflected in the “glycaemic index” of a foodstuff (the

glycaemic index is a notional value proportional to the increase of blood-sugar after consuming

that particular food). The higher the index, the worse. Glucose itself has the highest index.

However, the size of the temporary increase in blood-sugar level also depends on the amount

eaten, and on the presence of assimilation-retarders, e.g. cellulose. Beside, the rise in blood-sugar

level, which reaches its maximum 30–60 minutes after eating, is highly individual. Therefore, to

know whether a cup of tea with sugar and a sandwich are harmful in your particular case, you

need to use a glucometer (an instrument that measures blood-sugar levels) to measure the levels

of sugar in your blood 30, 60 and 120 minutes after consuming them. If the value does not

exceed 7 millimoles per litre, that means you can drink tea with sugar. If it does, then you would

do well to think and perhaps reduce the number of spoonfuls of sugar. The slower the blood-

sugar level returns to the norm, the higher a person’s inclination to obesity and the stricter their

diet should be. The conclusion is this: no recommendations can be given without measuring a

person’s blood-sugar level before and after eating. The character of nutrition should not be

changed abruptly as the organism is adapted to it and, by giving up your usual sweet tea, you can

find yourself with temporary hypoglycaemia — when your blood-sugar level drops below the

minimum. If your blood-sugar level rises excessively after eating, you should take steps and

gradually move to carbohydrates that are assimilated slowly (with a low glycaemic index).

Approximate data on the glycaemic indices of foodstuffs is given in Appendix 2.

Put briefly, the general principles of nutrition for a practically healthy person (someone not in

need of a special diet) are as follows:

Rule number 1: your diet should be as close as possible to that of your childhood (up to the age

of 14 or 15) and be made up for the most part from a consistent range of foodstuffs.

The best nutrition is that to which your organism is adapted.

Rule number 2: food should be “living”, tasty and wholesome.

Rule number 3: the quantity of food should be the minimum which is sufficient and, most

important, customary for you. The criterion indicating the optimal quantity and quality of food is

maximum vitality — a sense of vigour and the greatest capacity for work of which you are

capable.

Rule number 4: your consumption of water should be guided by the principle of evident desire

and should be in small doses. Consume salt in minimal and unchanging quantities, while

satisfying evident desire.

Rule number 5: a 12–15 hour break between the evening meal and breakfast, so that waste

products do not accumulate in the blood.

Rule number 6: the quantity of plant cellulose (fibre) should be sufficient to ensure a bowel

movement every day.

Rule number 7: nutrition should be in accordance with the person’s environment and lifestyle.

In cold times of the year animal fats are vital. At times of intensive physical strain predominantly
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carbohydrates are needed. Animal proteins are better consumed when there is no physical

workload, for example, before resting.

These rules can act as a guide in all cases, apart from certain diseases requiring a special diet

prescribed by a physician.
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Cleaning out waste products
or an excessive strain on the organism?

There are many books devoted to various ways of cleaning out the organism. They propose the

most varied procedures, both simple and exotic, with the aid of which it is supposedly possible to

completely clean one organ or another of waste matter. Since many patients wishing to radically

improve their state of health seize upon any and every method and, on occasion, combine such

cleaning with Vitafon therapy, we find ourselves obliged to discuss this question in detail. The

ignorance of the creators of these methods is simply staggering. After all, no cleaning takes place

when you carry out these procedures!

Let us take one example of how to clean the liver, quoted verbatim from G.P. Malakhov’s opus

Healing Forces, Book 1, page 81: “If for the 3–4 days before the cleaning you eat mainly food of

plant origin and consume a large quantity of freshly-pressed juice (1 part beetroot to 4–5 of

apples, slightly sharp for preference) and have purging enemas (with urine) once a day, your

preliminary preparation will be ideal…” On the cleaning day, you should do the following: “And

so, everything is ready. Two glasses are prepared, one containing oil, the other the [lemon] juice.

You take one or two swallows of oil and wash it down with the same number of swallows of

juice. In about 15–20 minutes, you do the same again, unless you feel queasy. Wait another 15–

20 minutes and so on, several times until you have drunk all the oil and juice. Sit down quietly

and watch television or read a book. About an hour or an hour and a half after taking the

ingredients, sit in a comfortable position (best of all squatting on your heels), stuff your left

nostril with cotton wool and breathe through the right. Place a little hot pepper on your tongue,

and a Kuznetsov ipplicator, but with metal needles, on the area of the liver. All this will

encourage the awakening, the development of energy and warmth and its direction to the area of

the liver. In addition, form the image in your mind that when breathing out you are sending a

fiery arrow into the area of the liver. You should breathe slowly and smoothly (4–6 times a

minute), working strongly with the diaphragm. Stick your abdomen out when you breathe in. In

this way you will provide an excellent massage for the liver, increase the blood circulation in it

and wash it of waste matter and clots. Breathe like that for 15–30 minutes, rest for an hour and

then repeat. During the rest periods place a magnetic ipplicator or simply a magnet on the liver

area.”

We intend to make a detailed analysis of this method of cleansing, only in order that the Vitafon

would not feature in it in place of the Kuznetsov ipplicator. And so… the three days before the

cleaning when you mainly drink juices reduces the workload of the liver and deconditions it with

regard to the assimilation of fats. Then on the cleaning day you take an enormous dose of fats (a

glass of vegetable oil). For the liver that comes as a shock, a punch below the belt. The liver is

unable to keep the blood within the norms. The high concentrations of the ingredients makes the

biochemical processes uncontrollable, as a result of which a large amount of insoluble

compounds are formed that then come out of the body. This is confirmed as well by the

accolades of Malakhov’s followers that he cites on page 129: “I engaged in cleaning my bowel

and have cleaned my liver 7 times already. 70 stones came out of a green colour between 2 mm

and 2–2.5 cm in size…” “I have cleaned my liver three times. The first time not very many black-

green stones came out the size of peas and beans. The second time it did not work at all

(probably because it was at the new moon). The third time only three green stones the size of a

hazelnut.” And there are many such examples. Various hard formations do indeed come out. But

they are not waste products cluttering up the organism, but the result of the uncontrolled
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biochemical processes provoked by a tremendous overload and high concentrations. For the liver

it is a shock. After several such “cleanings” the organism tries to adapt to the overloads and

regenerates a new sector in the liver. Therefore after x number of procedures the liver copes with

the strain, there is no overload and no uncontrollable biochemical processes, so the excretions

stop. As a result of such adaptation by the liver and the organism in general, one’s subjective

well-being does indeed improve in comparison with the period of self-torture during the

“cleanings”. A subjective assessment of the usefulness of such undertakings is clearly not

sufficient, while no evidence is presented of ultrasound examinations confirming the presence of

stones before the cleaning procedure and their absence afterwards. There are no studies of the

nature of the hard concretions that are excreted from the body. Incidentally, if adaptation does

take place then things are not so bad. What is far more terrible is that in the majority of people

adaptation does not take place and in that case the damage caused by the overload only makes

the patient’s situation worse.

There are many unsuccessful methods of influencing the organism, the therapeutic effect of

which is founded on adaptation to overloads and to damage. The need to restore the capacity of

organs and systems to adapt is obvious, but the use of crude methods that do not take into

account the peculiarities of the individual organism and are founded on a simplistic

understanding of physiology are impermissible. Thus, for example, many authors suggest

scouring stones out of the bile and renal ducts with large flows of bile or urine: “For a week you

should eat nothing but rye bread and watermelon … sit in a warm sitz bath with a temperature of

38–40 degrees and eat watermelon. Frequent emptying of the bladder will carry away stones and

gravel.” Or, again, part of the quotation from Malakhov: “In this way you will provide an

excellent massage for the liver, increase the blood circulation in it and wash it of waste products

and clots.” The authors obviously do not know, or do not reflect on the fact that all ducts and

vessels in the organism have a musculature that is controlled by the nervous system and is

responsible not only for the compression and expansion of the passageways for liquid, but also

thanks to oscillating motions for the efficient transportation of those liquids down long, narrow

canals. If the kinematics of the ducts are good, the growth and retention of stones in them is

impossible: they fly out before they manage to grow to any size at all. A weakening of the

kinematic movements of the ducts (dyskinesia) leads to a growth in pressure and a slowing of the

movement of liquid along the duct. It is this that creates the conditions for the formation,

retention and growth of stones in the ducts. In such cases attempts to wash the duct out with

large quantities of, say, bile or urine by provoking intensive production of them will lead to an

excessive build-up of pressure and may quite simply be dangerous. If there is a stone in a duct,

then there is inevitably dyskinesia to one degree or another and treatment must begin with

restoring kinetic motions. To do that it is necessary to restore control over the functioning of the

organ and blood-flow.. If the breakdown in control took place in the spinal column or as a result

of a very serious local disruption of blood circulation, then the Vitafon can provided safe and

effective aid. First of all, though, a doctor should determine the cause of the illness.

There are indeed amazing instances of cures effected with the aid of the methods of folk

medicine, but they are isolated cases. A lack of scientific study makes it impossible to establish

the true causes and mechanisms of the recovery and to determine the conditions under which that

method might be applicable for other sufferers. To recommend it to all and sundry is not possible

as it goes against the chief precept of the physician: “Do not harm.” The methods of folk

medicine are very widely used and failures connected with their use are also very common. But

due to their popular, folk nature, people do not pay attention to those failures. After trying a
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dozen similar remedies without effect and finally obtaining some temporary relief from the

thirteenth, a patient raves about that single relative success last and criticizes professional

medicine.
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Why we grow old

We have already said that if the conductivity of the nerve fibres is disrupted, the brain loses

control over processes taking place within the organism and, among other things, fails to “see”

deviations from the norm. The same thing happens with a completely healthy nervous system.

The human eye does not notice objects moving if they do so very slowly. This is a general

feature of the entire nervous system. If deviations in the organisms accumulate gradually, the

brain fails to notice them and, consequently, fails to take any countermeasures. If, at some point

in time, a similar deviation occurs at a rapid rate, then — provided the brain has control over the

system — it reacts to it and eliminates it. At the same time, it will partially or entirely eliminate

deviations of a similar kind that have developed earlier. This peculiarity needs to be taken into

account when treating certain chronic conditions. For example, in order for long-established

trophic ulcers to heal successfully, you should at first perform a few Vitafon sessions so as to

revive the nerve fibres and then remove the dead tissue and inflict a small amount of fresh minor

damage to living tissue, before recommencing the Vitafon therapy. Or take another, more

illustrative, example. Nearly all of us are familiar with the disease known as osteochondrosis. It

is the result of slow deviations as just described. As we know, the bone tissue of the spine is in a

state of constant regeneration. The “building blocks” are delivered by the blood and if the bone

tissue fails to assimilate them in time, excrescences form on the surfaces of the vertebrae. The

organism could regulate the delivery of calcifying components, but, since the process develops

very slowly, over years, the brain does not discover any significant imbalance and fails to take

measures.

In other words, there is a threshold of minimal deviation above which the brain takes notice and

reacts. That threshold depends on a multitude of factors — the type of nervous system, the total

number of deviations, and one more important characteristic of the organism. The signal

reporting the deviation can be strong of weak. When there are large number of problems, the

brain reacts first and foremost to the strong signals (the dominant stimulus principle comes into

play). The strength of the signal is proportional to the degree of deviation from the norm and the

danger to the continued vitality of the organism. Let us assume that there is no lessening of the

conductivity of nerve fibres and no ischaemia in the area of the receptors generating the signals,

but the person is in a state of nervous over-excitement that persists even at night-time when they

are asleep. Under such conditions the brain will ignore not only weak signals, but also those that

are not so weak. The threshold of sensitivity to deviations is raised and when nervous stress lasts

for a long period serious conditions may develop.

In order to remove nervous tension, we have to try to forcibly switch the organism over to the

physiological receptors. Heavy physical exercise, trigger point massage, hot and cold shower,

sexual activity or a glass of spirits not only help to dispose of over-excitement, but also to avert

that complication of it — mental disorders. There is no doubt that the behaviour of those around

the patient, above all family, friends and colleagues, is of immense importance. In such cases one

should set aside personal ambitions and emotions and sincerely try to help a person in distress.

Yes — in distress, because nervous over-excitement is a disease and a very serious one at that.

The organism fails to notice slow deviations and that means that they can accumulate which is

one of the causes of ageing. Long-term behavioural over-excitement that persists even at night

will accelerate the process by raising the threshold of sensitivity. Proper deep sleep retards it. An

afternoon snooze is a good idea for elderly people.
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Vitafon — suitable for all ages

We are often asked if the Vitafon can be used to treat young children. What is the answer? When

a child cries loud and long on account of the colic or something else, its cries produce the same

microvibration as arises when using the Vitafon on the cervical part of the spine, if not more. The

effect of the Vitafon is not something alien to the organism and therefore Vitafon therapy can be

used from birth onwards. The device was used on new-born infants for the first time in St

Petersburg’s First Municipal Children’s Hospital, one of the most modern and respected medical

establishments. The experience gathered from using it on several thousand patients showed that

age is of no great significance: in the first day of life and at the age of 9–10 months the children

displayed no negative reactions to the procedures (no over-excitement, no disruption to sleep or

feeding). More than that, the device had a general beneficial influence on the organism,

improving the digestive process, among other things. However, as in all other cases, the child

should first be diagnosed properly and the use of this particular method of treatment should be

justified.

The Vitafon is already being used for the treatment of disculyator encephalopathy in children and

adults and so there are grounds for assuming that it might be used in encephalopathy of the new-

born that comes down to disrupted blood circulation in the brain. Encephalopathy may result in

the child having retarded development, weakened vision or the development in adolescence of

migraines or dizziness, osteochondrosis of the cervical section of the spine or other unpleasant

effects. Perhaps we shall eventually come to a point where the Vitafon is an invariable

component in the treatment of perinatal encephalopathy and other consequences of birth traumas.

A considerable amount of time will have to pass, however, before it will be possible to

responsibly state that vibro-acoustic treatment in such cases will act as a substitute for the

method of electrophoresis of the cervical section of the spine commonly used nowadays.

That is all in the future, but at the moment specialists have studied and worked out methods of

using the device in cases of urinary and faecal incontinence, paresis of the bowel, flat-footedness

and hip dysplasia that are described in various sections of this book.

So age is no hindrance to the use of the Vitafon. It can benefit children, young people and the

elderly. In adolescence, between the ages of 10 and 16, prophylactic Vitafon sessions acting on

the spine will help to avoid problems in the future. Even a small, apparently insignificant

pathology of the spine may, as the years go on, grow into a serious illness. Sadly, children and

teenagers are usually only brought to the doctor when something has already begun to hurt.

Young people have a tendency to spurn treatment, reckoning that “it will pass anyway”.

Unfortunately, that is not always the case and often it is discovered years later, when some

remnant pathology has developed into a serious illness. In our mature years, work and family

concerns hinder us from bothering about our health and, consequently, it is mainly pensioners

who are looking to cure themselves. But for the elderly it is much harder to get to grips with an

illness. If in childhood, to avoid future problems, it is enough to perform a few Vitafon sessions,

in youth a single course of treatment, in mature adulthood 2–3 courses, for an elderly person any

radical improvement will require 4–6 months, and sometimes even more. Still, even at that age,

if you are capable of performing courses of Vitafon therapy regularly throughout a year, there is

a chance of getting rid of many diseases, bolstering your health and even feeling an influx of

energy.

At the time of writing, the Vitafon has been in use for seven years already. Claims on the basis of

that seven-year experience that the device helps you to become much younger that the age shown

in your passport would, of course, be premature. Yet at the same time hundreds of letters are
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eloquent testimony to the fact that the Vitafon helps people get rid of health problems that have

troubled them for years and become considerably more active. Is that not turning back the ageing

process? The Vitafon is suitable for all ages, but the earlier you begin using it, the better chances

you have of looking much younger than your age.
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The Vitafon and Psychotherapy
or why it is possible to cure over the air

Our conscious mind and our vegetative nervous system are very closely linked. The influence of

the conscious mind is more often negative than positive, encouraging the development of some

psychosomatic disorders. There may not be any actual pathology, all that is needed is some delay

in the chain of neural regulation and some unhealthy symptoms present themselves. It is that

kind of disease that psychotherapists treat and only that sort of illness can disappear in a day, in a

single treatment session. The mass media can intensify the effect of psychotherapy many times

over and this accounts for the staggering effect achieved by Kashpirovsky in his “remote

healing” sessions shown on Russian central television in the 1980s. It is impossible, however, to

cure diseases without seeing the patient, without feedback, and so Kashpirovsky, Chumak and

the other “tele-healers” disappeared from the stage.

One of the main causes of psychosomatic disorders is nervous depression with a fear of falling ill

and a lack of belief in the possibility of a cure. The media instilled that belief, the healer offered

an unusual method in the form of “energy-charged” water or through hypnotic influence that

employed the vocabulary of psychotherapy (“suggestion”) and a cure did indeed follow. Not for

everybody of course, and, more often that not, not the cure that the participant in the nationwide

experiment was hoping for. The fact of the matter is, the majority of disorders are caused by

pathological changes that cannot be cured by psychotherapy. A psychosomatic component may

also be present in a pathological disorder which, naturally, hampers treatment. But in order to

fight against that, one does not of necessity have to call on Kashpirovsky or Chumak. It is

enough to believe in one’s doctor, believe in the method and, most importantly, in the

capabilities of one’s own organism. Faith should always be present and there is every reason for

having it. After all, there are scientifically confirmed instances of self-healing, even from cancer.

Not all that many, but they do exist. The mechanism behind such cures remains a mystery as yet.

Regrettably, psychotherapeutic help is not always available to a patient, and therefore medical

science has developed special methods of auto-training that, if actively employed, can produce

results no worse than Kashpirovsky.

At the start of its “career” the Vitafon could not count on a psychological effect. At that time

there were few who believed that the “buzzer” (as people often called the device) was capable of

anything and only the impressive results of treatment made them think again. Now, when a more

thorough study has been made of the therapeutic effect of microvibration, when a patient begins

to understand that the vibro-acoustic method provides genuine hope of a cure, the Vitafon is

becoming an element of psychological support.
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Vitafon therapy
and other methods of treatment

Thanks to its affinity with the natural regulatory mechanism of the human organism, the vibro-

acoustic method can be used with practically all other methods of treatment. It combines very

well with medication. Slow, long-lasting chronic diseases are usually accompanied by the

appearance of scarring processes, tissue sclerosis, vascular spasms, disruptions of the blood

circulation and lymph flow at the site of the pathology. These phenomena make it harder for

medicines to reach the diseased organ and sometimes prevent it altogether. As a result treatment

proves ineffective and medicamental intoxication of the whole organism can occur and may

reach a dangerous level.

The Vitafon , by removing vascular spasm, restores the flow of blood and lymph and as a

consequence medication can reach the diseased organ. Thus, for example, in prostatitis

exceptionally expensive antibacterial preparations produce superb results in combination with

Vitafon therapy, although by themselves they display little effect. Here the Vitafon not only helps

the patient tackle the disease, but saves him money as well.

The Vitafon has a localized effect. It makes no sense to use other physiotherapeutic procedures

intended to improve local blood flow in combination with it. A useful complement, on the other

hand, are medications that fight inflammation. Of all such preparations, the simplest and most

readily available is iodine.

The Vitafon smoothes out well the negative aspects of reflex therapy. After repeated use of

acupuncture or electropuncture to influence one and the same area deviations build up there that

limit the further use of those methods. Therefore it is beneficial after each course of acupuncture

or electropuncture therapy to “rehabilitate” the zone of influence using the Vitafon (setting 1, 3–4

minutes a day for a week are sufficient).

Some reflex therapists successfully use the Vitafon in place of needles or electric current. There

is a physiological foundation for this. The acoustic microvibrations of the Vitafon restore the

functional capacity of the nerve centre and it begins to do its job on its own. This may even be a

more correct approach. Positively acting on the nerve centres using electrical current we are

sending a powerful signal to the brain that creates a dominant call and redirects restorative

resources to itself. If the organism is afflicted by several diseases, then such a redistribution of

resources in favour of the less high-priority , but artificially promoted disorders will inevitably

lead to complication in the future. Therefore acupuncture and electropuncture should only be

performed by experienced specialists after a complete diagnosis and discovery of the primary

causes of the diseases.

Regarding trigger point massage, it should be noted that this is a laborious method little suited to

mass medicine. It is distinguished by the more error-free determination of the importance of each

deviation at the given moment. The degree of pain experienced during palpitation of the nerve

centre is proportional to the importance of the disease and the degree of deviation. As the

deviation is corrected the painfulness of the nerve centre disappears. This method is very

effective, but only if there are no breaks in the chain of neural regulation. If, however, there are

such breaks, then the therapeutic effect attained has a compensatory mechanism. The primary

causes remain and after a time the course of reflex therapy has to be repeated. Perhaps for that

reason, reflex therapists are increasingly turning their attention to the Vitafon. It restores control

over the functioning of the organs, blood circulation and the working capacity of the nerve

centres, and the organism itself effects the correction of the deviation and the regulation. After
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all outside interference in the internal processes is necessary only in extreme situations — shock,

coma and other states in which homeostasis is disrupted. In all other cases we should be striving

to restore the organism’s self-regulation.
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If you do not have a Vitafon

There are quite a few simple methods of increasing blood-flow that can be used if the Vitafon is

not to hand.

The commonest is rubbing. It is usually used in cases of exposure, frostbite or to restore blood-

flow after long periods in awkward poses. Usually the rubbing is done energetically, while the

most effective thing is to do it with light, but rapid motions that produce a rustling sound. This is

of fundamental importance.

Breathing too influences blood flow to some extent. During a comparatively slow (to a count of

4) deep intake of breath under-pressure arises in the venous system that strengthens the flow of

venous blood to the heart. Breathing out has no effect on venous blood flow due to the valves,

but improves arterial flow by an insignificant amount. A sharp expulsion of breath can lead to a

brief surge in pressure, therefore those suffering from high blood pressure and atherosclerosis

should not breath out in that way. Deep breathing improves the supply of blood to the internal

organs. The organism sometimes resorts in a reflex way to such assistance in which case we

speak of “a deep sigh”. Taking frequent deep breaths is no good as it reduces the concentration

of carbon dioxide in the blood. If this persists long enough there is a drop in the oxygen level of

the blood and a narrowing of the vessels. As a result blood flow decreases. If, on the other hand,

we hold our breath, then in order to preserve the concentration of oxygen in the blood, the

organism expands the vessels — predominantly in the vital organs, admittedly. After each deep

breath in and out, it is a good idea to make a longer pause and wait until there is a clear desire to

breath in again. By holding carbon dioxide in the lungs, we increase its concentration and

correspondingly the concentration of oxygen in the blood. Procedures of this kind make sense if

they are performed regularly, after waking, during a break at work, before bed.

There are a host of breathing methods whose success depends on how well they exploit the two

mechanisms of influence — on the carbon dioxide constant and on venous blood flow —

explained above. Supporters of some methods preach shallow, superficial breathing, in other

words base their actions on influencing the carbon dioxide constant. Other methods are

orientated on deep breathing, that is to say, on increasing venous return flow. The end result is to

improve the blood supply to the inner organs while at the same time making the blood rich in

oxygen.

As we know, when the temperature rises blood vessels expand and when it drops they contract.

When the vessels are contracted, the load on the heart increases without any benefit. Therefore,

after a long period out in the cold, it is no bad idea to take a hot restorative bath, warm yourself

in the sauna (or steam yourself in a Russian bath). After steaming a cold dip is recommended.

Just a dip and nothing more. The thing is that the aim of heating is to expand the blood vessels

supplying the internal organs. However, it is the surface vessels and those in the legs that expand

most, which in cold weather is dangerous as much energy is lost that way. A brief dip (it is

important not to overdo it) in or dousing with cold water (or a rub down with snow) contracts

only the surface vessels protecting the body from heat loss while the internal organs are still well

supplied with blood.

Best of all is a rub down with snow. With its low temperature but small specific heat due to its

powdery texture, it effectively narrows the surface vessels without any risk of hypothermia. It is

best to carry out this procedure in a warm room free from draughts. For greater effect, the cycle

of heating and brief cooling should be repeated 2 or 3 times with brief rest periods in the warm

(5–7 minutes) under comfortable conditions. The whole procedure has to be stretched out to 30–
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40 minutes as the organism only switches stably to a new state if the corresponding conditions

(heating plus brief cooling) are repeated several times over a prolonged period.

After the Russian bath, sauna or bath you should not under any circumstances go out in the cold

for 2–3 hours. That can result in pneumonia or some other disease. You should also remember

that steam baths are not advised for sufferers from some conditions. The physician in charge of

your case should be consulted.

It is absolutely obvious that if the frequency with which the heart contracts increases, then the

overall blood flow increases proportionately. Therefore running has been considered a health-

enhancing practice since ancient times. The best alternative for the health and the easiest to

perform is the “economizing” method described earlier. An increase in heart-rate can be

achieved by other physical exercises such as those aimed at strengthening the muscles of the

back.

Heart-rate depends not only on physical exercise. It can also increase when we are nervous. Brief

periods of nervous excitement with an increased heart-rate are no threat to the organism, and to

some degree even beneficial. Dangerous are prolonged periods of nervous stress with a reduced

heart-rate (meaning here not the absolute number of beats per minute, but a reduction with regard

to what is normal for the given individual). Such conditions must not be allowed to continue.

As we have already seen, the overall amount of blood flow over a 24-hour period changes little.

The main feature of the regulatory mechanism is the redistribution of the flow by narrowing the

vessels in one place and expanding them in another. Many factors, including temperature,

influence the state of the vessels.

If we wrap the diseased area up warmer, we can raise the blood flow in it slightly. There were

good reasons for the scarf and waistcoat to be invented. Warm underwear can be of use in

cystitis, prostatitis and other diseases of the small pelvic area. Radiculitis sufferers should wear a

belt that is warm in the area of the back only. It is important to warm precisely the area which is

diseased while your clothing in general should be comfortable. If, on the contrary, some part of

the body is cooled more intensively (due to the wind or a draught, say) the vessels there constrict

considerably more than those in the organism as a whole. When cooling is prolonged, the

vascular spasm spreads deeper into the body and can affect nearby organs. Most often this affects

the neck and the lower back.

We often hear about someone who got his feet frozen and came down with bronchitis or a flare-

up of some chronic condition. The thing is that as the blood circulates around the body and

passes through the “frozen” feet, it cools down considerably and, rejoining the general blood

flow, reduces its average temperature. The result is not only a strong contraction of the vessels in

the legs, but also a small general reflex contraction of the vessels that leads to the development

or exacerbation of some disease. There is a widespread erroneous conception that one needs to

“get one’s feet moving” in order to warm them up. That may indeed help the feet a little, but for

the organism it will clearly be worse. More blood will flow to the moving legs and consequently

more cooled blood will return to the organism. It makes far more sense to move the upper body

actively (by bending from the waist, for example). That makes the heart beat faster and generates

a larger amount of heat with increasing heat loss. You can rub the feet with snow so as to close

the surface capillaries even more and reduce heat loss. They should, of course, be dried carefully

afterwards.

Warming the legs can, on the contrary, increase the average temperature of the blood and expand

the blood vessels. Hot foot-baths that are familiar to all of us can be a good prophylactic measure

after exposure to cold. The optimum duration for such foot baths is 30 minutes, and the
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temperature 40º Celsius. It is important to observe the time, but you should not get carried away

and make the water too hot — better to make sure it does not drop below 38º. After the bath pour

moderately cold water over the feet to close the surface capillaries.

Foot baths are best in a bucket or a specially-designed container — bowls let the water cool too

quickly. An alternative is a device resembling a padded boot with a heating element built in. If

the floor is cold at your workplace a heated rug for your feet will be very useful. With a

temperature of 30–35º Celsius, it will not feel hot but will provide protection against colds and

other complications.

All the methods of increasing blood flow listed above are, of course, not as effective as the

Vitafon, but they will provide a useful addition to a programme of preventative or complex

therapy.

It does not hurt to realise what reduces blood flow and can as a result lead to the development of

various diseases: cold car seats, ice fishing, sitting on concrete or metal if its temperature is

below 30º, tight trouser belts (better to wear braces), long periods of sitting above or standing on

a cold floor, a sedentary lifestyle.
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Part 2
Getting Down to Business

The General Principles of Vitafon therapy

The use of the Vitafon is effective for those diseases which are caused by disruptions to local

blood supply as well as disruptions in the conductivity of nerve fibres (innervation) as a

consequence of their receiving a significantly reduced blood supply. It is a remarkable property

of the device that, on the one hand, it does not have a harmful influence on healthy tissue and, on

the other, its therapeutic effect is strongest where there is considerable pathology in the blood

supply system. This kind of selectivity is due to the mechanism of increasing blood flow utilized

in the Vitafon matching that used by the body itself. As has already been stated in the first part of

the book, when there is a sharp drop in blood flow the walls of the blood vessels cease to

perform their own microvibration and the only alternative becomes microvibration from outside.

It is for this very reason that the Vitafon makes it possible to restore blood supply and,

consequently, the conductivity of nerve fibres compressed in the intervertebral foramen

(openings) which is exceptionally important for the restoration of control over the organs

(innervation).

Thanks to an improvement in the blood supply to the diseased area and the restoration of the

conductivity of nerve fibres, the Vitafon makes it possible to accelerate the regenerative

processes, reduce swelling, and restore the motor activity of numerous ducts, to increase the

function of organs and the effectiveness of medication.

As a rule Vitafon therapy comprises acting on the actual disease area and on an area of the spine.

The spine plays a special role in the organism as through it run the routes of control (innervation)

for all organs without exception and through it their communication with the central nervous

system is effected. A disease of the spine will undoubtedly affect the function of one organ or

another. Sometimes this takes place slowly and unnoticed by the sufferer (the gradual depositing

of salts, for example). Therefore Vitafon therapy of the spine has a positive effect in the

treatment of any diseased organ.

When inflammatory processes are at work in the diseased area you must use preparations that

fight inflammation and if necessary antibacterial medications.

The process of recovery is as a rule accompanied by an intensification of metabolic processes

and an increase in the waste-product content of the blood. Therefore acting on the area of the

kidneys (zone K) with the Vitafon and improving their functioning is very useful with regard to

cleansing the organism and is included in almost all courses of treatment. It is more correct to

work on the kidney area first and only then on other areas. Besides, the time spent operating on

zone K should be greater or approximately the same (give or take 3–5 minutes) as the total

amount spent on the remaining zones. In certain instances this rule is of prime importance.

Before beginning Vitafon therapy, it is vital to undergo medical examination. This is important

for two reasons: first, to establish the correct diagnosis and primary causes of the disease — the

effectiveness of the treatment depends on this to a large extent; and second, to establish any

contraindications. Regrettably, qualified medical assistance is not available to everybody, while

some have simply lost faith in official medicine and so people sometimes practice self-treatment.

This is the reality and it means that we need to stress here the most important aspects of Vitafon

therapy, the indications and contraindications for the use of the device.
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Indications for the use of Vitafon therapy

The device was originally created for the treatment of injuries, but with use the range of

conditions suitable for treatment with the Vitafon has grown. And that is a natural process. As

experience builds up, the merits and shortfalls of the device become clear and by the time of

writing the indications and contraindications for the use of vibro-acoustic therapy have defined

themselves. There is no doubt that the following list of pathological conditions in which the

Vitafon demonstrates a positive effect will be extended:

1. Osteochondrosis, radiculitis

2. Diseases of the joints, arthritis, rheumatoid polyarthritis

3. High blood pressure, including that with a renal origin

4. Prostatitis

5. Impotence

6. Adenoma of the prostate gland

7. Inflammation of the epididymis

8. Infertility due to blockage of the testicular duct as a result of inflammation (deferentitis)

9. Cystitis

10. Urinary and faecal incontinence, chronic colitis

11. Chronic pyelonephritis

12. Haemorrhoids

13. Constipation

14. Maxillary sinusitis

15. Head cold, running nose

16. Tonsillitis, sore throat

17. Bronchitis

18. Bronchial asthma

19. Insomnia

20. Inflammation of the middle ear (otitis)

21. Neurosensory hearing disorder

22. Fractures

23. After-effects (sequelae) of spinal injuries

24. After-effects (sequelae) of infantile cerebral palsy, flaccid paralysis

25. Effects (sequelae) of scoliosis
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26. , Tissue oedema (swelling), haematoma, bruises, boils, carbuncles, acne

27. Wounds, surgical incisions

28. Sprains, dislocations

29. Burns, scalds

30. Frostbite, chilblains

31. Corns

32. Trophic ulcers

33. The mouth —periodontitis, stomatitis, parodontosis

34. Chronic gastroduodenitis

35. Disruptions of the menstrual cycle

36. Serous mastitis, lactostasis

and also

37. Cosmetic purposes

38. Restoring and developing the voice

39. Alleviating fatigue

40. In sports training

41. Prevention of diseases

Together with a list of conditions suitable for the use of the Vitafon, it is appropriate to give the

following recommendations:

— Vitafon therapy can be used in cases of skull and brain injuries only with the consent of a

specialist physician and under his supervision.

— Do not expect to get better in a couple of days and take note of the courses of treatment

recommended. The length of sessions should be increased gradually.

— If you have not obtained an exact diagnosis, still have questions and doubts, consult a

medical specialist before beginning treatment

Contraindications to the use of the Vitafon

— Treatment of malignant tumours

— Pregnancy

— Acting on parts of the body affected by thrombophlebitis

— Advanced atherosclerosis

— Acute infectious diseases, high temperature

— Acting in the vicinity of implanted pacemakers.

— Placing the vibrophones in the immediate vicinity of the heart

The timing of sessions

Usually people have their treatment sessions in the evening before going to bed because no other

time is possible. If, however, you do have the choice and want to achieve the maximum

therapeutic effect, you should follow these rules.

In conjunction with medication, the Vitafon should be used at the moment when to concentration

of medication in the blood is at its highest: 40–60 minutes after taking a tablet or mixture, 5–15

minutes after an injection and 2–4 hours after applying ointments. When iodine solution is

applied, the Vitafon should be used immediately and it is recommended that the painted area not

be washed for 16 hours.
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The effect of the Vitafon persists for 4–6 hours. The maximum number of sessions in a day is

three. If it is a question of enhancing the blood supply to nerve fibres providing the innervation

of an organ that is being treated, the best time for a session is 40–60 minutes before the

maximum circadian activeness of the given organ. Sometimes it is necessary to constantly

bolster the blood supply to the nerve fibres in which case you should conduct 2–3 sessions a day.

Length of sessions

Sensitivity to microvibration is different in each individual and so the length of the first sessions

should be relatively short, after which they can be gradually extended. It is not recommended

that you ignore this principle: the therapy will not be accelerated anyway. A few minutes of work

with the Vitafon will already provide an improvement in blood flow. A few brief sessions over

the day are better than one long one. Sessions can be skipped occasionally; this will only slightly

increase the time needed for effective treatment. Restoring disruptions is a load on the organism.

To avoid overloading it, the length of a single session should not exceed 50 minutes, and the

total daily amount of work should not be more than 2 hours.

Selecting the right setting

In settings 1 and 3 the power of the vibro-acoustic effect is the same and minimum; in settings 2

and 4 it is the same and maximum (roughly twice as much as the minimum). In settings 3 and 4

the frequency of operation is additionally modulated with a period of about 1 second (pulse

setting). In choosing a setting you should also apply a gradual approach: the first sessions as a

rule use setting 1. Before beginning work you must check the position of the setting switches to

make sure it corresponds to the recommendations for your condition and the relevant procedure.

Positioning the vibrophones

For effective treatment it is very important that the vibrophones be placed correctly. The location

of the zones in relation to specific “landmarks” on the body is shown by letters on the colour

inset. The working radius of the Vitafon is about 7 centimetres, errors in placement of 1–2

centimetres are not important. It is far more important to choose a relatively flat area so that there

is no gap between the membranes and the body — air does not conduct the microvibration well.

The vibrophones should be placed tightly against the zones indicated but not pressed down hard.

When they are correctly positioned the sensation of microvibration at the lowest frequency is

strongest.

The vibrophones should remain still during a procedure. When acting on the spine, it is most

convenient for the patient to lie on his/her back during the session with something soft under

him/her. If the mattress is hard, it is sufficient to add one layer of quilt or two of blanket. The

vibrophones are simply placed under the back with the membranes touching the body in the

required zone.

When working on the face or from the chest side, people usually hold the vibrophones in place.

On the limbs and the neck area, it is more convenient to use an elastic bandage. When treating

the joints of the arms and legs, we recommend placing the vibrophones at an angle of 90º to each

other, but that is not vital. The angle may be anywhere between 60 and120 degrees. It is not

advisable to place the vibrophones facing each other as in that position the acoustic vibrations

may cancel each other out.
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Sensations

Generally either no sensations at all or a pleasant feeling of heat or vibration are experienced

while using the device. In chronic conditions an intensification of painful sensations sometimes

occurs. It should be noted that an exacerbation is inevitable when treating chronic conditions and

is evidence of positive changes in the course of the disease. It is, however, possible to avoid an

intensification of the painful sensations themselves, by increasing the amount of treatment

gradually and using, if required, anti-inflammatory and antibacterial preparations, such as iodine.

Unfortunately, sufferers sometimes ignore the recommendations and fail to use iodine or other

more effective anti-inflammatory medications. Still, even taking the necessary medication is not

a guarantee that treatment will proceed without painful sensations, since everybody’s organism is

different.

The exacerbation that usually begins 4–7 days after starting a course of treatment should not be a

cause for concern and should pass within 10–14 days. You can try reducing the length of

procedures and consult your doctor regarding the dosage of medications. If the exacerbation does

not pass after two weeks, a more thorough medical investigation is called for. Before treating any

chronic disease, we recommend carrying out a course of prophylactic Vitafon therapy on the

kidney area and on the section of the spine corresponding to the nerve supply of the diseased

organ. In this case the effectiveness of the treatment is significantly increased.

Iodine in Vitafon therapy

We are often asked why iodine is used in Vitafon therapy. Sometimes doctors even jokingly

accuse us of painting the whole nation with iodine. They do not object, however, as iodine is one

of the oldest medicinal substances. It is an important component of the human immune system.

Decontamination of the blood is effected with the aid of iodine compounds in the thyroid gland.

A lack of iodine leads to an enlargement of the thyroid (compensatory adaptation). When the

iodine deficit is corrected, it returns to normal size. A solution of iodine in alcohol is the simplest

anti-inflammatory and antiseptic substance that has long been used in the treatment of wounds

and preparing the skin before operations. A bottle of iodine should be in every medicine cabinet.

Preparations containing iodine are also used in cases of radioactive contamination in order to

saturate the organism with normal iodine. If there is an iodine deficit, the organism may pick up

a radioactive isotope of iodine with harmful consequences.

The majority of people have a good tolerance of iodine. There are, however, a few rare people

with an allergy to it. Such people should avoid iodine and make use of other anti-inflammatory

preparations.

Although the Vitafon is an effective device, it is not a panacea. When medication is required, it

should be taken. Due to a lack of money, however, many people cannot afford to buy expensive

drugs and are forced to use the Vitafon on its own. Iodine is within everyone’s budget. Therefore

in all cases where there is even a suspicion of some inflammatory process and there is no money

for more effective medication, the use of a 3–5% solution of iodine is vital.

Since the body assimilates iodine poorly, a considerable area needs to be painted in order that at

least some of it gets into the bloodstream. People usually paint the inflamed area, or, if it cannot

be reached, the abdomen as an area with good absorption (where there are no problems with

tolerance you should paint an area the size of two palms). The iodine procedure should be

repeated once a day until the trace of iodine still remains after 24 hours. This usually takes 4–7

days. The cycle of such procedures is termed iodine prophylaxis.
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Length of treatment

How soon can I expect to get better? There is no straightforward answer to that question.

Everything depends on the number and character of the deviations that have built up. First- or

second-degree burns, a cold just starting or a fresh bruise — if treatment is started immediately,

it may be possible to avoid pathological symptoms altogether. At the same time, even with the

Vitafon , a simple fracture will not heal in less than two weeks. The more deviations from the

norm, the longer the treatment will need to be. A patient walking on crutches because of

arthrosis, will not become well right away after any medical procedure, or after a session of

black or white magic. He can be made, with the aid of suggestion, to forget about the pain and

walk without crutches for a couple of hours, but the consequences of such a stunt will be

extremely deplorable — because the pain limits the amount of possible harm inflicted while

walking. Without that warning, it is possible to damage the joints so badly that within a day the

patient will not be able to walk at all, even with crutches. Miracles do not happen. The rate of

regeneration within the organism is limited. With age and in certain diseases it declines. When

we state that the Vitafon restores the conductivity of nerve fibres in one or two sessions, that still

does not mean a recovery has taken place. Recovery only begins with restoration of control over

the function of the organ. The restoration of innervation is the necessary precondition for

successful treatment. The longer the innervation was disrupted, the more defects have built up in

the organism and the longer treatment will take.

Sometimes after a course of Vitafon therapy a patient will have no feeling of an improvement in

health. This usually occurs in cases where the primary cause of the disease has not been precisely

established, or when not all disorders have been discovered, or when the length of treatment was

inadequate. After all, the speed of restorative processes in the organism is limited and sometimes

a patient has to undergo several courses before he or she senses any improvement.

It is a very difficult business to diagnose disorders in the spine, but very often the cause of a

disease is hidden there. Therefore, if after carrying out sessions with the Vitafon, you do not

notice any changes, we recommend obtaining a more precise diagnosis, checking how well you

adhered to the method of treatment and performing a course of prophylactic treatment on the

appropriate area of the spine.

A typical course of treatment lasts two weeks. Usually in the case of long-term chronic diseases

a substantial improvement is achieved only after 3–4 months. Experience of using the Vitafon

has shown that if the device is used periodically improvements persist for a period of two years.

Usually when medical tests are conducted an effect is expected within one or two weeks. For

chronic diseases, however, that is a very short time span and so the findings recorded in medical

reports, although positive, seem fairly modest in comparison with the results we learn about from

letters.

� Dear Comrades,

In November 1996 I bought a Vitafon at the chemist’s in the hope of curing

prostatitis. When I studied the operating instructions, I was somewhat at a loss. I did not

believe that it could be used to cure many diseases.

When I started using the Vitafon, I did not immediately sense any improvement after

the 1st and 2nd courses, but there was no worsening. After about 4–5 months, that is, 4–5

courses, I sensed an improvement in my health. Now I use the Vitafon only for

prophylactic purposes as recommended in the instructions. I have stopped even thinking
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about the adenoma. (And the doctor who was treating me said I would need an operation

soon.)

My wife completely cured the sinusitis that had troubled her for many years.

This device also helps to get rid of back pain — tried and tested by myself and

members of my family.

My thanks to all who invented and made it.

I am 75 years old. A pensioner, war veteran and second-degree invalid.

Ivan Ivanovich G.

Armavir, Krasnodar region

� Greetings, respected Comrade V.A. Fiodorov,

I have been using your Vitafon device for almost 2 years. To be exact, all my family

(3 people) and the neighbours (2 people) have. The device is a great help for

osteochondrosis, fractures, bruises, dislocations, sprains, sinus trouble, head colds and

so on. It is especially good for us pensioners and invalids: you don’t need to hang around

hospitals, wait in long queues and swallow endless pills. In short, the Vitafon is a home

doctor. Thank you for this wonder.

B.V.A., second-degree invalid

Ostashkov, Tver region

� Dear Manufacturers of the Vitafon,

I am writing to you with a great request. Please send me the new extended

instructions for the latest series of the Vitafon. I have asked in the businesses selling the

Vitafon and all of them tell me that they do not have any spare sets of instructions. I have

been using the device since December 1996. It has become a friend, comrade and brother

to me. I never travel anywhere without it. It helped me to overcome strong pains in my

knees and to get my blood pressure down. Now I am treating neurosensory hearing loss. I

am 68 years old and I hope that I shall live many more years with the Vitafon.

Yours sincerely,

Galina Ivanovna B.

Kaliningrad

We do not as yet know the limits to which the organism can be restored using the Vitafon in

treatment. It is patently obvious that the device has tremendous potential, but persistence and

patience are needed in treatment. Nothing happens “just like that”. Only a few diseases give in

after a single course. The real length of treatment depends to a large extent on the number of

sessions you manage a day. The therapeutic effect is proportional to the total time of all the

sessions — but not infinitely. The effect of using the Vitafon persists for about 4–6 hours,

therefore 3 sessions a day give the maximum possible effect. There are also limits to the total

time that you can work on any one zone. These are determined by the fact that the healing

process is a strain on the organism and it must not be overloaded. It is better to take a gradual

approach to treatment so as not to produce even temporary discomfort. Therefore in all the

recommended schemes the therapeutic dosage is gradually increased so that the organism

becomes disposed towards intensive treatment. The best criteria are subjective perception of

health and vigour.
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The Role of the Spine in the Emergence of Diseases

� Dear Creators of the wonderful home doctor Vitafon,

In my letter I want to express my heart-felt thanks to all those who give people health.

We bought a Vitafon before the New Year and in the short period of treatment with the

Vitafon I sensed the disease losing its hold. The disease — as with many people — is

osteochondrosis. I had agonizing pains at night, my hands went numb and I could not

hold knitting-needles. In general a lot of things have changed in my organism. Breathing

seems to have become easier and, despite being overweight, I have begun to feel light.

Nadezhda Mikhailovna K.

Vladimir region

There is probably not a single system in the human organism that plays such an important role in

our state of health and hopes for a long and active life as the spine. In days gone by, any musical

instrument was produced entirely individually for a particular musician: before beginning work

the craftsman would take measurements of the future owner so as to find out the length of his

spine. This parameter — the mensura — then formed the basis for the proportions of the future

violin, cello or guitar.

The superb master of flamenco Paco de Lucia played a guitar specially made for him by his

grandfather, a specialist craftsman. “I can, of course, play any other guitar,” De Lucia says, “only

that won’t be real flamenco any more.”

The spine is a sort of axis of the human body. At the upper end it is connected to the skull, at the

lower end to the bones of the pelvis. The spine is made up of 33–34 vertebrae, each of which

consists of a body and Y-shaped neural arch. The spine is divided into regions: cervical (7

vertebrae), thoracic (12 vertebrae), lumbar (5 vertebrae) and sacral (4–5 vertebrae). The

vertebrae of the first three regions are connected together by cartilaginous disks, chords and

joints. The degree of movement possible between two adjacent vertebrae is not great, but as a

whole these regions possess considerable flexibility. The thoracic vertebrae articulate with the

ribs and together with the breastbone form the rib cage.

Inside the vertebra there is an opening and together those openings form the vertebral foramen

through which the spinal chord runs (see fig. 3). Between each pair of vertebrae there is a gap

(the intervertebral foramen) through which the spinal nerve roots emerge from the spinal chord.

Each nerve begins with two roots — dorsal and ventral. Through the sensory dorsal roots

information about the condition of the various systems and organs enters the spinal column.

Through the motor neurones of the ventral root signals pass from the spinal chord to the muscles

and other organs. In total along the length of the trunk there are 31 pairs of roots: 8 cervical, 12

thoracic, 5 lumbar, 5 sacral and 1 coccygeal. Both horns merge into a single nerve as they leave

the spinal chord.

Thus there are 31 pairs of mixed — sensory and motor — spinal nerves, each of which

innervates a certain organ or part of the body (fig. 2). A great deal depends on the state of these

nerves and their blood supply: heart rhythm, vascular regulation, motor activity of the

gastrointestinal tract, the tonus of the bile and urinary ducts, the secretions of the glands — in

other words, the activities of all organs and systems.

The special shape of the spine protects the brain and spinal chord from concussion and injury. A

healthy spine allows each spinal nerve to function normally, and that means that the whole

organism can live life to the full. That is why it is very important for a child’s posture to be

correct. If, however, the spine is weakened or twisted, if the distance between individual
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vertebrae is reduced or there is some other pathology, then the nerve fibres become compressed,

their blood supply is disrupted and that in turn leads to a disruption of their function to both

receive and carry information and also to convey commands to the muscles and internal organs.

In other words, there is a breakdown in the nervous regulation of the systems in the organism.

If the disruptions take place in the cervical vertebrae, we get headaches, pains in the neck and the

arms, dizziness, the blood circulation in the brain becomes worse, and our capacity for mental

work is diminished. If the changes have affected the thoracic vertebrae, we are visited by pains in

the heart, stomach and intestines. Very often a person will try to treat a perfectly healthy heart,

not even suspecting that the cause of his painful sensations is in the spine. Disruptions in the

lumbar vertebrae threaten us with pains in the lower back and legs, cramps in the calves,

problems with the bladder and prostate gland, gynaecological troubles and other diseases.

There are also kinds of damage in the spine that do not in themselves cause pains, but lead to

serious disruptions in the work of various organs. Depending on which particular nerve fibre has

been trapped, the organism develops disorders of the stomach or liver, vegetovascular dystonia,

chronic diseases of the ear, nose and throat, or diseases of the urogenital system. Disruptions in

the spine can lead to diseases of practically all the organs. This is, of course, not the only cause

of diseases, but if we do not eliminate disruptions in the spine, the chances of recovery remain

very poor.

Whatever disorders there may be in the spine, all our efforts should be directed towards restoring

and maintaining the blood supply to the nerve fibres. When the spine is healthy, the

intervertebral foramina are large enough for the nerve to be under no threat whatever movements

we make with our trunk. If, however, those movements are accompanied by an excessive

physical load (lifting a very heavy weight), then certain disruptions may take place in the

strained spine itself: injury and compression of nerve fibres, disruption of blood supply and a

reduction in the resilience of the spinal disks. The disks may even be moved out of place (a

herniated or slipped disk). A displaced disk can press on the spinal chord which is very

dangerous and requires careful diagnosis and special treatment. If for some reason the muscles

are weakened or tired through maintaining an awkward pose for a prolonged period of time, bad

things can happen even with relatively small physical loads.

With each further overload the damage in the spine grows and the number of disruptions

gradually builds up as life goes on. At the site of bruises, injuries and strains such disruptions

accumulate faster and it is here first and foremost that problems arise. With the years the

intervertebral foramina narrow — potassium compounds are deposited in them that have not

been assimilated by the bone tissue due to a worsening of the osteal (bone) blood supply. This

process is called osteochondrosis. The surface of the vertebrae becomes uneven, covered in

spikes that increase the likelihood of compression and injuries to nerves. As a result of injury and

inflammatory process (radiculitis) may develop and form a swelling that presses on the nerves

still further.

In the elderly disruptions have built up to such an extent that the nerve fibres are practically

permanently compressed. Now even simple movements can cause injuries to the nerve fibres.

From that moment the number of diseases begins to rise inexorably. The Eastern sages were right

when they said that “a man is as young and fit as his spine is flexible and healthy.” Here is one

more piece of folk wisdom: “If you have a lot of illnesses, it’s your spine that’s ill.”

The aim of using the Vitafon in the treatment of the spines is:
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1. To increase the blood supply to the muscles to remove tension and improve the balancing of

the spine.

2. To remove muscular pains caused by physical strain.

3. To restore and maintain blood supply to the nerve fibres that are in a compressed state.

4. To increase the elasticity of the intervertebral disks by improving their blood supply.

5. To remove swelling.

6. To disperse the deposits of salts.

Weak back muscles and their retarded reactions are often the causes of disorders appearing in the

spine. Therefore before each unavoidable physical strain on the spine and after it, before and

after physical exercise aimed at strengthening the back muscles, it makes sense when possible to

use the Vitafon in the way described in Table 1.

If excessive strain has caused back pains, but no other disruptions have occurred (and did not

already exist), such muscular pains may pass after 1 or 2 sessions with the Vitafon. However, in

order to avoid residual symptoms, you should go through a full course of Vitafon therapy

following Table 2. The very fact that the pains appeared is evidence that the spinal musculature

is weak and needs to be trained, or at least subjected to less strain.

There are many exercises for the spine. Your doctor can advise you on the best combination in

your particular case. You should only engage in physical exercise in the remission stage, when

there is no inflammatory process and no painful sensations. Remember that there is danger for

the spine in all sharp movements (especially when lifting weights), in twisting the spine as far as

it will go and in bending backwards (both narrow the gap available to the nerve fibres). (See

Fig. 3.) You should increase the quantity of movements gradually and never bend or turn to the

limit. The aim of the exercises is to train the muscles and not to give the joints a workout. To

reduce the risk of injury during physical exercise, we recommend using the Vitafon forty minutes

before an exercise session and 1–4 hours after it. You should not try to train all the muscles at

once. It is better to select the most important first and to carry out a Vitafon therapeutic

procedure on them.
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Table 1

Prophylactic Vitafon procedures before and after physical strains

Area of strained musclesTime to start the

procedure Setting Time (each area)

40 mins before 1 10

1–4 hours afterwards 1 10

The procedures are performed lying

down. For a body weight over 80 kg,

use setting 2. Place the vibrophones

symmetrically on the left and right

groups of muscles. Act on no more

than 2 paired areas in one session

Table 2

To relieve muscular pain caused by strain

Area of strained musclesDay

Setting Time (each area)

Immediately

after the strain

1 71

4 hours after

the 1st session

1 10

morning 1 102

evening 1 7

morning 1 53

evening 1 3

The procedures are performed lying

down. For a body weight over 80 kg,

use setting 2. Place the vibrophones

symmetrically on the left and right

groups of muscles. Act on no more

than 2 paired areas in one session

Fig. 3. Deformation of the vertebrae with different movements of the trunk
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a) — normal position of the spine;

b) — enlarged intervertebral foramen (opening) when bending forwards. A force appears

tending to displace the disk in the direction of the spinal chord.

c) — reduced intervertebral foramen when bending backwards. A force appears tending to

displace the disk away from the spinal chord.

d) — reduced intervertebral foramen when twisting the trunk.

e) — reduced intervertebral foramen when bending sideways. A force appears tending to

displace the disk to the side of the spinal chord.

As has already been noted, besides pains other pathological conditions may arise in the spine

such as slipped disks, radiculitis and swellings. In each individual case, determining the complete

spectrum of disorders is a very tricky matter that requires not only a sufficiently qualified doctor,
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but also special equipment. In drawing up a programme of treatment, it is very important to

consider the likelihood of an inflammatory process. If there is the slightest chance of this, the

Vitafon should be used only in combination with anti-inflammatory medication. The simplest

anti-inflammatory preparation is iodine. It is sufficient to simply paint the diseased area with

iodine solution before using the Vitafon. At the same time it should be remembered that it is not

sensible to use powerful painkillers without consulting a doctor as pain is an indication of

disorders. Ignoring pain or reducing it will only create more problems in the future.

To restore blood supply to compressed nerves, to remove swelling, to disperse the deposits of

salt and increase the elasticity of the intervertebral disks we use one and the same scheme of

Vitafon therapy. It is included in the complex of treatment for the relevant region of the spine or

for some organ. The complex also includes work with the Vitafon on zone K and, if necessary,

anti-inflammatory medication.

Increasing the blood supply in the intervertebral disks accelerates the processes of restoration in

them which increases their elasticity and encourages the widening of the intervertebral foramina.

This in turn improves the conditions for the functioning of the nerve fibres. Part of the deposits

of salts in the form of calcium compounds is absorbed into the bone tissue, simultaneously

increasing its density and smoothing the surface. The calcium components (salt deposits) only

formed nodes in the first place because they were not absorbed by the bone tissue due to poor

blood supply. At the same time it should be remembered that part of the salts and an additional

quantity of products of regeneration are carried away with the blood, placing an extra load on the

kidneys. Precisely for that reason the complex of treatment includes Vitafon therapy of the

kidneys. If there is some inflammatory process in the kidneys themselves (pyelonephritis, for

example), then it makes sense to devote serious attention to the treatment of the kidneys with

medication together with the Vitafon therapy on the spine.

The dispersal of the salts and the restoration of the elasticity of the disks progress fairly slowly.

For a radical improvement, the procedures need to be carried out for 2–3 months. Given patient

work, it is possible to achieve an enlargement of the intervertebral foramina and a smoothing of

its surface which reduces the likelihood of injury and compression of the nerve fibres. With

annual prophylaxis the therapeutic effect accumulates; without use of the Vitafon the tendency is

to degradation.

Sadly, the majority of sufferers stop performing the Vitafon procedures after obtaining some

relief. There are also other difficulties hampering completion of a full course of treatment: the

absence of any noticeable effect in the first stage, a sense of recovery after the painful sensations

have gone and also a large number of health problems. It is not possible to treat them all at once

— the strain on the organism is too great. You have to advance in stages, beginning with the

most serious disease. People are in a hurry and when they sense an improvement in one area,

they start to tackle the next sore spot. The spine, however, deserves particular attention. When it

returns to health, some of the problems will disappear of their own accord.

Sometimes the disruptions in the spine are so great that they become irreversible. In that case it is

no longer possible to free the nerve fibres from compression and you can only maintain their

blood supply at an acceptable level with periodic Vitafon procedures. For this you should use

setting 1 for 2–3 minutes morning and evening in the area of irreversible spinal changes.

It is better to begin preventative treatment to forestall spinal disorders when there are not yet

attacks or sharp pains on making simple movements. The Vitafon should be used primarily on

those sections of the spine where there have been injuries or bruises in the course of your life. If

you have not had any, then operate first on the most important section — the cervical region
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(Table 3). Then you can go on to work on the lumbar or lumbar-sacral regions (Tables 4, 5) and

only after that to the thoracic region (Table 6). We do not recommend using the Vitafon on

several regions of the spine at the same time. The total amount of time spent working on the

spine should not be more than 20 minutes and should not exceed the time devoted to zone K.

If you are beginning treatment after an acute attack of pain, then for muscular pain caused by

physical strain you can use Table 2, but for an acute form of radiculitis you should follow Tables

7–10.

When joints and the spine are being treated together, you must observed the following rules. The

total amount of time spent working on the spine and joints in a day should not exceed that

devoted to zone K. The length of one procedure performed on the spine or a joint should not

exceed 20 minutes.

In the process of treating the spine painful sensations may occur. This is due to the fact that the

restoration of the blood supply and the conductivity of the nerve fibres allows the pain signals to

reach the brain. This could not take place earlier due to the advanced disruption of blood supply

and the loss of sensitivity in the disease area.

There are cases when a person bends forward and cannot straighten up due to severe pain. Here

you cannot manage without someone else’s help. It is desirable to paint the painful area with

iodine solution and to rub the muscles until a rustling noise is heard. If the Vitafon is to hand,

then instead of rubbing it is better to use the vibro-acoustic effect for one minute on setting 1. If

possible, fix the vibrophones on the painful area using an elastic bandage. Then, without

switching the Vitafon off, the sufferer should try to straighten up very smoothly. You should time

this for the period when the Vitafon is working in the lower (bass) frequencies. If the pain still

prevents this, you should switch off the device and wait in as comfortable a pose as possible for

five minutes. Then switch the Vitafon on again for 1 minute and, without switching off, again try

to straighten up. You should not try to overcome the pain. The attempts can be repeated several

times.

Table 3

Using the Vitafon as a prophylactic measure on the cervical region of the spine

Zone K Zone E1 Zone D1 Zone D2Day

Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — —1

Evening 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 2

Morning 1 10 1 3 1 2 1 22

Evening 1 15 1 4 1 3 1 3

Morning 2 10 1 5 1 4 1 43

Evening 2 15 1 5 1 4 1 4

Morning 2 15 1 6 1 5 1 54–

18 Evening 2 15 1 6 1 5 1 5

Morning 2 10 1 5 1 4 1 419

Evening 2 15 1 5 1 4 1 4

Morning 1 15 1 4 1 3 1 320

Evening 1 10 1 3 1 2 1 2

Morning — — — — — — — —21

Evening 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 2
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Table 4

Using the Vitafon as a prophylactic measure on the lumbar region of the spine

Zone K Zone E21 Zone E3 Zone E31Day

Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — —1

Evening 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 2

Morning 1 10 1 3 1 3 1 32

Evening 1 15 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 5 1 5 1 53

Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 1 5

Morning 2 15 1 5 1 5 1 54–

18 Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 1 5

Morning 2 10 1 5 1 5 1 519

Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 1 5

Morning 1 15 1 4 1 4 1 420

Evening 1 10 1 3 1 3 1 3

Morning — — — — — — — —21

Evening 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 2

Table 5

Using the Vitafon as a prophylactic measure on the lumbar-sacral region of the spine

Zone K Zone E3 Zone E31 Zone E4Day

Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — —1

Evening 1 7 1 2 1 2 2 2

Morning 1 10 1 3 1 3 2 32

Evening 1 15 1 4 1 4 2 4

Morning 2 10 1 5 1 5 2 53

Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 2 5

Morning 2 15 1 5 1 5 2 54–

18 Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 2 5

Morning 2 10 1 5 1 5 2 519

Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 2 5

Morning 1 15 1 4 1 4 2 420

Evening 1 10 1 3 1 3 2 3

Morning — — — — — — — —21

Evening 1 7 1 2 1 2 2 2

Table 6

Using the Vitafon as a prophylactic measure on the thoracic region of the spine

Zone K Zone E11 Zone E2 Zone E21Day

Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins.

1 Morning — — — — — — — —
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Evening 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 2

Morning 1 10 1 3 1 3 1 32

Evening 1 15 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 43

Evening 2 15 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning 2 15 1 5 1 5 1 54–

18 Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 1 5

Morning 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 419

Evening 2 15 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning 1 15 1 4 1 4 1 420

Evening 1 10 1 3 1 3 1 3

Morning — — — — — — — —21

Evening 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 2

Table 7

For the treatment of osteochondrosis and radiculitis

of the cervical region of the spine

Zone K Zone D1 Zone D1 Zone E1Day

Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — —

Noon — — — — — — — —

1

Evening 1 7 1 1 1 1 1 2

Morning 1 7 1 1 1 1 1 2

Noon 1 10 1 2 1 2 1 3

2

Evening — — 1 2 1 2 1 3

Morning 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

Noon 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

3

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

Noon 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

4–

8

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

Noon — — — — — — — —

9

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

Morning — — — — — — — —

Noon — — — — — — — —

10

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

Table 8

For the treatment of osteochondrosis and radiculitis

of the lumbar region of the spine

Zone K Zone E21 Zone E3 Zone E31Day

Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins.
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Morning — — — — — — — —

Noon — — — — — — — —

1

Evening 1 8 1 2 1 2 1 2

Morning 1 8 1 2 1 2 1 2

Noon 1 10 1 3 1 3 1 3

2

Evening 2 7 1 3 1 3 1 3

Morning 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

Noon 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

3

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Noon 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

4–

8

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Noon — — — — — — — —

9

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning — — — — — — — —

Noon — — — — — — — —

10

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Table 9

For the treatment of osteochondrosis and radiculitis

of the thoracic region of the spine

Zone K Zone E11 Zone E2 Zone E21Day

Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — —

Noon — — — — — — — —

1

Evening 1 8 1 2 1 2 1 2

Morning 1 8 1 2 1 2 1 2

Noon 1 10 1 3 1 3 1 3

2

Evening 2 7 1 3 1 3 1 3

Morning 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

Noon 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

3

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Noon 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

4–

8

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Noon — — — — — — — —

9

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning — — — — — — — —

Noon — — — — — — — —

10

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4
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Table 10

For the treatment of osteochondrosis and radiculitis

of the lumbar-sacral region of the spine

Zone K Zone E3 Zone E31 Zone E4Day

Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins. Setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — —

Noon — — — — — — — —

1

Evening 1 8 1 2 1 2 1 2

Morning 1 8 1 2 1 2 1 2

Noon 1 10 1 3 1 3 1 3

2

Evening 2 7 1 3 1 3 1 3

Morning 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

Noon 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 4

3

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Noon 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

4–

8

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Noon — — — — — — — —

9

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning — — — — — — — —

Noon — — — — — — — —

10

Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4
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After-effects (sequelae) of infantile cerebral palsy

� Dear Mr Fiodorov,

I am a paediatric neuropathologist in the Republic of Marii-El. Using the Vitafon

device produced by you firm, I have managed to achieve some interesting positive

clinical effects. A girl of six years old was taken for a course of treatment with the

diagnosis of infantile cerebral palsy, mixed tetraplegia, the hypertonic form with serious

retardation of psycholingual development. Before treatment the girl did not walk or talk.

After ten sessions using your device the child produced its first intelligent syllables and

began to hold herself in a vertical position for 15 minutes three times a day.

Yours sincerely,

Igor Gennadyevich A., Dr.

Yoshkar-Ola, Marii-El

The main complication of infantile cerebral palsy is a disorder of the motor function. It expresses

itself primarily in disruptions of the central regulation of muscle tonus (both voluntary and

involuntary) and secondary changes in the muscle tissue itself that end with the development of

contracture (loss of muscle properties).

The use of the Vitafon in the treatment of infantile cerebral palsy is directed towards improving

the blood supply of the brain and spinal chord and reducing the hypertonus of the muscles. At the

outset you should follow the first and second courses of treatment outlined in Tables 11 and 12.

If there is a positive effect, you should repeat those two courses for a year. If there are no

positive shifts, you should go on to the third course outlined in Table 13. If there are then

positive signs, you should continue to perform all three courses for a year. If after a series of

three courses there are no signs of improvement, then the patient should undergo further medical

examination for corrections to be made in the method of treatment.

During the breaks in work on the spine, you should work on the spastically contracted muscles

twice a day, placing the vibrophones along the muscles. This procedure uses setting 4 for 20–30

minutes.

Table 11

The use of the Vitafon in the treatment of Infantile Cerebral Palsy. Course 1
Zone K

Setting 2

Zone D1

Setting 1

Zone D2

Setting 1

Zone E1

Setting 1

ZoneE11

Setting 1

Zone E2

Setting 1

ZoneE21

Setting 1

Zone E3

Setting 1

Zone G

Setting 1

ZoneA1*

Setting 1Day
mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

1
Morning &

evening
5 5 — — — — — — — —

2
Morning &

evening
10 — 5 — — — — — 4 4

3
Morning &

evening
10 5 — 5 — — — — — —

4
Morning &

evening
10 — — — 5 — — — 6 6

5
Morning &

evening
10 5 — — — 5 — — — —

6
Morning &

evening
10 — — — — — 5 — 8 8

7
Morning &

evening
10 5 — — — — — 5 — —
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8
Morning &

evening
15 8 — — — — — — 10 10

9
Morning &

evening
15 — 8 — — — — — 5 5

10
Morning &

evening
15 8 — 8 — — — — — —

11
Morning &

evening
15 — — — 8 — — — 5 5

12
Morning &

evening
15 8 — — — 8 — — — —

13
Morning &

evening
15 — — — — — 8 — 5 5

14
Morning &

evening
15 8 — — — — — 8 — —

15
Morning &

evening
15 12 — — — — — — — —

16
Morning &

evening
15 — 12 — — — — — 10 —

17
Morning &

evening
15 — — 12 — — — — — 10

18
Morning &

evening
15 12 — — 12 — — — — —

19
Morning &

evening
15 — — — — 12 — — 10 —

20
Morning &

evening
15 — — — — — 12 — — 10

21
Morning &

evening
15 12 — — — — — 12 — —

22–35 break

Table 12

The use of the Vitafon in the treatment of Infantile Cerebral Palsy. Course 2
Zone K

Setting 2

Zone D1

Setting 2

Zone D2

Setting 2

Zone E1

Setting 2

ZoneE11

Setting 2

Zone E2

Setting 2

ZoneE21

Setting 2

Zone E3

Setting 2

Zone G

Setting 2

ZoneA1

Setting 2Day
mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

36
Morning &

evening
5 5 — — — — — — — —

37
Morning &

evening
10 — 5 — — — — — 3 3

38
Morning &

evening
10 5 — 5 — — — — — —

39
Morning &

evening
10 — — — 5 — — — 5 5

40
Morning &

evening
10 5 — — — 5 — — — —

41
Morning &

evening
10 — — — — — 5 — 5 5

42
Morning &

evening
10 5 — — — — — 5 — —

43
Morning &

evening
15 8 — — — — — — 5 5

44
Morning &

evening
15 — 8 — — — — — 5 5
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45
Morning &

evening
15 8 — 8 — — — — — —

46
Morning &

evening
15 — — — 8 — — — 5 5

47
Morning &

evening
15 8 — — — 8 — — — —

48
Morning &

evening
15 — — — — — 8 — 5 5

49
Morning &

evening
15 8 — — — — — 8 — —

50
Morning &

evening
15 12 — — — — — — — —

51
Morning &

evening
15 — 12 — — — — — 10 —

52
Morning &

evening
15 — — 12 — — — — — 10

53
Morning &

evening
15 12 — — 12 — — — — —

54
Morning &

evening
15 — — — — 12 — — 10 —

55
Morning &

evening
15 — — — — — 12 — — 10

56
Morning &

evening
15 12 — — — — — 12 — —

57–70 break

Table 12

The use of the Vitafon in the treatment of Infantile Cerebral Palsy. Course 3
Zone K

Setting 2

Zone D1

Setting 4

Zone D2

Setting 4

Zone E1

Setting 4

ZoneE11

Setting 4

Zone E2

Setting 4

ZoneE21

Setting 4

Zone E3

Setting 4

Zone G

Setting 3

ZoneA1

Setting 3Day
mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins. mins.

71
Morning &

evening
5 5 — — — — — — — —

72
Morning &

evening
10 — 5 — — — — — 3 —

73
Morning &

evening
10 5 — 5 — — — — — —

74
Morning &

evening
10 — — — 5 — — — — 3

75
Morning &

evening
10 5 — — — 5 — — — —

76
Morning &

evening
10 — — — — — 5 — 4 —

77
Morning &

evening
10 5 — — — — — 5 — —

78
Morning &

evening
15 5 — — — — — — — 4

79
Morning &

evening
15 — 8 — — — — — 5 —

80
Morning &

evening
15 5 — 8 — — — — — —

81
Morning &

evening
15 — — — 8 — — — — 5
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82
Morning &

evening
15 5 — — — 8 — — — —

83
Morning &

evening
15 — — — — — 8 — 5 —

84
Morning &

evening
15 5 — — — — — 8 — —

85
Morning &

evening
15 5 — — — — — — — 5

86
Morning &

evening
15 — 10 — — — — — — —

87
Morning &

evening
15 — — 10 — — — — 5 —

88
Morning &

evening
15 5 — — 10 — — — — —

89
Morning &

evening
15 — — — — 10 — — — 5

90
Morning &

evening
15 — — — — — 10 — — —

91
Morning &

evening
15 5 — — — — — 10 — —

92–105 break
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Arthritis and arthrosis

� Dear Comrades,

I am a former teacher and a second-degree invalid. I bought a Vitafon in the

chemist’s in Omsk. I took a course of treatment for my diseases. and felt rejuvenated. At

47 I was walking bent over and could barely climb stairs. I treated myself for 4 months at

home. I decided to help my mother in Tula region. Irreversible arthritis has twisted the

joints of her hands, legs, feet and hips joints. She could barely reach the table on

crutches. As soon as she had a course, she began to walk faster. She sleeps at night

(before she had pains) and has even begun playing cards, while before she could not feed

herself because she couldn’t grip the spoon.

Zemfira Ivanovna I.

Omsk

� Dear MicroEPM staff,

I want to tell you that the vibro-acoustic Vitafon is a very good and useful device. I

used it to treat the knee joints in both my legs. After the second session the pains

disappeared entirely, while before going down stairs or getting off a bus was very

difficult for me due to the severe pain. Sometime my right leg gave way under me. Now I

can run, jump carry weights and walk several kilometres and no pain. Many thanks to

you.

Viacheslav Petrovich Sh.

Cheboksari

� Dear inventors of the Vitafon,

My admiration and thanks to you for such a splendid device.

Besides a range of other illnesses, I have had rheumatoid arthritis for many years. All

my joints are affected. I walked with pain and a stick. I read about your device in the

newspaper, bought one and began to use it strictly according to the instructions. At the

same time I underwent two courses of acupuncture. After 3 months I gave up my stick and

completely take care of myself and my apartment. Thanks you for such a wonderful

device.

Klarissa Nikolayevna N.

Moscow

The overwhelming majority of people over 45 experience unpleasant sensations in their joints.

Some lose mobility in their arms, their hands become less flexible, others have problems going

down stairs or walking at all.

There are a mass of different diseases of the joints. Here we shall be dealing with those whose

names contain the terms “arthritis” or “arthrosis”, since the treatment for them using the Vitafon

is the same — aimed at increasing blood supply in the area of the joints and improving blood

parameters.

In a joint there is a continuous highly intensive process of wear and corresponding regeneration.

The blood in the veins takes away waste products from the joint, while that in the arteries

delivers nutrients, enzymes and regulators. A special place in the biomechanism of the joint is

occupied by synovia, a liquid that acts as a lubricant between the working parts. The rate of

regeneration and the intensity of synovial secretion depends on the quality of the blood and the

intensity of blood supply. As a consequence of worsening blood supply, the calcifying

components that arrive with the blood for regeneration of the bone tissue are not completely
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assimilated and are deposited on the surface, primarily in the zone of microscopic damage,

forming uneven areas. If this takes place in a joint, the tissue wear increases. Increased wear

coupled with a drop in the rate of regeneration leads to an accumulation of defects and the

development of an inflammatory process — arthritis that gradually develops into arthrosis, a

chronic joint disease. We shall not go into all the details of this extremely complex process. It is

absolutely obvious that in such a situation the organism cannot cope by itself. If the joint does

not receive treatment, then with time irreversible processes may occur within it and then we have

to resort to surgical intervention. Therefore, before treating arthritis or arthrosis you must consult

a specialist to determine the stage the disease has reached.

The aim of Vitafon therapy is not only to restore blood supply in the joint. It is vital to eliminate

the inflammatory process, improve blood parameters, accelerate the regenerative process and

restore the self-regulation of the joint’s blood supply.

How can we improve the parameters of the blood? Apart from diet and medication therapy, it is

exceptionally important to improve the work of the kidneys and the adrenal glands. Therefore,

before treating joints, we recommend performing 1 or 2 courses of Vitafon therapy on zone K

following Table 42. The influence of microvibration on that area improves the functioning of the

kidneys and prepares the organism for intensive treatment. Then, if you are going to treat the leg

joints, you should perform a prophylactic course of procedures on the lumbar-sacral region of the

spine following Table 5 (see the section on The Role of the Spine in the Emergence of Diseases).

Or, if you are going to treat the arms, a course on the cervical region of the spine (Table 3). Only

after that is it possible to proceed to working on the joint. Immediately before a procedure, it is

vital to paint the joint with anti-inflammatory substances, such as iodine solution. The Vitafon

significantly increases its effectiveness. Please note that if you use iodine, then it should be

applied not more than once a day immediately before a procedure, and then only if the traces of

iodine from the day before have gone from the skin.

We recommend treating one joint, the most troublesome, first. The vibrophones should be placed

in the flattest places in the area of the joint, trying to make them lie as tightly as possible against

the body. Do not bother about placing the vibrophones exactly at right-angles to each other, a

tight fit against the joint is more important. Remember, though, that the vibro-acoustic effect is

considerably diminished if the membranes are placed facing each other.

During the treatment of the joint, work on zone K should be continued, and the amount of time

spent on the joint should be roughly equal to that spent on zone K. When the blood supply to the

diseased joint increases, the amount of waste products in the blood also increases. he organism

cannot allow the blood to become polluted with the products of regeneration and, if the blood is

not purified in time, the rate of regeneration will drop. Then all your efforts to increase blood

supply in the joint will prove of little effect. The opposite is also true — simply intensifying the

functioning of the kidneys increases the rate of regeneration. So, the treatment of the joint

already begins with the first course of Vitafon therapy on zone K. Any attempts to tackle arthritis

and arthrosis without operating on the kidney area will not be sufficiently effective.

Under the influence of the Vitafon the deposits of salts in the joint are dispersed. The greater

portion is absorbed by the bone tissue, strengthening it and smoothing its surface. At the same

time as this is going on, the secretion of synovia — the lubricating fluid — increases with the

result that the joint is less vulnerable to injury and wear.

In order not to overload the organism, the length of single session, including work on several

areas, should not exceed 50 minutes. Neither should you treat several joints at the same time. It is
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possible to operate on left and right joints in turn while continuing to act on zone K. In this case

the length of the treatment increases.

To regenerate a joint we need to “pump” a certain quantity of blood through it. The size of that

quantity depends how long the disease has been present and how far it has progressed and also

on the quality of the blood. There is no hope of curing a chronic illness instantly, in a single

session. Acute pain may disappear rapidly, if it has appeared recently as a result of a knock or an

awkward movement. The treatment of chronic arthritis or arthrosis requires months, although a

noticeable improvement may be achieved in only 1–2 weeks.

The timing of the procedures is of considerable significance. It is best to carry them out when the

composition of the blood is best: the first procedure in the morning, immediately on waking; the

second in the evening, four hours after eating and before going to bed. To avoid complications

after every forced strain on the joint or exposure to cold, it makes sense to use the Vitafon

additionally for 5 minutes on each joint (not more than 2 in a session) using setting 2. All

procedures on the kidney area, the spine and the joints must be performed with the patient lying

down.

Sufferers from joint diseases must remember that chilling the legs and joints is a factor that not

only provokes the disease but also complicates the healing process. So diseased joints need to be

kept warm. It is also useful to follow the guidelines on nutrition presented in the relevant chapter

of this book.

The diseased joint should not be immobile, as the tissues need to adapt to normal conditions in

the process of regeneration. At the same time it should not be subjected to excessive strain so as

to avoid further damage. Movement of the joint should be slow and smooth. Do not lift or carry

heavy weights. If the diseased joints are in the legs, for the first week it is good to reduce the

load on them from your body weight. To do that you need to lie down more and perform

physical exercises in that position. The exercises should be simple, reproducing the movements

of ordinary daily life. The load placed on the joints needs to be increased very gradually. Choose

footwear that does not compress the foot. Use the banister when going up- and especially

downstairs and use a stick outside the house. When other joints are damaged, follow the same

rule — decrease the strain on them, especially in the initial period of therapy.

The use of the Vitafon can be restricted where a person has cancer of the abdominal organs, and

in such cases the use of the Vitafon on zone K is not recommended. Working only on the joint

will significantly diminish the therapeutic effect.

Sometime in the course of treatment blood pressure may increase in those suffering from high

blood pressure. In this case you should check whether you are following the course of treatment

properly and whether you have an acute inflammatory process in the kidneys. In the latter case,

(pyelonephritis, for example) it is necessary to go through a course of treatment for the kidneys

and only then return to treating the joint.

A course of treatment for one joint lasts three weeks. The method is outlined in Table 14. The

next three weeks you can treat another joint, while continuing to work on zone K. At the same

time you should carry out a 10-minute maintenance procedure on the first joint using setting 2.

After the second three weeks, you return to treatment of the first joint, while performing the

maintenance procedure on the second. After three months of treatment, you must have a month’s

break. During the break you should keep up prophylactic procedures on the kidney area, once or

twice a week, for 15–20 minutes using setting 2. One cycle of treatment thus lasts four months.
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Table 13

For the treatment of arthritis, arthrosis and rheumatoid polyarthritis

zone K zone E3

(for leg joints)

zone D2

(for arm joints)

zone E31

(for leg joints)

zone E1

(for arm joints)

Area of the

affected joint

Day

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — —1

Evening 1 10 1 3 1 3 2 7

Morning 1 15 — — — — 4

2

3

8

2

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 3 4 5

Morning 2 15 — — — — 4

2

4

10

3

Evening 2 15 1 4 1 4 2 10

Morning 2 15 — — — — 4

2

4

10

4–

18

Evening 2 18 1 4 1 4 2 10

Morning 2 12 — — — — 4

2

4

8

19

Evening 2 12 1 4 1 4 2 6

Morning 2 10 — — — — 4

2

3

7

20

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 3 2 5

Morning 2 10 — — — — 2 721

Evening 2 10 — — — — — —
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High Blood Pressure

� I have performed 10 sessions for the treatment of high blood pressure. I am very pleased. I

do not take medication. Thank you.

Z.N.A, pensioner

� Thank you for the Vitafon. Thanks to it I have not taken medication for high blood pressure

for a month now, although I have stage 2 hypertension.

Yury Georgiyevich P.

St Petersburg

� Many thanks. I have cured my little troubles. My arm hurt — it went away in 10 sessions. My

knees don’t hurt any more either. I had very high blood pressure — for a year now I don’t.

That’s how good the Vitafon is. Thank you very much again.

Tamara Vadimovna O.

Hypertension is a general disease of the organism, the most significant symptom of which is

raised arterial blood pressure. Hypertension encourages the development and complication of

cardio-vascular diseases. High blood pressure leads to damage in the organs, first and foremost

the heart, the blood vessels of the brain and the kidneys, and to the development of such serious

complications as cardiac infarction, strokes, and renal insufficiency. As the main risk factor,

hypertension increases the death rate from strokes and ischaemic heart disease.

The increase in arterial pressure takes place considerably earlier than the development of any

disorders in the internal organs and so treatment started in time can help to avoid complications.

Hypertension is the most widespread disease among the adult population. According to the WHO

classification there are several levels of arterial blood pressure. Hypertension is defined as

arterial blood pressure over 140/90.With age, due to the decreased elasticity of the blood vessels,

the upper — systolic — figure increases and the norm is taken to be 100 plus the patients age in

years. For example, for a patient aged 60 a systolic pressure of 160 would be the norm, while the

lower — diastolic — figure should not exceed 90.

Classification of levels of arterial blood pressure

(WHO and International Hypertension Society, 1999)

Category Systolic pressure Diastolic pressure

Optimal no more than 120 no more than 80

Normal no more than 130 no more than 85

Raised normal 130–139 85–89

Borderline 140–149 over 90

Hypertension

1st stage

2nd stage

3rd stage

isolated systolic

140–159

160–179

over 180

over 140

90–99

100–109

over 110

less than 90

There are a fair number of factors that predispose a person to hypertension. They can be:

� increased vascular resistance or chronic vascular spasm due to the pathological secretion of

specific substances influencing blood pressure;
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� an increased volume of blood circulating in the organism due to insufficient kidney function

or the consumption of large amounts of salt;

� unbalanced nutrition and smoking;

� diabetes and obesity;

� systematic exhaustion, stress of various kinds;

� lack of physical exercise.

The main symptoms of hypertension are headaches and heaviness in the back of the head,

dizziness, nausea, heart pains, spots before the eyes. Many patients report getting tired easily,

sleeping badly and shifts of mood. These signs, together or separately, may be the first indication

of the appearance of this insidious disease and are grounds for consulting a doctor. In a number

of patients hypertension does not produce symptoms and is discovered only when their blood

pressure happens to be measured. For that reason people over 30 should have their blood

pressure checked from time to time.

Timely diagnosis of hypertension is based on the measurement of arterial pressure, a simple,

trouble-free procedure that has become routine in all medical facilities. When measuring blood

pressure the following rules need to be observed:

� the measurement should be taken with the patient seated, after a few minutes rest, in a quiet

room under calm conditions, when emotional factors have been excluded;

� The cuff used should measure 12–13 × 35 cm, but be wider if the arm is large;

� the cuff should be placed on the right arm at the level of the heart irrespective of the patient’s

position;

� on a first visit to the doctor blood pressure should be measured in both arms;

� systolic pressure is determined by the appearance of noises;

� diastolic pressure is determined by the disappearance of noises;

� elderly people and diabetics should additionally be measured while standing.

To properly monitor blood pressure, it should be measured repeatedly during several visits to the

doctor. The measurements are taken by a sphygmomanometer or other non-invasive device.

When using devices that do not contain mercury, the measurements should be checked against

one than does.

The main task when treating hypertension is to reduce as far as possible the general risk of

cardio-vascular diseases, which entails not only lowering blood pressure, but also eliminating the

factors that provoke the disease.

� Giving up smoking (up to 40% of the medication is expended only on suppressing the effect

of nicotine)

� Reducing body weight (reducing the waist measurement to 98 cm in men, 85 cm in women).

Reducing body weight by 10 kilograms leads to a normalization of blood pressure in the

majority of people with borderline hypertension and a reduction in those with full-blown

hypertension.

� Moderation in alcohol consumption (not more than 30 ml of pure alcohol per day for men,

not more than 15 ml for women).

� Limiting salt consumption (not more than 5–6 grammes, or one teaspoon per day)

� Increasing physical activity: riding a bicycle, walking, running, swimming.

It should be noted that abrupt changes in lifestyle are also undesirable. All changes, particularly a

reduction in alcohol consumption and increase in physical activity, should be gradual, spread

over several months.
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The main problem regarding the treatment of hypertension can be expressed as follows: many

sufferers do not know that they have high blood pressure; many of those who know do not seek

treatment; and may of those who seek treatment receive ineffective treatment.

Hypertension is incurable, so a sufferer with consistently high blood pressure should think in

terms of life-long treatment from the start. He should understand that occasional treatment (when

headaches appear, for example) will not be of any particular benefit to him and will not prevent

complications appearing. If you find you have high blood pressure (more than 140/90), you must

consult a doctor who will help discover the causes behind the appearance of the disease and

prescribe treatment.

The use of the Vitafon as part of a complex of treatment for high blood pressure has proved

highly effective. Vitafon therapy can be used for long periods of time in the home and makes it

possible to reduce the dosage of medication (and sometimes to do away with the need for them).

During the therapy you should take into account the fact that the Vitafon considerably increases

the effect of hypertension medication, therefore when they are being used together, we

recommend observing the following rules.

� Check your blood pressure every day (better still morning and evening)

� We shall term the amount of medication recommended for constant use the “full daily dose”

� We will measure dosages in fractions of this full daily dose. You should take the daily

dosage of medication in equal parts over the day, or as instructed by the doctor.

� You should begin by taking the full daily dose of medication and gradually reduce it until the

required clinical effect is attained while simultaneously increasing the time spent on Vitafon

therapy.

� The dosage that produces the desired effect should be considered sufficient;

� The dose of medication below which arterial pressure begins to increase above the optimal

level is described here as the “minimal dose” or “maintenance dose”;

� Giving up medication altogether is possible only if blood pressure remains stable at the

optimal level for a considerable period of time (3–4 months);

� You should bear in mind that the effect of using the device appears 1–2 hours after the start

of a session and persists for 6–24 hours.

If your blood pressure has risen for the first time and not reached a level of 140/90, you should

not be in a hurry to take medication. Such a jump may be temporary and pass after a good night's

sleep. In such cases we recommend one session with the device before bedtime. The vibrophones

should be placed on zone K for 10 minutes using setting 2 and on zone D2 for 5–10 minutes

using setting 1. To bolster the effect the procedure can be repeated for the next 2–4 days,

increasing the time spent on zone K to 15 minutes.

For Stage 1 hypertension (“borderline” or “mild” high blood pressure, with readings between

140/90 and 159/99), you should follow the course of treatment outlined in Table 15 without

taking medication. If blood pressure is at its highest in the morning, the session should take place

in the evening. If the peak occurs in the afternoon or evening, then the session should take place

in the morning.

For permanently high blood pressure, Stage 2 and 3 hypertension (readings over 160/100), it is

fairly difficult to select a scheme of constant maintenance therapy. It often requires repeated

consultations with the doctor, further examination and dynamic observation over 1–3 months.

The majority of patients are, as a rule, receiving treatment in the form of medication prescribed

by their doctor before beginning to use the Vitafon. It should be noted that the increased

effectiveness of medication when the device is being used makes it possible to reduce gradually
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(over 1–2 weeks) the daily intake to the minimal, maintenance dose, reduce the likelihood of

side-effects and reduce the length of treatment. The less medication you need to take, the better.

In the absence of contraindications, Vitafon sessions should be started immediately after

confirmation of the diagnosis. You should continue to take medication at the same time. Initial

treatment is as outlined in Table 15.

Table 15

For the treatment of Stage 1 hypertension

and as a first step in the treatment of Stage 2 and 3 hypertension

Zone K
Day

setting minutes
dosage (if applicable)

1 2 10 full daily dose

2 2 15 full daily dose

3 2 20 ¾ of full daily dose

4–7 2 20 ½ of full daily dose

8–14 2 20 � of full daily dose

15–28 2 20 ¼ of full daily dose or minimal dose

If blood pressure comes down to normal during the first two days of treatment, the dosage of

medication can be reduced on day 3.

If blood pressure has been stabilized by day 28, then treatment should be continued as outlined in

Table 24. You should now try to reduce the daily intake of medication to the minimum necessary

to maintain the optimal level.

Table 16

For the treatment of Stage 2 and 3 hypertension (following Table 15)

Zone K
Day

setting minutes
dosage

29–34 2 15 ¼ of full daily dose or minimal dose

35 1-day break ¼ of full daily dose or minimal dose

36–40 2 15 minimal dose

41–42 2-day break minimal dose

43–46 2 15 minimal dose

47–49 3-day break minimal dose

50 2 15 no medication or minimal dose

And so on, permanently

with 1–3 sessions a week
no medication or minimal dose

The number of sessions per week should be chosen to keep blood pressure stable and at the

optimal level.

If when following Table 15 the therapeutic effect obtained in the first seven days proved

insufficient or the daily dose could not be reduced, treatment should be continued as outlined in

Table 17. The dosage should be reduced more gradually (not more than a quarter of the full daily

dose per week).

Sufferers who also have ischaemic heart disease and disrupted heart rhythm should not use the

Vitafon on zones E1 and E2.
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Systolic hypertension occurs in 50% of people over 60. Often only the systolic reading is

elevated ( systolic pressure of over 160, with a diastolic pressure of less than 90). This form of

hypertension has a more unfavourable prognosis as it is the main risk factor in strokes and heart

failure, as well as ischaemic heart disease and renal insufficiency. Besides, it should be noted

that in the majority of cases this form of hypertension is combined with atherosclerosis and

requires more sparing methods of using the device and more determined treatment than the other

forms.

Sufferers from this form of high blood pressure should not operate on zones E1, E2 and F, while

procedures on zones D1 and D2 should be strictly rationed due to the possibility of disrupting the

heart rhythm. We therefore recommend treatment following Table 18. If the therapeutic effect

obtained proves insufficient or the reduced blood pressure cannot be stabilized, you should apply

to your doctor for a change of medication or the selection of an individually tailored course of

Vitafon therapy.

The kidneys occupy one of the central places in the regulation of arterial blood pressure.

Numerous pieces of research testify to a close link between blood pressure and the functional

state of the kidneys. Therefore after finishing the basic course for the treatment of blood

pressure, we recommend carrying out constant maintenance procedures 1–3 times a week with

the Vitafon on setting 2 acting on zone K for 15–20 minutes.

Contraindications: an acute inflammatory process in the kidneys, that may be indicated by an

increase in blood pressure when the vibrophones are placed on area 4 or the appearance of blood

in the urine.

Table 17

For the treatment of Stage 2 and 3 hypertension. Intensified course

Zone K Zone D1 Zone D2 Zone E1 Zone E2

setting 2 setting1 setting 1 setting 1 setting 1Day

mins mins mins mins mins

dosage

8–10 20 2 2 — — full daily dose

10–14 20 3 3 2 — full daily dose

15–17 20 3 3 2 — ¾ of full daily dose

18–21 20 5 5 3 2 ¾ of full daily dose

22–24 20 5 5 5 3 ½ of full daily dose

25–28 20 5 5 5 4 ½ of full daily dose

29–35 20 5 5 3 3 ¼ of full daily dose

36–42 20 5 3 3 2 ¼ of fdd or minimum

43–49 20 3 3 3 — ¼ of fdd or minimum

50–56 20 3 3 2 — ¼ of fdd or minimum

57–63 20 2 2 2 — ¼ of fdd or minimum

64–70 20 2 — — — ¼ of fdd or minimum

71

onwards
20 minutes 1–3 times a week on zone K using setting 2 minimum or none

Table 18

For the treatment of systolic hypertension

Day Zone K Zone D1 Zone D2 dosage
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setting 2 setting1 setting 1

mins mins mins

1–7 10 — — full daily dose

8–14 20 — — full daily dose

15–18 20 3 — ¾ of full daily dose

19–21 20 5 3 ¾ of full daily dose

22–28 20 5 5 ½ of full daily dose

29–31 20 5 5 ¼ of full daily dose

32–35 20 5 3 ¼ of full daily dose

36–49 20 5 3 ¼ of fdd or minimum

50–56 20 3 3 ¼ of fdd or minimum

57–63 20 3 — ¼ of fdd or minimum

64–70 20 — — ¼ of fdd or minimum

71

onwards
as in Table 16
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Atherosclerosis

� Greetings

The Vitafon is saving me from atherosclerosis of the lower limbs. The disease

expresses itself in my feet feeling frozen even at +10ºC in two pairs of woollen socks. My

calves become engorged when I walk and walking is very difficult.

I go into hospital once a year and they treat me there for 15–16 days: drips,

barometric chamber, and so on. But a month after I come out my legs are hurting again.

But the Vitafon saves me. In the evening I use it on my lower legs and feet and in the

morning my legs hardly hurt, I can walk all day.

But the Vitafon instructions contain a contraindciation to use: if suffering from

advanced atherosclerosis. If it is not possible to use the Vitafon in atherosclerosis, then

why? Please let me know if I can or can’t.

A group of friends here in Tver discussed it and I decided to write to you. I am a

military pensioner. I got your address from the newspaper Soviet Russia.

The Vitafon is a very remarkable doctor. It helps me.

Please answer. Thanking you in advance.

Vladimir Grigoryevich M.

Tver

The development of atherosclerosis is encouraged by raised blood pressure.

Atherosclerosis is a general disease of the blood vessels which manifests itself in a great variety

of ways, in both changes in the structure of the vessel walls and in functional disorders. The

mechanisms by which the disease develops are fairly complex and still not completely clear. But

a whole number of factors are obvious. A worsening in the quality of the blood, deviations from

the optimal concentrations of its components and a slowing of the regenerative process that

builds up with age lead to pathological changes in the vessel walls that may in time become

calcified if the organism is poor at absorbing calcium. A thickening (occasionally thinning) of

the blood vessel walls occurs; they lose their elasticity; the functioning of the muscular layer that

regulates the tonus of the blood vessels becomes worse. The loss of elasticity in the vessels

encourages the rise of arterial pressure, which in turn demands the additional strengthening of

the vessel walls and their further thickening. The passage within the vessels is reduced and as a

result the blood supply to the organs and tissues diminishes. A worsening of the blood supply to

the organs is the chief consequence of atherosclerosis . The process continue inexorably, but

unevenly. In individual places excessive thickening occurs in which complex pathological

changes take place, sometimes leading to the formation of “plaques”. With time a plaque that has

grown large and calcified breaks up and its fragments may block a smaller vessel. At the site of

the break-up a clot may form. With high blood pressure the likelihood of plaques breaking up

increases and so surges in blood pressure should be carefully avoided. Most unfavourable from

this point of view is systolic hypertension (see the section on High Blood Pressure).

The stage of atherosclerosis at which the plaques begin to break down is termed advanced. Until

the disease has reached the advanced stage, atherosclerosis is not a contraindication for Vitafon

therapy.

How can we fight against atherosclerosis ? There are two obvious ways: reducing blood pressure

and improving blood quality. We have already seen how to reduce blood pressure and how

important that is. To improve the quality of the blood we need above all to increase the degree of

its purification so as not to retard the regenerative process. The more disorders have built up, the
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more intensive the regenerative process should be. At the same time, it cannot exceed the rate at

which the blood is cleaned, otherwise waste products will build up in the blood. Therefore the

organism deliberately slows the regenerative process, keeping it at a level commensurate with

the removal of waste products from the body. This slowing, for example, retards the regeneration

of bone tissue and the concentration of unassimilated calcium components in the blood increases,

which can lead to the calcification of blood vessel walls. As a result of the deviation of other

blood parameters from the norm, such as a reduction in the concentration of low density

lipoproteins relative to the concentration of high density lipoproteins, other anomalies arise in the

regenerative process leading to a change in the structure of the arteries, the formation of focal

thickenings and the loss of elasticity in the vessels. Therefore diet and improvement of renal

function (by, for example, using the Vitafon on zone K) also work to slow the atherosclerotic

process.

However, when atherosclerosis has reached the advanced stage, the use of the Vitafon is

contraindicated. Perhaps this is excessive caution, but, as they say, “Better safe than sorry”. The

pulse wave that occurs when the heart contracts, or an accidental knock in the area of a joint with

an atherosclerotic plaque have much more effect on it than the Vitafon’s microvibration, but still

(as the matter has not been studied) its use must be excluded in cases of advanced

atherosclerosis.

Due to allergies or other reasons, some patients cannot take medicines and for them the Vitafon

proves the only available method of treatment. If it is question of the need to reduce high blood

pressure then a person with advanced atherosclerosis may find themselves faced with the choice

of either using the Vitafon and trying to do something about their blood pressure and running

increased risk of a stroke. In such a situation, it is hard to give advice. Nevertheless, we consider

it our duty to give a few recommendations for those who, despite the warning, have decided to

use the Vitafon with advanced atherosclerosis and also to those who do not have the opportunity

to have the state of their blood vessels diagnosed. Do not use the Vitafon to treat any other

diseases apart from arterial hypertension, if your systolic pressure is over 170. If there is an acute

inflammatory process present in the kidneys, using the Vitafon on zone K may increase arterial

pressure. Therefore the combination of acute inflammation in the kidneys and advanced

atherosclerosis is a definite bar to the use of the Vitafon. You should check your blood pressure

from time to time 40–60 minutes after a Vitafon session and if necessary adjust your dosage of

medication. Sometimes patients refuse to take medication, referring to the harmful effects of the

liver and kidneys. That is a far lesser evil though, than a heart attack or a stroke. So if medication

is needed, it should be taken.
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The consequences of a stroke

� My tremendous thanks to the creators of the Vitafon.

In March 1996 I brought my husband home from hospital to die as the doctors had

tried everything possible. Until 1997 he lay on his back following a stroke: he was

completely paralysed. In February 1997 I came across an article in the newspaper

Labour about the Vitafon and I bought one the same day. After the 8th or 9th session my

husband regained control of his bowels and bladder. After a month we could sit him up.

After three months he could feed himself for the first time.

My immense thanks once again to the creators of the Vitafon. It brought my husband

back to life. Seeing our results, five of our friends have already bought themselves the

device. My husband and I actively promote the Vitafon.

Valentina Yegorovna Z.

St Petersburg

Quite often users ask about the possibility of using the Vitafon in cases of stroke. A stroke is an

acute disruption of the blood circulation in the brain. If blood vessels are blocked the stroke is

described as occlusive, if vessels burst it is haemorrhagic (a cerebral haemorrhage). A stroke can

result in paralysis of the limbs, disruption of speech, memory problems, disruption of organ

functions and other disorders. The effectiveness of treatment for the consequences of a stroke

depends to a large extent on the quantity and location of irreversible damage. Sadly, recovery is

usually incomplete. One of the main problems in the rehabilitation of stroke patients is

improving blood circulation in the brain.

In the acute stage of the disease the Vitafon is not used. Only 1½ to 2 months after an occlusive

stroke, when the patient’s condition has completely stabilized, the device may be used in the

absence of advanced atherosclerosis with the aim of reducing blood pressure and improving

blood circulation in the brain. The Vitafon can be used following the method of treating discular

encephalopathy developed by the Moscow Regional Scientific Research Clinical Institute.

According to that method, Vitafon therapy is carried out with the aim of improving cerebral

blood circulation. The device is used on zones D1 and D2 — 5-minute procedures on each using

setting 1. At the same time, Table 18 for the use of the Vitafon in hypertension also includes

operation on zones D1 and D2 with the same setting. Therefore the course outlined in that table

can also be used simultaneously to reduce blood pressure and improve cerebral blood circulation.

It must be noted that a stroke is a serious disorder and therefore the possibility of using the

Vitafon to treat its consequences can be determined only by a doctor.
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Bronchitis

� Greetings,

Firstly, I want to express my gratitude to the team that created the Vitafon for their

remarkable invention.

To be honest, at first I regarded the device and the advertisements for it in the press

with scepticism, as one more “cure for all ills”. But after my mother cured the arthritis in

her knee, I tried to rid myself of chronic bronchitis using the Vitafon. After a 2-week

course I almost completely lost my cough and began to feel better generally.

Thank you.

Yours sincerely,

Sh.V., Penza

Bronchitis is an inflammatory disease of the trachea and the bronchial tree. Usually it is a mild

condition, but where there is chronic pathology of the lungs and heart it can be quite serious.

Pneumonia is a possible complication. Most often bronchitis occurs in winter. Quite frequently it

develops against the background of an acute viral respiratory infection, dental disease or frequent

sinusitis. the inflammation begins from foci in places where the protective function of the

mucous membranes is disrupted. Cold masses of air containing dust particles and viruses have a

destructive effect on the mucous membranes. The membranes are protected from a drop in

temperature of dozens of degrees by certain groups of lipids (fats) always present in the blood.

An intensive regenerative process is at work in the mucous membrane. If, due to a chill or other

reasons (such as problems in the thoracic region of the spine) the concentration of lipids in the

blood drops or the blood supply to the bronchi is disrupted, then the rate of regeneration will not

be enough to preserve the integrity of the mucous membrane. It is more easily penetrated and the

organism reacts to the intrusion of alien particles and infection by inflammation.

It is very important for the treatment of bronchitis to temporarily exclude contact with cold air

and sources of infection. Nutrition should be as good as possible, especially with regard to the

fats consumed. Vitafon procedures improve the blood supply to the bronchi and increase the

degree of purification of the blood.

The device is used to reduce recovery time and to guard against complications, as well as to

strengthen the therapeutic effect after recovery. It is best to begin the procedures at the first sign

of the disease. For acute bronchitis anti-inflammatory preparations, such as iodine solution, must

be used. Iodine can be painted not only on the chest and back, but also on the abdomen as the

aim is to get iodine into the bloodstream and get it assimilated. Treatment with iodine should last

4–6 days. In cases of acute bronchitis we recommend Vitafon therapy as outlined in Table 19.

The cough may grow stronger in the course of treatment.

Of prime importance in the treatment of chronic bronchitis is ensuring the health of the teeth and

tonsils. In the cold part of the year the upper body should be more protected with warm clothing

than other parts of the body (a waistcoat or sleeveless jersey is good). In the morning, 30 minutes

before going out in freezing temperatures, you should have 5–15 grammes of butter as part of

your breakfast. The harder the frost and the longer you will be out in it, the more fats you should

consume. If you are going to be out in the cold for a long time — more than 40 minutes — at

temperatures below 20ºC you will need an additional quantity of slowly absorbed fats (bacon,

fatty meat, vegetable fats). Table 20 is used for the treatment of chronic bronchitis. Iodine

treatment should be included for the first 4–6 days. It is best to treat chronic bronchitis in the

warm part of the year.
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If there are insufficient lipids in the blood, physical activity, although it gives a sensation of

warmth, will not protect the mucous membranes. When you are exercising, blood flow increases

mainly in the working muscles. Besides, heavier breathing increases the load on the mucous

membranes of the bronchi. Therefore physical exercise in the cold is not therapeutic, but training

and only suitable for healthy people. For chronic bronchitis sufferers, it brings the danger of an

exacerbation of the condition or complications in the form of pneumonia.

Table 19

For the treatment of the acute form of chronic bronchitis

zone K zone C zone E1 zone E11 zone FDay
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — — — —

1
Evening

1

2

10

2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

Morning
1

2

10

5
1 2 1 2 1 2 — —

2

Evening
1

2

5

10
1 3 1 3 — — 1 3

Morning 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 4 — —
3

Evening 2 15 1 4 1 4 — — 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 5 1 5 1 5 — —4 –

12 Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 — — 1 5

Morning
1

2

10

5
1 4 1 4 1 4 — —

13

Evening
1

2

5

10
1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4

Morning — — — — — — — — — —
14

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3

Table 20

For the treatment of chronic bronchitis in remission

zone K zone C zone E1 zone E11 zone E2Day
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning 2 6 — — — — 1 3 1 3
1

Evening 2 12 1 6 1 6 — — — —

Morning 2 10 — — — — 1 4 1 4
2

Evening 2 12 1 6 1 6 — — — —

Morning 2 10 1 5 — — 1 4 1 43 –

6 Evening 2 15 1 10 1 6 — — — —

Morning 2 10
1

2

7

2
— — — — — —

7 –

9
Evening 2 17

1

2

12

3
— — — — — —

Morning 2 10 1 5 — — 1 4 1 4
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Morning 2 10 1 5 — — 1 4 1 410

–

13
Evening 2 15 1 10 1 6 — — — —

Morning 2 10
1

2

7

2
— — — — — —14

–

17 Evening 2 17
1

2

12

3
— — — — — —

Morning 2 10 1 5 — — 1 4 1 418

–

20
Evening 2 15 1 10 1 6 — — — —

Morning 2 5 — — — — 1 5 — —
21

Evening 2 10 1 6 1 6 — — — —
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Bronchial Asthma

Bronchial asthma is a disease caused by infection and/or allergy with a considerable nervous

component in its mechanism of development. Quite often bronchial asthma is preceded by

chronic bronchitis. The reason for is increased penetrability of the mucous membrane of the

bronchi and nasopharynx due to chronic inflammation. Since the mucous membrane provides

protection against toxic substances in the air, if it is more penetrable those substances begin to

get into the organism which reacts with vascular spasms and the secretion of a considerable

amount of mucus. When the mucus the bared nerve receptors near the focus of the inflammation

it leads to coughing fits. The dense, literally glass-like phlegm comes away with pain, This pain

by reflex action suppresses the cough and the bronchi are not completely cleared. The dispersal

of the phlegm via the blood is limited by the spasm of the blood vessels. The prolonged presence

of phlegm in the bronchi strengthens the footholds of inflammation which breaks down the

mucous membranes still further. Phlegm making contact with an inflamed site causes more

toxins to enter the bloodstream and intensifies the spasm of the bronchial tree. An asthmatic

attack develops. The ribcage becomes rock hard; its muscles are rigidly tensed and overstrained.

This is a very serious state — it seems to sufferers that they are dying of suffocation. Due to the

highly unstable equilibrium, absolutely everything can influence the development of an

asthmatic attack: the temperature and humidity of the air, dust, smells, the psychological

atmosphere, physical strain and much else. The frequency of attacks depends on the amount of

phlegm that has accumulated, the size of the inflammation sites and the concentration of toxins

in the blood. The usual treatment for an attack is to take powerful spasmolytics and anti-

histamines, and in advanced stages hormonal preparations. Without treatment the frequency of

attacks gradually increases and the extremely serious disease bronchial asthma develops. Besides

the physical suffering that this disease brings, it can, albeit in very rare cases, actually cause

death. So bronchial asthma must be treated.

The Vitafon displays an effective, and moreover selective, spasmolytic influence and can thus

provide invaluable help both during an attack and to forestall one. But it should be part of a

complex of treatment.

To arrest an attack, the Vitafon is used in combination with spasmolytics prescribed by the

doctor, making it possible to increase their effectiveness and reduce the dosage. In order to

reduce the movement of phlegm during the procedure the sufferer should lie absolutely

horizontal, if necessary with a blanket folded several times and placed under the pelvis. The

Vitafon is used immediately after the medication has been taken. The vibrophones should first be

placed on zone K for 3 minutes using setting 2. Then immediately shift the vibrophones to zone

C and work there for 3 minutes using setting 1. After the procedure, the patient should remain

lying down for 30–40 minutes. From one attack to the next, the time spent on each zone should

be gradually increased to 10 minutes (adding not more than a minute a day). The Vitafon has the

capacity to enhance the effect of inhaled anti-asthmatic preparations. Therefore as the sufferer’s

condition stabilizes against a background of Vitafon therapy, it is possible to gradually decrease

their dosage.

The contribution of the Vitafon in arresting an attack will be noticeable only after a few

procedures. Longer procedures should not be carried out at once, however. The art of treating

bronchial asthma lies in increasing the blood supply to the bronchi very gradually and in strictly

measured stages.
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In order to reduce the frequency of asthmatic attacks (and eventually to be rid of them) it is

necessary to gradually restore the barrier functions of the mucous membranes and clear the

bronchi of phlegm. It is possible to reduce the concentration of toxins and improve the blood for

the restoration of the mucous membranes after increasing the effectiveness of liver function,

normalizing (first and foremost) lipid exchange and increasing the degree of blood cleansing. To

achieve this we recommend using the Vitafon on zones E1, E11, E2 and K. During treatment you

should reduce as far as possible the burden of toxins and infection on the organism: have tooth

and gum disease treated, as well as chronic tonsillitis, if present. The amount of dust in the air

should be reduced and contact with allergens avoided as far as possible. Acting on zone C

encourages a good blood supply to the bronchi. In order to avoid the treatment process itself

provoking attacks, you need to be very gradual in increasing the use of the device. All these

requirements are observed most strictly in the treatment outlined in Tables 21 and 22, although in

practice a doctor may recommend other methods, taking into account the peculiarities of the

specific case. Treatment should take place when the in a quiet phase and the sufferer feels

relatively well. Four to six courses should be carried out with 1–3-week intervals between them.

Table 21

For the treatment of bronchial asthma with the aim of reducing the frequency of attacks.

Course 1

zone K zone C zone E1 zone E11 zone E2 zone FDay
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

1 2 5 1 2 — — — — — — — —

2 2 6 1 3 — — — — — — — —

3 2 7 1 4 — — — — — — — —

4 2 8 1 5 — — — — — — — —

5 2 9 1 6 — — — — — — — —

6 2 10 1 7 — — — — — — — —

7 2 11 1 8 — — — — — — — —

8 2 12 1 9 1 1 — — — — — —

9 2 13 1 10 1 2 1 2 — — — —

10 2 14
1

2

10

2
1 3 1 3 — — — —

11 2 15
1

2

10

3
1 4 1 4 — — — —

12 2 15
1

2

10

4
1 5 1 5 — — — —

13 2 15
1

2

10

5
1 6 1 5 — — — —

14 2 15
1

2

10

4
1 7 1 5 — — — —

15 2 15
1

2

10

3
1 6 1 5 1 2 — —

16 2 15
1

2

10

2
1 5 1 5 1 3 — —

17 2 15 1 10 1 4 1 5 1 4 — —

18 2 15 1 9 1 3 1 5 1 5 — —
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19 2 15 1 8 1 2 1 5 1 6 — —

20 2 15 1 7 — — 1 5 1 7 — —

21 2 14 1 6 — — 1 5 1 6 2 2

22 2 13 1 5 — — 1 5 1 5 2 3

23 2 12 — — — — 1 5 1 4 2 4

24 2 11 — — — — — — 1 3 2 5

25 2 10 — — — — — — 1 2 2 6

26 2 9 — — — — — — — — 2 7

27 2 8 — — — — — — — — 2 6

28 2 7 — — — — — — — — 2 5

Table 22

For the treatment of bronchial asthma with the aim of reducing the frequency of attacks.

Course 2

zone K zone C zone E1 zone E11 zone E2 zone FDay
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

morning 2 5 1 2 — — — — — — — —1
evening 2 6 1 3 — — — — — — — —
morning 2 7 1 4 — — — — — — — —2
evening 2 8 1 5 — — — — — — — —
morning 2 9 1 6 — — — — — — — —3
evening 2 10 1 7 — — — — — — — —
morning 2 11 1 8 — — — — — — — —4
evening 2 12 1 9 2 1 — — — — — —
morning 2 13 1 10 2 2 1 2 — — — —5
evening 2 14 1

2

10

2

2 3 1 3 — — — —

morning 2 15 1

2

10

3

2 4 1 4 — — — —6

evening 2 15 1

2

10

4

2 5 1 5 — — — —

morning 2 15 1

2

10

5

2 6 1 5 — — — —7

evening 2 15 1

2

10

4

2 7 1 5 — — — —

morning 2 15 1

2

10

3

2 6 1 5 1 2 — —8

evening 2 15 1

2

10

2

2 5 1 5 1 3 — —

morning 2 15 1 10 2 4 1 5 1 4 — —9
evening 2 15 1 9 2 3 1 5 1 5 — —
morning 2 15 1 8 2 2 1 5 1 6 — —10
evening 2 15 1 7 — — 1 5 1 7 — —
morning 2 14 1 6 — — 1 5 1 6 2 211
evening 2 13 1 5 — — 1 5 1 5 2 3
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morning 2 12 — — — — 1 5 1 4 2 412
evening 2 11 — — — — — — 1 3 2 5
morning 2 10 — — — — — — 1 2 2 613
evening 2 9 — — — — — — — — 2 7
morning 2 8 — — — — — — — — 2 614
evening 2 7 — — — — — — — — 2 5
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Tonsillitis (sore throat)

� Where we live it is very difficult to get hold of your device. They are not supplied to the

chemist’s, and if you buy from someone on the street, there is no guarantee that it’s not a

fake. I was one of the first in the village to order one by post. Now I have given a lot of

people the address that I got the Vitafon from.

Our family has been using nothing but the Vitafon to cure ourselves for the past half

year. We use it for sore throats, head colds and bronchitis.

Much thanks from our family.

Yours sincerely,

Nina Alexandrovna M.

Udmurtia

Acute tonsillitis is an infectious disease that mainly affects the tonsils. The symptoms are well

known — pain when swallowing, general weakness, headaches, fever, high temperature.

Sometime the pain in the throat can be so strong that the sufferer is unable to eat or talk and has

difficulty even swallowing liquids. Often the submaxillary lymphatic nodes become swollen and

painful.

A sore throat can be:

� catarrhal — the tonsils are enlarged and red

� follicular — the mucosa of both tonsils is swollen and red and a large number of yellow-

white nodules appear on them

� lacunar — the nodules that have formed on the tonsils merge and form a coating over the

whole surface

The cause of acute tonsillitis is an infection made more serious by the general weakness of the

organism.

The illness itself is not particularly dangerous, but it may cause complications in the blood

vessels, heart and kidneys.

The treatment for acute tonsillitis depends on the seriousness of the case. In a mild case, the

Vitafon can be used following table 23 in combination with gargling. Before the procedure, the

tonsils should be painted with Iodinol (Lugol’s Solution) combined with glycerine. The method

of treating the mild form of tonsillitis includes acting on zone K to improve blood parameters

and on zone D1 to improve control over the blood vessels, as well as locally on the tonsils. A

common error is to reduce treatment to placing the vibrophones only on the area of the tonsils

and not painting them. That is possible only at the end of a course of treatment.

In more serious cases, treatment also includes antibiotics (prescribed by a doctor). The time spent

acting directly on the area of the tonsils is reduced. Treatment is outlined in Table 24.

If there is any disease of the thyroid gland, procedures on zones D1 and B should be avoided. If

there is also an acute inflammation in the kidneys, antibiotics prescribed for both the tonsillitis

and the pyelonephritis must be taken.

Sometimes in cases of chronic tonsillitis with frequent flare-ups doctors suggest removing the

tonsils. The use of the Vitafon sometimes makes it possible to avoid this, but patience is required.

In this case, Vitafon is carried out following Table 25 for a period of 4 months, preferably in

summer. Before starting the course, you should have all tooth and gum problems treated. The

therapy additionally includes procedures for the thoracic-lumbar region of the spine to improve

control of the liver, kidneys and adrenal glands that all influence blood parameters. The break

between courses is 9–10 days.
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Given proper treatment, the pain from acute tonsillitis may quickly disappear, but to guard

against relapses and complications, the course should be followed through to the end and the

patient should generally take things easy and get proper rest.

Table 23

For the treatment of mild tonsillitis

zone K zone D1 zone B*Day

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — —1

Evening 2 10 1 2 1 3

Morning 2 10 1 2 1 42

Evening 2 10 1 2 1 5

Morning 2 12 1 3 1 63

Evening 2 15 1 3 1 7

Morning 2 15 1 3 2 44

Evening 2 15 1 3 2 5

Morning 2 15 1 3 2 55–7

Evening 2 15 1 3 2 5

Morning 2 15 1 3 2 68

Evening 2 15 1 3 2 7

Morning 2 15 1 3 2 89

Evening 2 15 1 3 2 9

Morning 2 15 1 3 2 1010–

12 Evening 2 15 1 3 2 10

Morning 2 12 — — 2 813

Evening 2 12 1 3 2 8

Morning 2 10 — — 2 614

Evening 2 10 — — 2 6

*Zone B is shown in Fig. 4

Table 24

For the treatment of acute tonsillitis in the culminating stage

zone K zone D1 zone B*Day

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — —1

Evening 2 10 1 2 1 2

Morning 2 10 1 2 1 22

Evening 2 10 1 2 1 2

Morning 2 12 1 3 1 33

Evening 2 15 1 3 1 3

Morning 2 15 1 3 2 24

Evening 2 15 1 3 2 3

Morning 2 15 1 3 2 45–7

Evening 2 15 1 3 2 4
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Morning 2 15 1 3 2 58

Evening 2 15 1 3 2 5

Morning 2 15 1 3 2 69

Evening 2 15 1 3 2 6

Morning 2 15 1 3 2 710–

12 Evening 2 15 1 3 2 7

Morning 2 12 — — 2 613

Evening 2 12 1 3 2 6

Morning 2 10 — — — —14

Evening 2 10 — — 2 4

Table 25

For the treatment of chronic tonsillitis in remission

zone K zone D1 zone B zone E2 zone E21Day
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — — — —
1

Evening 2 10 1 2 1 5 — — — —

Morning 2 10 1 2 1 7 1 2 — —
2

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 7 — — 1 2

Morning 2 10 1 4 1 10 1 3 — —
3

Evening 2 15 1 4 1 10 — — 1 3

Morning 2 10 1 5 2 5 1 3 — —
4

Evening 2 15 1 5 2 5 — — 1 3
Morning 2 10 1 5 2 10 1 4 — —5 –

19 Evening 2 15 1 5 2 10 — — 1 4

Morning 2 10 1 5 2 5 1 3 — —
20

Evening 2 10 1 5 2 5 — — 1 3

Morning — — — — — — 1 2 — —
21

Evening 2 10 1 5 — — — — 1 2
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Maxillary Sinusitis

� Greetings,

I bought your Vitafon three years ago. It has helped me to get rid of osteochondrosis,

radiculitis and also sinusitis. Before I started using it, I had my sinuses punctured several

times, but now that is a thing of the past.

Valentin Yefimovich I.

Riazan region

� Greetings,

Our local newspapers often write fulsome praise for your Vitafon device and how it

helps in many illnesses. I saw for myself how the Vitafon helped me to get rid of sinusitis

(a complication of influenza).

Yelena Mikhailovna Ya.

Omsk

Maxillary sinusitis is an inflammation of the mucous membranes of the paranasal sinuses. The

inflammatory process develops under the influence of an infection that may enter the sinus in the

blood stream or through the nose in a variety of diseases.

Treatment of sinusitis using the Vitafon should take place during the remission stage and follow

Table 26. To cure chronic sinusitis requires 1–3 courses of Vitafon therapy. The minimum break

between courses is two weeks.

If the adenoids are enlarged, treatment should take place under the supervision of a doctor. With

acute sinusitis the sinuses should be cleaned of pus (by a doctor) before using the device.

To guard against flare-ups of chronic sinusitis, the sufferer should have all dental and tonsil

problems treated. Besides that we recommend following the course of treatment once or twice a

year for prophylactic purposes.

Table 26

For the treatment of maxillary sinusitis

zone K zone D1 zone GDay

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — —1

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 2

Morning 2 12 1 3 1 32

Evening 2 12 1 3 1 3

Morning 2 15 1 4 1 53

Evening 2 15 1 4 1 5

Morning 2 15 1 5 1 74

Evening 2 15 1 5 1 7

Morning 2 15 1 4 1 95

Evening 2 15 1 4 1 9

Morning 2 15 1 3 1 116

Evening 2 15 1 3 1 11

Morning 2 15 1 3 1 137

Evening 2 15 1 3 1 13

Morning 2 15 1 3 1 158–13

Evening 2 15 1 3 1 15
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Morning 2 10 1 3 1 1014

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 10

Morning 2 10 1 3 1 515

Evening 2 10 1 3 1 5
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Acute Viral Respiratory Infection

� I have been using the Vitafon for more than two years. It is a remarkable device and the

effect is also remarkable, especially in treating colds, toothache, back pains and vascular

spasms.

I am very grateful to all those involved in producing and distributing the Vitafon and

also to the specialist consultants.

My request is for more additional methods of treating diseases as the device has so

many uses.

S.A.G.

Engels

Acute viral respiratory infection, or a cold, is caused by various viruses against a background of

a weakened organism. The factors predisposing a person to the illness have not been precisely

determined. A chill of itself does not cause a cold. It is also believed that a person’s sensitivity to

infection is not influenced by diet or the state of the respiratory passages. However, there is an

undeniable link between acute viral respiratory infection and the intensity with which the

mucous membrane of the respiratory passages is regenerated and that undoubtedly depends on

the state of the blood, including how full of waste products it is. Perhaps that is the reason that,

despite the lack of a clear link with diet, people most often present acute viral respiratory

infections 2–4 weeks after major holidays (Christmas, New Year) and the summer holidays. The

gradual build-up of waste matter in the blood and the corresponding decline in the intensity of

the regenerative process reduces the organism’s defensive powers and may be a factor

predisposing towards infection.

No less important is the presence in the organism of specific antibodies repelling viral attacks.

They are formed as a result of acquisition of relative immunity, and therefore taking antibiotics

that hinder the development of the body’s own immunity is not recommended in cases of acute

viral respiratory infection.

In order to fall prey to such infections less often, we advise you carry out a prophylactic course

of Vitafon therapy as outlined in Table 27.

Table 27

As a prophylactic measure against acute viral respiratory infection

zone D1 zone D2 zone K
Day

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — —
1

Evening 1 3 1 3 2 10

Morning 1 3 1 3 2 12
2

Evening 1 3 1 3 2 12

Morning 1 4 1 4 2 15
3

Evening 1 4 1 4 2 15

Morning 1 5 1 5 2 154–

8 Evening 1 5 1 5 2 15

Morning 1 4 1 4 2 15
9

Evening 1 4 1 4 2 15

Morning 1 3 1 3 2 12
10

Evening 1 3 1 3 2 12
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At the first signs of an infection, you can try to prevent it developing by following Table 28. It is

impossible to stop and acute viral respiratory infection in the middle of its course, but it is

possible to ease the sufferer’s condition by following the course of Vitafon therapy outlined in

Table 29.

Table 28

On the appearance of the first symptoms of acute viral respiratory infection

zone D1 zone D2 zone K
Day

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning 1 2 1 2 2 8

Noon 1 3 1 3 2 101

Evening 1 5 1 5 2 15

Morning 1 5 1 5 2 18

Noon 1 3 1 3 2 82

Evening 1 5 1 5 2 18

Morning 1 5 1 5 2 15

Noon 1 3 1 3 2 103

Evening 1 2 1 2 2 8

Table 29

For acute viral respiratory infection and head colds (rhinitis)

zone D1 zone D2 zone G zone KDay

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — —1

Evening 1 3 1 3 1 2 2 10

Morning 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 122

Evening 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 12

Morning 1 4 1 4 1 4 2 153

Evening 1 4 1 4 1 4 2 15

Morning 1 5 1 5 1 5 2 154–7

Evening 1 5 1 5 1 5 2 15

Morning 1 4 1 4 1 4 2 158

Evening 1 4 1 4 1 4 2 15

Morning 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 129

Evening 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 12

Morning — — — — — — — —10

Evening 1 3 3 1 2 2 10
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Rhinitis (head cold)

� Dear Director,

I lack the words to express my profound gratitude and appreciation for such a

generous gift at such a difficult time for us pensioners. To be honest we did not expect to

receive the device back repaired. We have got used to refusals. We immediately tried it

on our granddaughter: her nose had started running. As always the Vitafon helped, her

nose got better.

Thank you very much. I wish you and your staff creative success, good health and

family well-being.

Yours sincerely,

G.S.I., Kaliningrad

As we all know, one of the most unpleasant aspects of flu and acute respiratory infections is a

running nose, or as the specialists term it, acute rhinitis. It is usually taken as an annoying, if

minor trial and people “cure” it with all kinds of nasal drops and sprays, all of which, old and

cheap or new and expensive, act in the same way: the blood vessels contract for a time, the

swelling of the mucous membrane goes away and it is possible to breathe freely. But the inverted

commas around the word “cure” are not there by chance: such preparations have no therapeutic

effect at all on the inflamed mucous membranes and at times even cause damage.

Such a “trifle” as a running nose initiates a long chain of pathological changes in the organism.

The inflamed nasal mucosa ceases to perform its main functions: it cannot properly clean and

purify of germs the air entering the lungs. Through the damaged mucosa a virus infection enters

the bloodstream that may produce complications. Intracranial pressure (inside the skull) even

goes up in someone with a runny nose. Not such a “trifle” after all. The drips and sprays, as we

explained, do not treat the mucous membrane, but only provide a momentary relief. If they are

used excessively frequently the tissues of the mucosa may suffer (such preparations should be

used no more than three times a day and not for more than 5–7 days). Dripping warmed

vegetable oil into the nose is also pointless. Still, acute rhinitis needs to be treated so that it does

not develop into a chronic condition or produce such dreadful complications as sinusitis and even

meningitis.

How should it be treated? The pharmacologists have not come out with anything better that the

traditional remedies. Begin the fight against rhinitis by washing out the nose with any mineral

water or medicinal saline (a teaspoon of cooking salt to half a litre of water). This is best done

with a 20 cc syringe with a thin polyethylene tube in place of the needle. After that it is a good

idea to take a hot bath or to put mustard plasters on the soles of the feet, covering them with

plastic bags and woollen socks. Then you should start using your Vitafon.

Rhinitis is a similar condition to acute viral respiratory infection and therefore the same method

is used to treat it (Table 29). If the procedures are started in good time, it is possible to avoid the

rhinitis progressing. In the course of Vitafon therapy the secretions from the nose may

temporarily increase (for 1–2 days). If they do not stop by the 14th day, the nasal condition may

be of an allergic character and you should consult a specialist. The Vitafon can be used for

allergic rhinitis, only at the end stage of the treatment and in combination with antiallergenic

drugs.

We recommend people with a tendency to develop rhinitis to carry out the following

prophylactic procedures with the Vitafon once every two weeks.

zone K — 15 minutes on setting 2
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zone D1 — 3 minutes on setting 1

zone D2 — 3 minutes on setting 1

zone G — 10 minutes on setting 1

The same set of procedures is a good idea if you have been exposed to the cold.
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Neurosensory hearing disorder

� Greetings, dear friends,

My immeasurable thanks to you!

In 1996 I bought two Vitafons for my son’s family and for myself. For more than 10

years I had had pains in the joints of both shoulder and in my left hip joint. Out-patient

treatment did not help, but then came the Vitafon and I said goodbye to the terrible pains

in my joints. Thank you, my dear friends.

In our Volgograd newspaper Regional News, I read about the treatment for hearing

disorder and decided to write to you. How should I treat it, where exactly do the

vibrophones need to be placed?

All the best to you for the coming New Year.

Nikolai Alexeyevich L.

Volgograd

The famous French philosopher Michel Montaigne wrote in the 16th century that “Deafness is a

more serious physical shortcoming than blindness. It deprives man of his chief quality — the

ability to converse quickly and freely.” We are well aware that 98% of our information about the

outside world is brought by sight and only 1% is accounted for by hearing. Nevertheless that one

percent is exceptionally important for us. Partial or complete hearing loss leads to difficulties in

communicating and as a consequence to unsociability and loneliness. Physically healthy people

often prove incapable of working after losing their hearing. The loss of hearing in childhood is

particularly grave as it has a negative influence on mental development, the ability to think in

symbols and abstractions. Depending on the sources you consult, between 4% and 6% of the

population of the planet suffer from some sort of hearing disorder.

The auditory system comprises the outer, middle and inner ear, the auditory nerve pathways and

the auditory centre in the cerebral cortex.

The outer and middle ear, and also the liquid in the inner ear have the function of conducting

sound, A host of special nerve receptors located in the inner ear have the function of perceiving

sound. A disorder of the sound-conducting function is termed conductive, one of the sound-

perceiving function — neurosensory.

Contemporary statistics suggest that serious hearing loss, making communication difficult, is due

in 80–90% of cases to neurosensory causes. “Neurosensory hearing loss” is a generalizing

concept that has replaced the earlier terms “nephritis of the auditory nerve” and “cochlear

nephritis”.

Neurosensory hearing disorder may be caused by injury, infectious diseases, the result of taking

ototoxic drugs (streptomycin, neomycin, and others), or prolonged exposure to noise in such

professions as machine-operator, tractor driver or pilot. Very frequently neurosensory hearing

disorder is connected with changes brought about by ageing, and some other accompanying

diseases (Meniere’s disease, osteochondrosis of the spine, otosclerosis and so on).

As a ruling hearing loss develops gradually and it is rarely detected in the early stages. Despite

the great variety of causes, there is to a considerable degree one common factor — disruption in

the blood supply to the auditory receptors.

Treatment of hearing disorder is a difficult task, requiring great efforts on the part of doctor and

patient. The treatment should be several-sided and consistent and begin as soon as possible after

the onset of the disease. The doctors have in their arsenal dozens of medical preparations with

different properties, but their effectiveness is as a rule reduced by disruption of the blood supply
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in the affected area. It is this that makes the use of the Vitafon relevant. By noticeably raising the

effectiveness of the medications, it can be useful at all stages of treatment. Besides, the Vitafon is

used to forestall complications.

Fig. 4

Positioning the vibrophones for the treatment of neurosensory hearing disorder and tonsillitis

���������� �
���
�� = mastoid process

Treatment of neurosensory hearing disorder with the Vitafon should take place after detailed

medical examination and consultation with a specialist. The procedures are outlined in Table 30

and should be performed in calm conditions, 2–3 hours before bedtime, with the patient sitting or

lying. One vibrophone is placed above the mastoid process (zone A1, Fig. 4), the other in front

of the tragus of the ear (zone A). The vibrophones should be kept in place with the hands, tight to

the head, but not pressed hard. Errors in placement of 1–2 centimetres are not important. It is far

more important to choose a relatively flat area. When they are correctly positioned the sensation

of microvibration at the lowest frequency is strongest. The procedures are performed twice a day

for 5–10 minutes on each ear. The course of treatment that lasts 14 days also includes working

on zone K to improve blood quality and zones D1 and D2 that influence the tonus of blood

vessels in the head.

We recommend going through 3–4 courses of treatment with a gap of 10–14 days between them.

The use of the Vitafon is effective for both in-patients and out-patients and may be combined

with traditional methods of treating neurosensory hearing disorder. It makes sense to perform the

complex treatment detailed here once every six months. It can also be used in the treatment of

conductive hearing disorder, but the results will be poorer.

Table 30

For the treatment of neurosensory hearing disorder and otitis

zone K zone D1 zone D2 zone A zone A1Day
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — — — —
1

Evening 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3

Morning — — 1 3 1 3 1 3
1

2

3

12
Evening 2 8 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3

Morning — — 1 4 1 4 1 3
1

2

3

23
Evening 2 10 1 4 1 4 1 3 1 5

Morning — — 1 5 1 5 1 3
1

2

3

3
4–

12
Evening 2 10 1 5 1 5 1 3 1 7

Morning — — 1 4 1 4 1 3
1

2

3

213

Evening 2 8 1 4 1 4 1 3 1 4

Morning — — 1 3 1 3 1 3
1

2

3

114
Evening 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3
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Inflammation of the Middle Ear (Otitis)

� Dear Viacheslav Alexeyevich,

I am writing to you with feelings of profound gratitude for the creation of your

wonderful device. For a number of years I suffered from seasonal otitis. Once the

weather turned cold in the autumn, I was a permanent patient of our ear, nose and throat

specialist. The preparations and methods of treatment that I had to try! But… with the

onset of November damp my bad ear made itself felt. I do not know how long it would

have gone on or how it would have finished, if on one more visit to the chemist’s with a

prescription, I had not noticed your Vitafon.

The price of the Vitafon was only 2½–3 times as much as one of my courses of

medication! But over the winter I had sometimes to repeat the course of treatment twice,

and the year before last even three times! Later, reading through the instructions and

appreciating the full range of possible uses, I was finally confirmed in my decision. I will

tell you honestly, I hesitated to use the Vitafon immediately to treat my ear. I decided to

cure the cold that I had picked up as well. And, lo and behold! After 5–6 sessions, it was

as if I had never had it. After that I began with reassurance to treat my otitis. Now I am

sure that the Vitafon is the same sort of vital, irreplaceable component of the family

medicine chest as iodine and the thermometer. Perhaps, even more important. With your

Vitafon I have become a home doctor quite literally, I treat my husband and the children,

but above all myself. I am sincerely grateful to you for giving people the opportunity to

fight their diseases, the opportunity to live without pain.

Once again with profound appreciation,

Olga Fiodorovna D.

St Petersburg

Inflammatory diseases of the middle ear can be acute and chronic. They are accompanied by

pronounced sensations of pain, suppuration and a reduction of hearing in the affected ear.

Besides, purulent diseases of the middle ear can have severe, life-threatening complications —

meningitis, brain abscess, thrombosis of the dura mater and septicaemia.

Otitis can develop independently or it may be a complication of an acute respiratory infection.

Chronic diseases of the middle ear do not submit well to treatment, last for years and can at times

force people to change their professions (musicians, pilots, engine-drivers etc.). In order to avoid

life-threatening complications, otitis sufferers sometimes have to resort to surgical treatment, but

while saving their lives, the surgeon may be unable to save their hearing.

We often hear people say that their ear was in a draught and a day or two afterwards the

inflammation set in. A single procedure with the Vitafon before bedtime (ten minutes each on

zones A and A1 (see Fig. 4) using setting 1) the same day will help to forestall complications.

Treatment for otitis will be more effective, if the taking of medication is accompanied by the use

of the Vitafon following the same scheme as for neurosensory hearing disorder (Table 30).

Vitafon therapy is especially effective in the initial stage of the disease. One vibrophone should

be placed on zone A, the other on zone A1.

For acute inflammation, the device can only be used with anti-inflammatory medication under

the supervision of a doctor.
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Dental disease

� I purchased the device in April 1998. I am a pensioner, retired for six years.

Osteochondrosis of the lumbar region, joint disease (knees and elbows), parodontosis,

stomatitis and other dental problems — the Vitafon copes splendidly with all those

illnesses and without any medication either. I saved up for over a year to buy the device

(my pension was exactly 370 roubles) and I do not regret it now.

Boris Stepanovich A.

Kurgan

� Immense thanks to you from my mother Nina Ivanovna K., who successfully cured

granulomas on the roots of her teeth and also deforming arthrosis.

Many thanks,

Leningrad region

There are organs in our bodies whose importance we tend to underestimate. Even calling the

teeth by the serious name “organ” sounds not quite right. Nevertheless the state of the inside of

the mouth influences to a fair extent the health of the whole organism. More often than not we let

things slip and only begin to do something about it when our breath smells or a tooth begins to

ache. We shall examine the main problems that almost everyone has to face — caries and gum

disease.

Caries is a breakdown of the protective enamel of a tooth that may end with an infection getting

inside and the development of an inflammatory process at the root of the tooth. Components of

saliva and the blood feeding the tooth are involved in the formation of enamel. If the rate of

enamel growth is not high enough, a person has a tendency to develop caries.

The rate of enamel growth depends on the composition of saliva secreted and the blood supply to

the tooth. Enamel grows unevenly on different teeth and surfaces, and is worn away just as

unevenly. By the gums, especially near the saliva glands, scale usually builds up, while caries

appears on the cutting surfaces of the teeth. For various reasons caries can also appear in other

places.

Saliva, bacterial plaque and microscopic particles of food remaining near the gums are involved

in the formation of scale. The growing scale pushes aside the gum where gradually “pockets”

form in which food collects and after accumulating begins to decompose. The result is chronic

inflammation that leads to faster growth of scale and a breakdown of bone tissue. The teeth

become loose and fall out. This process is called parodontosis. It plays a substantial role in the

penetration of infection inside the jaw, which can lead to the development of periodontitis. The

same infection is carried around the whole body by the bloodstream. It is not surprising,

therefore, that people with bad teeth tend to develop rheumatoid arthritis, pyelonephritis,

tonsillitis, rheumocarditis, cystitis, prostatitis, and other chronic illnesses associated with

bacterial activity more often than average.

So, the main causes of dental disease are: failure to secrete an optimal quantity of saliva and its

poor composition, poor blood supply to the teeth and poor blood quality, uneven growth and

wear of enamel, failure to remove remnants of food and bacterial plaque.

Of course, we all know that we need to clean our teeth. But, strangely enough, far from everyone

knows how to do it properly. Yet the ability to clean the teeth properly is far more important than

the choice of a particular toothpaste. The aim of cleaning the teeth is to remove food remnants

and to massage the gums. It is best to remove food with toothbrushes and dental floss. The
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toothbrush should move in only one direction — from where the root of the tooth ends upwards

to the chewing edge of the tooth. The correct movement is like “sweeping out”, while at the

same time pressing the gum to the tooth. Dentists recommend performing ten such movements

on the same place. The whole procedure lasts 2–3 minutes. Movement in the opposite direction

should be avoided as it encourages the gum to come away from the tooth. The working surface

of the tooth needs to be cleaned very carefully, so as only to remove food. It wears down enough

in the process of chewing anyway. It is more effective to remove food trapped between the teeth

with dental floss. The more conscientiously you clean your teeth, the better chance they have of

staying healthy.

But cleaning the teeth alone may not prove enough. If you have a tendency to develop caries,

your should perform prophylactic Vitafon procedures four times a year following Table 32. The

course must include action on zone K to improve blood quality. A regular six-monthly visit to

the dentist for a check-up and scale removal is a must.

In the initial stages of parodontosis it is sufficient to remove scale and perform the prophylactic

course of Vitafon therapy outlined in Table 33. If the scale is not removed or badly removed,

then Vitafon therapy will be ineffective since the scale prevents the gum clinging to the tooth. If

there are already large pockets in the gums, scale removal will require a surgical operation. Only

when the scale is completely removed will the gum grow back. 6–10 hours after the operation,

you can begin Vitafon therapy following Table 34. The influence of the device is needed for the

gum to grow back to the tooth faster and firmer, to remove swelling and forestall complications.

The Vitafon is used against a background of antiseptic therapy prescribed by the doctor.

If infection has got into the root of a tooth due to caries, inflammation may begin there. Before a

visit to the dentist, which should take place as soon as possible, you can carry out the following

treatment. After carefully cleaning the teeth of food and rinsing out the mouth with an antiseptic

solution (e.g. an infusion of camomile), hold a piece of cotton wool with Iodinol (Lugol’s

solution) between cheek and gum for 2–3 minutes. The solution should only be applied to the

side of the cotton wool that is against the root of the diseased tooth. At the same time use the

Vitafon on the tooth following Table 31. The vibrophone should be placed with its centre above

the root of the tooth. Remove the cotton wool after 2 minutes and continue working with the

Vitafon. After a dentist has treated the tooth you should perform a few more Vitafon sessions.

If the infection has arisen beneath a crown, the sufferer has the choice of having the crown

removed so as to further the search for the channel by which the infection has penetrated, or

trying to treat the tooth as it is. Consult a dentist to help you make the right choice. If it is a

question of a bridge rather than a crown, then the choice to keep it is sometimes influenced by

financial considerations. In that case, treatment should be kept up for 10–14 days, reducing the

amount of time spent with the cotton wool against the gum to 1–1½ minutes on Day 4. Repeat

the procedures two weeks later. Subsequently, to forestall a reoccurrence, you should carry out a

prophylactic course twice a year on the affected part of the jaw.

The use of the Vitafon proves beneficial after anaesthesia, after root canal treatment and after the

insertion of dental prostheses to restore blood supply and forestall complications. The Vitafon

makes any traditional form of treatment more effective, but cannot in any way replace it.

Table 31

For the treatment of inflammation in the canal or root of a tooth

Day zone K

area of the affected

tooth

(with cotton wool)

area of the affected

tooth

(without cotton wool)
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setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — —
1

Evening 2 10 2 2 2 6

Morning 2 10 2 2 2 8
2

Evening 2 10 2 2 2 8

Morning 2 10 — — 2 10
3–4

Evening 2 15 2 2 2 8

Morning 2 10 — — 2 10
5–7

Evening 2 15 — — 2 8

Table 32

Prophylactic course against caries

zone K upper left jaw upper right jaw lower left jaw lower right jawDay
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — — — —
1

Evening 2 10 — — — — — — — —

Morning 2 10 2 3 2 3 — — — —
2

Evening 2 10 — — — — 2 3 2 3
Morning 2 10 — — — — 2 4 2 4

3–5
Evening 2 15 2 4 2 4 — — — —
Morning 2 10 2 4 2 4 — — — —

6–8
Evening 2 15 — — — — 2 4 2 4

Morning 2 10 2 3 2 3 — — — —
9

Evening 2 10 — — — — 2 3 2 3

Morning — — — — — — — — — —
10

Evening 2 5 — — — — — — — —

Note: both vibrophones should be placed along the jaw.

Table 33

For the treatment of parodontosis

zone K upper left jaw upper right jaw lower left jaw lower right jawDay
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — — — —
1

Evening 2 10 — — — — — — — —

Morning 2 10 1 3 1 3 — — — —
2

Evening 2 10 — — — — 1 3 1 3

Morning 2 10 — — — — 2 4 2 4
3–5

Evening 2 15 2 4 2 4 — — — —
Morning 2 10 2 4 2 4 — — — —

6–8
Evening 2 15 — — — — 2 4 2 4
Morning 2 10 2 3 2 3 — — — —

9
Evening 2 10 — — — — 2 3 2 3

Morning — — — — — — — — — —
10

Evening 2 5 — — — — — — — —

Note: the course should begin only after the removal of dental scale.
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Table 34

For the treatment of parodontosis with the surgical removal of scale

zone K operation site
Day

setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — —

Noon — — — —1

Evening 2 10 1 7

Morning 2 10 1 8

Noon — — 1 92

Evening 2 15 1 10

Morning 2 15 2 10

Noon — — 1 10
3–

4
Evening 2 15 1 10

Morning 2 10 2 10

Noon — — — —
5–

8
Evening 2 15 1 10

Morning — — 1 10

Noon — — — —9

Evening 2 15 — —

Morning — — 1 10

Noon — — — —

10

–

20 Evening 2 15 — —

Morning — — — —

Noon — — — —21

Evening 2 10 — —
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Adenoma (benign hyperplasia) of the Prostate Gland

� With the aid of the Vitafon I have treated bruises, cervical osteochondrosis, radiculitis,

cystitis, adenoma of the prostate gland, prostatitis, bronchitis and arthritis. Thanks to it, I

avoided an operation to remove the adenoma. The device deserves the highest praise. It is a

remarkable healer under home conditions. My heart-felt thanks to the medical people, designers

and workers for such an original piece of work.

Ivan Nikitovich M.

Rostov-na-Donu

� Greetings dear friends who invented such a badly needed thing as the Vitafon.

It is two years ago now that I bought a Vitafon on the advice of a friend. If you only

knew how happy I am that I acquired such a “doctor” that we elderly people need,

especially in such hard times when medicines are unavailable due to the high prices. And

lo, the “home doctor”, as we call the Vitafon, helps us to get rid of many troubles that do

not leave us old folk in peace. With this “doctor” I stopped the growth of an adenoma of

the prostate gland and, I can say, almost got rid of it, and managed to get by without an

operation as well. My wife too calms her troubles — and she has a whole range — when

they flare up. Our “doctor” helps us then as well. Thank you, dear friends, for such a

device. In the two years I have had the Vitafon, I have advised many friends and relatives

to buy one and they are very happy. Every success in your good cause and many years of

strong health.

Nikolai Filippovich K., second-degree war invalid

Sochi

They are a jolly lot, urologists. You need a good sense of humour to call a disease that casts a

shadow over the later years of probably the majority of elderly men benign hyperplasia of the

prostate gland. Until recently the usual term was adenoma. Does this benign enlargement not

lead to a sharp decline in the quality of life, to permanent discomfort and disruption of one of the

most important bodily functions — urination, to urinary retention, disrupted kidney function and

urosepsis? Does it not eventually bring many elderly men forcibly to the operating table? That is

a hard decision to make — many of them have a host of other serious disorders as well. For that

reason many sufferers will clutch at straws, seize on any possibility of avoiding the operation,

greeting each new form of treatment with enthusiasm.

And it would seem that not only patients are more inclined to wait and see than to press ahead

with surgical treatment. It is obviously true of doctors as well. The operation to remove an

adenoma of the prostate gland is a very serious surgical intervention for an elderly person with a

large number of other disorders and therefore entails a significant risk to life. Of course, when all

the indications call for it, there is little doubt that the operation is the way to proceed. Although

even under such circumstances, patients with bladder stones and occasional discharges of blood

in the urine (which is among the absolute indicators) are still in no hurry to have the operation.

The same is true for a single acute episode of urinary retention that the doctors managed to

overcome by conservative methods.

In cases where there are not yet indications for an operation, but the disease is beginning to

manifest itself, reducing quality of life, it makes sense to have conservative treatment by

medication coupled with Vitafon therapy.

The symptoms by which benign hyperplasia of the prostate gland manifest itself are various, not

directly connected with the age of the patient or the size of the gland, and not specific in
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character. Sometimes when the gland is only slightly enlarged, the manifestations of the disease

are so strong that they simply torment the patient and force him to consult a doctor and insist on

the most radical methods of treatment, even on an operation. At the same time, routine

examinations reveal in some patients extensive hyperplasia that has produced no clinical

symptoms — the disease cannot be detected.

The most typical manifestations of the disease are: frequent nocturnal urination, difficulty with

urination in the mornings, a weak stream of urine, the need to urinate repeatedly to empty the

bladder. Quite often sufferers will have to urinate frequently during the day, the “call” sometimes

being so urgent that they fail to reach the toilet in time.

These symptoms are still relatively auspicious, since they make the patient consult a doctor when

the disease is still at an early stage. Therefore the diagnosis is usually made in time and

complications do not manage to develop.

At the same time, in other sufferers the manifestations of the disease are not so striking — a

weak urine stream, the need to strain when urinating and a feeling of not having completely

emptied the bladder. In such patients the pathological processed develop slowly, they consult a

doctor late and quite often end up in hospital with acute urinary retention. In such cases the

patients display pronounced changes in the urinary organs and so conservative treatment is out of

the question — an operation is needed. These mild symptoms of the disease are very insidious,

since the sufferer puts them down to the inevitable process of ageing and turns to a urologist late,

often when he has acute urinary retention. In that event, the doctors perform a preliminary

drainage of urine using a suprapubic bladder fistula. Significant changes in the urinary organs of

such patients increase the likelihood of surgical intervention and quite often they are obliged to

keep the fistula for the rest of their lives, causing great inconvenience to themselves and others.

So, in all cases, irrespective of the clinical manifestations of the disease, you should have a

thorough urological examination to avoid possible errors in choosing the best method of

treatment — conservative or surgical.

Despite the fact that surgical treatment is the most radical method, making it possible to remove

the mass of hyperplastic tissue and so remove the obstacle to easy urination, it would not be

entirely proper to advocate exclusively the surgical method for all sufferers. The need to urinate

frequently, occasionally incontinence and the inability to empty the bladder fully may remain

after the operation. If the indications are absolute the patient must undergo surgery — only that

can save his life.

In recent years a whole number of medical preparations have been developed that have a

beneficial effect in benign hyperplasia of the prostate gland. They make it possible to improve to

some extent the act of urination and the urine stream, to reduce the frequency of urination at

night and in the day and to reduce the quantity of urine left in the bladder. All this improves the

patient’s quality of life, making it possible to delay or avoid the operation. Yet it must be

admitted that there are major drawbacks to treatment by medication. It does not help everybody

to the necessary extent. Moreover, some of the drugs are very expensive and not affordable to

everybody. Treatment should be maintained for many months with only small intervals. A

miserly pension often forces elderly people to make a choice between the medicine they need to

stay alive and their daily bread. This is true for the overwhelming majority of patients in Russia.

Among other method of conservative treatment for benign hyperplasia of the prostate gland, the

Vitafon can occupy a worthy place. The cost of the device is considerably lower than that of

medicines (on the basis of a month-long course) while the results of treatment are fairly good.

Thanks to improved blood circulation and lymph drainage in the area of the prostate gland and
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adjoining tissues the swelling decreases, and the ability of the bladder to contracts increases. All

this helps to reduce the frequency of urination, improve the urine stream and reduce the quantity

of urine left in the bladder. No less relevant is the fact that when the use of the Vitafon is

combined with medication, the effect of the drugs is noticeably improved due to their increased

concentration in the area being worked upon.

Treatment of benign hyperplasia (adenoma) of the prostate gland using the Vitafon follows Table

35. The patient should lie on his back for the procedures. A small cushion should be placed

under the pelvis to improve flows from the area. If possible avoid urinating before a treatment

session. One of the vibrophones is placed on the perineum beneath the scrotum, the other at the

bottom of the abdomen approximately over the base of the bladder. The vibrophones should be

held by hand to keep them tight against the body. The course lasts 15 days. In cold weather the

patient should remain in the warm for at least an hour after each session. Throughout the course

of treatment it is vital to keep the pelvic area warm (by wearing warm clothing). The interval

between courses is one week. After the break, the device can be used for 15 days on setting 4

(Table 35, course 2). If there are unpleasant sensations, switch to setting 2.

After two courses of treatment for the adenoma, it will be of benefit to carry out a course of

Vitafon therapy on the lumbar-sacral region of the spine following Table 5. Then after a two

week break, repeat the first and second courses for the adenoma. In this way a full cycle of

treatment will last about 3 months. Subsequently this can be repeated once or twice a year.

The effectiveness of treating patients with benign hyperplasia of the prostate gland using the

Vitafon has been studied on the basis of the St Petersburg Mechnikov State Medical Academy.

After one two-week course, in the majority of patients the number of day- and night-time acts of

urination decreased, the volume of urine left in the bladder decreased, the rate of urine flow rose

and their general condition improved. The Vitafon was recommended for use in the treatment of

stage 1 benign hyperplasia of the prostate gland.

With every passing year, the Vitafon finds even broader use in the treatment of benign

hyperplasia of the prostate gland. From the experience of the staff of the urology clinic of the

Military Medical Academy in talking to patients under observation who use the Vitafon, it

emerges that many patients obtain excellent results from the therapy. We can give as an example

the patient N., 74-years old who had been suffering from benign hyperplasia of the prostate

gland for five years. He did not have treatment. The disease manifested itself in a weak urine

stream, difficulty in urinating during the day, and the need to get up to the toilet 4–5 times in the

night. The patient never got a good night’s rest. His quality of life was poor. After two courses

using the Vitafon for 15 sessions, the patient’s condition improved sharply. Now he gets up once

to urinate during the night, and sometimes not at all. The urine stream has improved. The act of

urination is not strained. The patient states that he “literally came back to life, began taking an

interest in life”. The patient did not use expensive drugs. Many similar examples could be cited.

We should not hide the fact, however, that in a small number of patients there is an absence of

any effect. Most probably this is a consequence of neglect of the disease, the presence of a large

volume of urine left in the bladder and improper functioning of the bladder. In such cases we

recommend combining use of the device with drug therapy or surgical treatment.

The instructions for use of the Vitafon state that it should not be used on tumours. Benign

hyperplasia of the prostate gland is a tumour, but the device can be used for this disease and

gives good, promising results. The device should not be used in cases of prostate cancer. This

will not produce a beneficial result. Effective treatment of prostate cancer is fundamentally

different to that for benign hyperplasia. It consists of chemotherapy and surgical forms of
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treatment that give highly satisfactory results. All this prompts the conclusion that before using

the Vitafon you must have a thorough urological examination, obtain a precise diagnosis and

qualified advice on whether vibro-acoustic treatment is suitable.

The indication for use of the Vitafon is stage 1 benign hyperplasia (adenoma) of the prostate

gland. The precondition for treatment with stage 2 of the disease is a volume of urine less than

150 mm left in the bladder or the presence of other threatening diseases that rule out surgical

intervention.

Benign hyperplasia of the prostate gland is consistently among the most common diseases of

elderly men. From tissue studies it is found in 20% of men under 40, 40% in the 50–60 age

group, 70% of the 61–70 age group and 80% of those over 70. In German urology clinics benign

hyperplasia of the prostate gland is the most common disease for which surgical treatment is

currently carried out and some 1 million men come the doctor every year because of clinical

symptoms of the disease. Considering the high probability of the illness, we recommend not

waiting for its development , but carrying out prophylactic procedures once or twice a year

following tables 35 and 5.

Table 35

For the treatment of benign hyperplasia (adenoma) of the prostate gland

Course 1 Course 2

Perineum and

lower abdomen

Perineum and

lower abdomenDay

setting mins.

Day

setting mins

1 1 15 1 4 15

2 1 15 2 4 15

3 2 15 3 4 15

4 2 15 4 4 15

5 2 15 5 4 15

6 2 15 6 4 15

7 2 15 7 4 15

8 2 15 8 4 15

9 2 15 9 4 15

10 2 15 10 4 15

11 2 15 11 4 15

12 2 15 12 4 15

13 2 15 13 4 15

14 2 15 14 4 15

15 2 15 15 4 15
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Prostatitis

� Dear Creators of the Vitafon,

Thanks to your device I have almost cured the prostatitis from which I have been

suffering about 30 years.

Mikhail Abdulovich V.

Cheliabinsk region

Inflammation of the prostate gland is observed in 35%–45% of men, most often in their sexually

active years.

The infection most commonly reaches the prostate gland by ascending through the urinary canal

and it a complication of urethritis that the sufferer has had, possibly, but not necessarily, due to

venereal disease. The infection can reach the gland from septic foci in the organism (boils,

sinusitis, tonsillitis and so on), and, far less often, through the lymphatic system.

The development of prostatitis is encouraged by disrupted blood circulation in the prostate gland

due to venous stagnation and over-cooling, as well as poor movement of secretion due to a

weakening of the neuromuscular tonus of the gland. Factors that predispose a person to

prostatitis include: long journeys by car, motorcycle, bicycle or on horseback, a sedentary

lifestyle, chills, masturbation or incomplete sexual intercourse, alcohol abuse and others.

Prostatitis may assume an acute or chronic form. Acute prostatitis usually ends well if treated in

time and correctly. The chronic form of the disease requires persistent, competent, multi-sided

treatment. It typically has a stubborn tendency to reoccur and manifests itself in unpleasant

sensations, itching and occasionally troublesome pains with characteristic localization. In a

prostatitis sufferer the gland is dense and painful when touched, and its secretion has a high

concentration of white blood cells. As a rule sufferers are prone to rapid painful ejaculation,

sometimes with pain during and after. Patients show a reduced capacity for work, a feelings of

exhaustion and irritation. Some become completely absorbed with their illness and cease to take

an interest in work, family and friends. When results fail to satisfy, patients change doctors, try

new antibiotics, undergo endless courses of massage and spend enormous sums on treatment.

They may become impotent which can lead to marital breakdown. There is probably no other

disease with such an inauspicious emotional aura as chronic prostatitis. At times, the jocular

statement that “the prostate gland is a man’s second heart” seems to have a fair degree of truth to

it.

It is paradoxical a physically healthy man, still young, loses interest in life and on occasion

becomes unemployable.

Treatment of chronic prostatitis is a difficult task demanding great efforts on the part of doctor

and patient. Disruption to the blood circulation and lymph drainage in the area of the prostate

gland reduces the effectiveness of antibacterial drugs as their concentration where they are most

needed remains minimal. The Vitafon with its capacity to improve blood circulation significantly

increases the effectiveness of the treatment.

Chronic prostatitis can manifest itself in various forms (stagnatory, bacterial, chlamydial,

microbial, associated with the presence of stones in the gland, and so on). The treatment of each

kind of prostatitis is individual and different. Choosing the correct method of treatment id

possible only after thorough examination and consultation with an urologist, if possible one who

has experience of using the Vitafon.
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In prostatitis Vitafon therapy is performed with the patient lying on his back. If necessary a small

cushion or pillow can be placed in the area of the pelvis to ensure that the body is horizontal and

to improve blood circulation.

The vibrophones should be placed firmly against the body, one on the perineum between the

anus and the scrotum, the other at the bottom of the abdomen approximately over the base of the

bladder. One or two centimetres either way does not matter.

Treatment of chronic prostatitis is outlined in Table 36. You should follow the standard course

first, then, if the effect proves insufficiently strong, follow the intensive course. If unpleasant

sensations arise when using setting 4, switch back to setting 2.

Table 36

For the treatment of prostatitis

standard course intensive course

Perineum, bladder Perineum, bladder
Day

setting mins.
Day

setting mins.

Morning 1 15 Morning 2 15
1

Evening — —
1

Evening 2 15

Morning 1 15 Morning 2 15
2

Evening — —
2

Evening 2 15

Morning 2 15 Morning 2 15
3

Evening — —
3

Evening 2 15

Morning 2 15 Morning 4 15
4–8

Evening — —
4–8

Evening 4 15

Morning 4 15 Morning 4 15
9

Evening — —
9

Evening 2 15

Morning 4 15 Morning 2 15
10

Evening — —
10

Evening 2 15

Morning 4 15 Morning 2 15
11

Evening — —
11

Evening 2 15

Morning 2 15 Morning 2 15
12–17

Evening — —
12–17

Evening 2 15

Table 37

Prophylactic course of Vitafon therapy on the lumbar-sacral region of the spine

in the treatment of prostatitis and impotence

zone K zone E3 zone E31 zone E4Day
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

Morning — — — — — — — —
1

Evening 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 2
Morning 1 10 1 3 1 3 1 3

2
Evening 1 15 1 4 1 4 1 4
Morning 2 10 1 5 1 5 1 5

3
Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 2 4

Morning 2 15 1 5 1 5 1 54–

18 Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 2 5

19 Morning 2 10 1 5 1 5 1 5
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Evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 1 5

Morning 1 15 1 4 1 4 1 4
20

Evening 1 10 1 3 1 3 1 3
Morning — — — — — — — —

21
Evening 1 7 1 2 1 2 1 2

For the first seven days, once a day before treatment, the lower part of the abdomen should be

painted with 5% iodine solution — an area the size of two palms, if there are no problems with

tolerance. In cold weather the patient should remain in a warm room for at least an hour after

each session. Throughout the course of treatment it is vital to keep the pelvic area warm (by

wearing warm clothing).

Treatment of acute prostatitis should be carried out only under the supervision of a doctor and in

combination with a prescribed course of antibiotics.

The process of treating chronic prostatitis usually involves an exacerbation of painful sensations

lasting 5–10 days. In rare instances a temporary, 2–4-day, reduction in potency may occur; while

between days 8 and 14, it will then show a stable increase. With such a symptom, treatment with

antibiotics is required, on top of which the pelvic area should be kept even warmer.

If prostatitis is accompanied by a disease of the bladder, products of the cleansing and restorative

process may be discharged in the urine. In 10–14 days the urine will become clear, the pain will

go away, the frequency of urination will drop significantly, potency and the ability to prolong

sexual intercourse will increase.

In cases of chronic prostatitis, 2–4 courses of treatment are required. A break of 3–5 days should

be observed after the first course, and 2–3 weeks after the second and third. In place of a

complete break, we recommend a prophylactic course of Vitafon therapy on the lumbar-sacral

region of the spine following Table 37.

For prophylactic purposes the device can be used in setting 2 for one 15-minute session once a

week. Every 2–6 months the course can be repeated to reinforce the effect.

The male menopause

While a Russian saying has a woman at forty-five enjoying a second bloom, for men of that age

troubles begin that are connected with a decline in sexual activeness. There is nothing to be done,

every normal man comes to this stage between 46 and 60 and the best medicine for it is not panic

and despair, but a proper lifestyle and patient treatment.

Of importance in the male menopause is a rational pattern of work, rest and nutrition. It is a good

idea to do some therapeutic gymnastics, go for walks and take physical exercise.

Physiotherapeutic procedures, both calming and invigorating, produce good results, improving

the blood supply in the genitals. The Vitafon has shown itself very useful in the treatment of the

male menopause and disrupted sexual function. The effect is even greater if use of the device is

combined with drug therapy.

In treating the manifestations of the male menopause, you should remember that sexual

dysfunction is the result of changes taking place in the organism as a whole as it adapts with

ageing. If you sense that your “hour has struck”, then you should first and foremost consult a

doctor who will make a precise diagnosis and prescribe treatment. The Vitafon is used for the

male menopause in the same way as for prostatitis.
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Impotence

� Dear MicroEPM staff,

I am writing to ask you to send a new set of instructions with additional methods of

treatment using the vibro-acoustic device Vitafon.

For my part, I want to tell you that the Vitafon is a very good and useful device. In a

year a cured bronchitis and the knee joints in both my legs. Thank you very much.

I want to report another interesting thing that happened to me after two sessions of

using the Vitafon. Fop more than two years I had been suffering from prostatitis and ran

to the toilet very frequently. I also had a few failures with women. The interest was there,

but no erection, even under the most favourable circumstances. But now everything is

fine in that department as well.

I thank you with all my heart for the device. In marketing it in the expanses of Russia,

you have rid 10,000 people of their afflictions.

Sh.V.P.

Impotence is a disorder that embraces not only failure to accomplish normal sexual intercourse

due to the weakness or even absence of an erection, but also premature ejaculation, the lack of

sexual sensations or a sex drive and the inability to have children.

Sexual dysfunction is a major problem for many men. According to different sources, between

60% and 80% of men aged 20–40 encounter it. Roughly two-thirds of the sufferers are married

men. It is a known fact that problems in the sexual sphere are often the occasion for marital

conflicts and bring a person to physical and nervous exhaustion.

The causes of impotence are so varied that doctors from many specialities treat the sufferers:

neurologists, psychiatrists, urologists, endocrinologists, venereologists, gynaecologists and

others.

The most varied situations and diseases can lead to sexual dysfunction in men. Women short on

intelligence and tact can make malicious jokes about a failure to complete intercourse without

asking themselves why it happened. The cause might be tiredness, trouble at work, or a lot of

other things, but instead of support and sympathy a man is met with mockery. He acquires

insecurity, fear, expectation of another failure and so impotence develops. In this case a

competent psychologist talking to the sufferer and his partner can put things right and sexual

function returns.

Things are more difficult when it is a case involving organic and functional diseases of the

nervous system the brain and spinal chord where our sexual centres are located. Inadequate

blood supply to them, or overstimulation of them, leads to impotence. Among the causes of such

disruptions are sexual intemperance, coitus interruptus, unsatisfied sexual arousal, masturbation,

sexual abstinence and others.

Of great significance in the development of impotence are various diseases of the male genitals:

prostatitis, atonia of the prostate gland, benign hyperplasia (adenoma) of the prostate gland,

inflammation of the urethra and the ejaculatory ducts (of venereological and non-venereological

origin), the consequences of injuries to the penis, testes and epididymis, hormonal problems.

All the above mentioned diseases are accompanied by disruption of the blood supply and lymph

drainage in the genital area, the spinal chord and the nerve pathways ensuring proper sexual

activity.
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The erection itself arises as a result of the harmonious operation of a group of muscles that result

in blood filling the sponge-like cavities in the penis. Good blood supply to the muscle fibres and

effective control by the nervous system are necessary preconditions for a good quality erections.

It is for precisely that reason that the Vitafon produces excellent results in the treatment of

impotence.

You should not imagine that after buying the Vitafon you are automatically going to become a

“sexual giant”. Only a person who has never encountered the problem of impotence could

imagine that. Treatment of this disorder is exceptionally difficult, requiring the involvement of a

competent doctor, together with patience and dedication on the part of the sufferer.

Vitafon therapy should begin with a course acting of the lumbar-sacral region of the spine

following the same method as for prostatitis (Table 37). It is most often here that control over the

sexual function is lost. The second stage of therapy involves acting on the affected area from the

perineum and bladder areas, using the same method as for prostatitis. Besides, there may be

some positive benefit from additionally placing the vibrophones on zone C (for 7–8 minutes) and

zone F (for 5–6 minutes) using setting 1 (or 2, for a body weight over 80 kg). This is outlined in

Table 38. Sufferers from arrhythmia and people fitted with pacemakers must not use the Vitafon

on zone F.

Subsequently the main and preliminary courses should be followed alternately.

Table 38

For the treatment of impotence

perineum, bladder zone C zone FDay

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

1–2 1 15 1 7–8 1 5–6

3–8 2 15 1 7–8 1 5–6

9–11 4 15 1 7–8 1 5–6

12–17 2 15 1 7–8 1 5–6
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Cystitis

� Dear Comrades,

I received your Vitafon device at the end of October 1988. Since then I have

performed four full courses. Today I can state that everything that has been said and

written about the device is the truth.

For my part I have already solved the problems with my kidneys and bladder. That is

exactly what I was counting on. Apart from that I have acquired reflexes and some

sensitivity in leg muscles about which I had long forgotten and no longer even hoped to

remember. My nervousness and insomnia have gone.

Antonina Borisovna S.

Krasnoyarsk region

Cystitis — inflammation of the bladder — can be both a separate (primary) illness and the

consequence of some other pathology in the bladder (stones, tumours, foreign bodies inserted

into the bladder through the urethra and so on.)

Cystitis occurs more frequently in women and in them, as a rule, it is a primary illness. In men

cystitis is almost always a complication of some other disorder. A major role in male cystitis is

played by benign hyperplasia (adenoma) of the prostate gland.

Cystitis manifests itself in frequent urination accompanied by pains in the lower part of the body.

Sometime urination is so frequent that a sufferer is “bound” to the toilet and cannot go out to do

the shopping or take a walk. Some know all the toilets along their regular routes and hurry from

one to the next. At times the need to urinate can arise every 5–10 minutes. Sufferers do not get a

proper night’s sleep and their nervous system is worn down. Women wear sanitary towels that

are constantly leaking in their pants. Men, so as to avoid public embarrassment attach urine

collectors or plastic bags to their penises. Sufferers of both sexes begin to smell of urine. They

become distasteful to themselves and the intolerant people around them.

Treatment of cystitis that has persisted for a long time leads to a temporary unstable

improvement. Any unfavourable factor can cause a flare-up — cold weather, draughts, an acute

respiratory infection, failure to keep to a diet (eating spicy, salty or other kinds of food) and

much else. The prolonged inflammation causes changes in the form of scarring on the wall of the

bladder. The capacity of the bladder drops dramatically, sometimes to as little as 20–50 ml and

as soon as that amount of urine has built up the sufferer feels the need to urinate. Some sleep

with a urinal.

They say that cystitis never killed anyone. That is true. But put yourself in the position of a

sufferer. It is not something you would wish on anyone.

In cystitis, blood circulation and lymph drainage are badly disrupted in the altered bladder wall.

As a consequence medication does not reach the diseased organ and the dosage has to be

increased, which is sometimes harmful and expensive, while the effect is always diminished.

The Vitafon is capable of significantly improving blood circulation and lymph drainage in the

small pelvis and the bladder, reducing tissue swelling and normalizing the tonus of the bladder

muscles. This alone makes urination less painful and reduces its frequency. In addition the

Vitafon increases the effectiveness of antibacterial and anti-inflammatory drugs used to treat

cystistis. The device can also be used in periods of relative relief without medication. This makes

it possible to avoid exacerbation and to achieve a continued stable effect.

It should be noted that the use of the Vitafon without a proper diagnosis may well be ineffective

and can be incorrect. What is the point of using the device if the bladder contains a stone, tumour
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or foreign body? The cause of the cystitis needs to be removed and the inflammation will die

down. It follows that self-treatment without a thorough medical examination and a doctor’s

recommendations is highly unwise.

As the experience of the urology clinic of the Military Medical Institute has shown, the use of the

Vitafon to treat cystitis is highly effective, innocuous and highly promising. In the acute phase

the Vitafon is used in combination with drug therapy. In remission the device can be used

without anti-inflammatory medication — it is sufficient to paint the lower abdomen with 5%

iodine solution for ten days before each procedure.

Procedures should be carried out morning and evening as outlined in Table 39 with the patient

lying down. One vibrophone is placed on the perineum, the other on the lower abdomen. The

length of the procedure is 15 minutes. In addition you should work once a day before bed for 5

minutes on zone E4. The course of treatment last two weeks. During remission over the course of

a year you should carry out 2–3 prophylactic courses of Vitafon therapy on the lumbar-sacral

region of the spine following Table 5.

Table 39

For the treatment of cystitis

zone K zone E4
Day

setting mins. setting mins.

Morning 1 15 — —
1

Evening 1 15 1 5

Morning 2 15 — —
2

Evening 2 15 2 5

Morning 2 15 — —
3

Evening 2 15 2 5

Morning 2 15 — —
4

Evening 3 15 2 5

Morning 4 15 — —
5

Evening 4 15 2 5

Morning 2 15 — —
6–13

Evening 2 15 2 5

Morning 1 15 — —
14

Evening 1 15 1 5
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Kidney disease

� Greetings,

Can the Vitafon help my younger brother? He is 41 years old. One of his kidneys

does not work and the other does not perform its function fully, so he has to travel to a

hospital 300 kilometres away twice a week to get his blood cleaned. He has been advised

to eat lemon with sugar. So far he has begun treatment with that. Please answer our

question.

In my instruction booklet there is information about 27 illnesses, but your advertising

talks about 30. What new things have you discovered about Vitafon therapy?

Excuse me. Best wishes for you in your work.

S.T. V.

Volgograd

Pyelonephritis is an inflammatory disease caused by infection that affects the pelves and

parenchymata of the kidneys. Occasionally it occurs in only one kidney, more often in both.

The infection reaches the kidney in three main ways: ascending from the genitals below; in the

bloodstream from any site of infection in the organism and through the lymphatic system.

Pyelonephritis is almost always present in those who suffer from urolithiasis (stones in the

urinary tract), hydronephrosis, chronic cystitis, benign hyperplasia (adenoma) of the prostate

gland, nephroptosis (wandering kidney), and other disorders.

The acute form of pyelonephritis is a condition that cannot be ignored: temperatures of 38–40

degrees Celsius, powerful shivering and paints in the small of the back. For that reasons the

disease is quickly diagnosed and treatment begun in time quickly leads to recovery.

The chronic form of pyelonephritis does not have very pronounced clinical symptoms. At times

suspicion is aroused by a urine analysis taken more or less by chance. Detailed further

examination leads to a diagnosis of pyelonephritis, a condition that has very serious

complications: secondary atrophy of the renal parenchyma, nephrogenic hypertension, chronic

renal insufficiency, urolithiasis and others.

Treatment of those conditions is very difficult, demanding expensive medication of many years,

and even for a lifetime. Sometimes complicated operations, including kidney transplants, become

necessary.

We write about these complications not to scare sufferers, but to make them aware of the

seriousness of the problem. Because, if there are no strong symptoms, a lot of people do not go

to the doctor straight away. Work, home and family concerns, lack of time and money cause

them to put health matters “on the back burner” and at times it is astonishing that people living

even in a major population centre with qualified doctors and facilities for treatment can let

themselves get in such a state that there is little that can be done for them.

Against a background of long-standing chronic pyelonephritis, secondary atrophy of the renal

parenchyma will appear. The functional tissue (parenchyma) of the kidneys dies away leaving

scar tissue and disrupted blood circulation and lymph drainage in the organ. Gradually the

kidney reduces in size, to half or even a fifth that of a healthy organ. The function of such an

atrophied organ is heavily disrupted. This is sometimes the cause for nephrogenic hypertension

that responds poorly to drugs used to reduce blood pressure. Arterial blood pressure reaches very

high levels, producing a threat of hypertensive crisis, apoplexy, paralysis and death.
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If drug therapy is unsuccessful, then an operation is on the cards: the atrophied kidney is

removed. The situation after the operation can follow one of two patterns. Sometimes blood

pressure comes down to normal on the day after the operation and remains practically normal

from then on. This occurs in cases where relatively little time has passed since the kidney began

to atrophy. If, however, years have gone by and nephrogenic hypertension has turned into

hypertensive disease, blood pressure may still remain high after the operation. But even in those

cases, it begins to respond better to correction by medication.

The mechanism by which kidney disease leads to high blood pressure is very complicated and

not viewed in exactly the same way by different doctors and schools of medicine. Without

dwelling on the matter, we should point out that doctors do not always manage to find effective

treatment for hypertensive disease, but as soon as any deviations from the norm are detected in a

patient’s urine analyses, a small stone, enlarged pelvis or other minimal change is discovered in

his kidneys, the diagnosis “nephrogenic hypertension” is made with assurance and the patient

dispatched to a urologist. This is not always justified and the patient ends up caught between two

specialists, neither of which wants to acknowledge him as “his”. Patients in this position require

thorough examination, correct diagnosis and competent treatment.

If the disruption in kidney function caused by inflammation and degenerative changes in the

parenchyma progresses then chronic renal insufficiency appears. The kidneys cease to perform

their functions: the amount of nitrogen-containing waste products (urea, creatinine) in the blood

grows and the electrolytic composition of the blood changes. Irreversible changes take place in

other vital organs — the liver, heart, spleen, brain, stomach, bowel and so on. The kidneys lose

the ability to concentrate and secrete large quantities of liquid (2.5–4 litres of urine a day). Then

they cease to function, not producing urine at all (anuria). At that stage the sufferer usually dies.

In the early stages of chronic renal insufficiency great attention should be paid to diet, treatment

with anti-inflammatory and antibacterial drugs, and dealing with the disorders caused by the

kidneys’ failure to work properly.

We would like to point out that in all these diseases — pyelonephritis, secondary atrophy of the

renal parenchyma, nephrogenic hypertension and chronic renal insufficiency — there is

pronounced disruption of blood circulation in the kidneys and lymphatic drainage. This is of

great significance. The delivery of medication to and organ inadequately supplied with blood is

poor. Without going into detail about the very varied and complicated treatment for all these

diseases, it has to be said that improvement of blood circulation and lymphatic drainage is of

decisive significance. he best way to accomplish this task without harming the patient is

provided by the vibro-acoustic device Vitafon.

Treatment can begin only after thorough examination and correct diagnosis. If your doctors have

a negative attitude towards the use of the Vitafon or there are some doubts in your mind, you

should consult a specialist experienced in this form of treatment.

In pyelonephritis and secondary atrophy of the renal parenchyma, the Vitafon is used in

combination with medication prescribed by the doctor. The patient should lie on their back. The

vibrophones are placed on zone K and the part of the abdomen that is opposite zone K. With a

floating kidney, the vibrophones should be placed 3–5 cm lower.

In the acute form of the disease, procedures are carried out according to Table 40 once a day,

gradually increasing the time. From Day 1 to 5 the vibrophones should be placed on zone K, on

both kidneys using setting 1, increasing the time from 2 minutes up to 6 minutes. On Days 6–10

the vibrophones should be placed on the abdomen opposite zone K and the time increased from 6
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to 10 minutes. After a session, the patient should remain in the warm for at least 30 minutes. The

length of the course is 10 days.

In the chronic form of the disease and to forestall complications, we recommend carrying out 2–

3 courses of treatment as outlined in Table 41. After the second course, it is a good idea to work

prophylactically on the lumbar region of the spine (Table 4) and then to return to the treatment of

the kidneys. The gap between courses should be 7 days.

In repeated treatment of the disease in the remission stage, the device can be used on zone K

without medication following this pattern:

Day1 — 5 minutes on setting 1

Day 2 — 5 minutes on setting 2

Days 3–5 — 10 minutes on setting 2

Days 6–10 — 10 minutes on setting 2

The course of Vitafon therapy for nephrogenic hypertension lasts 14 days. Treatment follows

Table 42 in combination with medication, gradually reducing the dosage. The vibrophones

should be placed on zone K and procedures carried out once or twice a day for 20 or 10 minutes

each time. The patient should be lying on their back on a soft surface and remain in the warm for

at least an hour after a session. The minimum break between courses is 5 days.

We do not recommend lowering blood pressure by a large amount. Consult your doctor to find

out what figure is optimal for you. You should bear in mind that when using the Vitafon, the

dosage of medication to reduce blood pressure may be less than you usually take.

If in the course of treatment blood pressure rises, you should immediately stop the course, obtain

a further diagnosis, check that you have been positioning the vibrophones correctly and whether

there is perhaps some acute inflammatory process at work in the body, particularly in the

kidneys.

In chronic renal insufficiency, Vitafon therapy is used as an addition to treatment by medication.

The method of treatment is the same as for nephrogenic hypertension (Table 42).

If there is insufficient effect on Day 5, you should increased the time spent on zone K by half as

much again, or perform the procedures three times a day. In a second course of treatment, you

may switch to setting 4 for 3–4 minutes (still using setting 2 for the rest of the time). After this,

you may experience mild sensations of pain for 1–2 hours. If blood pressure rises during the

course of treatment, you should immediately stop the course and check whether there is perhaps

some acute inflammatory process at work in the urogenital system. Where stones are present,

setting 4 must not be used and treatment should take place under the supervision of a doctor.

The minimum break between courses is 2–3 days. After the first course, it is a good idea to work

prophylactically on the lumbar region of the spine (Table 4) and then to return to the treatment of

the kidneys.

Table 40

For acute pyelonephritis

zone K opposite zone K on the abdomen
Day

setting minutes setting minutes

1 1 2 — —

2 1 3 — —

3 1 4 — —

4 1 5 — —

5 1 6 — —
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6 — — 1 6

7 — — 2 7

8 — — 2 8

9 — — 2 9

10 — — 2 10

Table 41

For chronic pyelonephritis in remission

zone K opposite zone K on the abdomen
Day

setting minutes setting minutes

1 1 5 — —

2 2 5 — —

3 2 10 — —

4 2 10 — —

5 2 10 — —

6 — — 2 10

7 — — 2 10

8 — — 2 10

9 — — 2 10

10 — — 2 10

Table 42

For nephrogenic hypertension and chronic renal insufficiency

zone K zone E21
Day

setting mins. setting mins.

Morning 1 10 — —
1

Evening 1 10 1 2

Morning 1 10 — —
2

Evening 2 10 1 3

Morning 2 12 — —
3

Evening 2 12 1 4

Morning 2 14 — —
4

Evening 2 14 1 5

Morning 2 16 — —
5

Evening 2 18 1 5

Morning 2 20 — —
6–12

Evening 2 20 1 5

Morning 2 15 — —
13

Evening 2 15 1 4

Morning 2 10 — —
14

Evening 2 10 1 3
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Epididymitis, Infertility caused by blockage of the spermatic ducts

� Dear Mr Fiodorov and staff,

My family and I have been using the Vitafon for over six months. We are grateful to

you for having made such a “doctor”. We have dealt with very many bouts of sickness

without visiting hospitals, promptly preventing and curing illnesses. And most

importantly, not queuing up to see the doctor.

Thank you very much. We wish you further success, health and all the best.

Our request, please let us know whether you have any new methods of treatment.

T.V.I.

Epididymitis, an inflammation of the extension of the testis in which sperm mature and are

stored, is the commonest disease of the organs of the scrotum. It is most often caused by an

infection ascending up the spermatic ducts from the urethra in urethritis, or reaching the

epididymis in the bloodstream in flu, pneumonia or other infectious diseases, and also through

injury. The most frequent causes of epididymitis are non-specific urethritis and gonorrhoea.

In the acute phase inflammation is accompanied by swelling of the tissues and disruption of the

blood circulation and lymphatic drainage in the area. There are sharp pains in the scrotum that

are made worse by walking and tight clothing. The scrotum becomes reddened and enlarged on

the affected side. The sufferer becomes unable to work.

There are a whole series of approaches aimed at restoring normal blood flow and lymphatic

drainage in the inflamed tissues (bed rest, elevating the scrotum, cold and so on). With the

Vitafon we have the possibility to locally improve blood circulation, increase the effectiveness of

antibacterial treatment and avoid such dreadful complications as purulence, blockage of the

spermatic ducts and male infertility. This last is the most serious complication. You can easily

imagine the complicated operations people are willing to undergo, the amounts of money they

spend on treatment, the marriages that break down and the lives that are ruined because a couple

cannot have children.

Vitafon therapy in combination with other methods encourages the cessation of the inflammatory

process in the epididymis and makes treatment faster and more effective. At the same time it has

no harmful effects on the genitals.

If epididymitis progresses sluggishly without many symptoms and also if it is not treated fully or

correctly, then the process becomes chronic. If you remember that the epididymis is a single duct

up to seven metres in length, wound up, as it were, like a ball of string, it is hard to imagine that,

given that length and the microscopic internal diameter of the duct, no blockage will occur.

Almost any prolonged epididymitis leads to an inability to deliver sperm from the affected side,

and if the disease is on both sides, to infertility. The use of the Vitafon tends to reduce

complications of this kind. But Vitafon therapy on its own or attempts at self-treatment will

probably not bring about a rapid cure. You need to have a detailed examination by a specialist

doctor, a proper diagnosis and to have the best treatment tactics decided for you. That alone can

ensure successful recovery, a lack of complications and unnecessary suffering.

In an epididymitis sufferer the vibrophones should be placed on the affected area of the scrotum

from the front and side at a 90º angle directed at the testis and epididymis. In the acute condition,

all treatment must be combined with wide-spectrum antibiotics and bed rest. If symptoms of

purulence appear, then an operation will be necessary to open the abscess or to remove the

decaying testis and epididymis.
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The course of treatment is outlined in Table 43. In acute cases the course lasts 15 days, in

chronic cases 21 days.

Vitafon therapy is combined with the taking of antibacterial medication prescribed by the doctor.

7–10 days after the end of the treatment, it makes sense to repeat the course of Vitafon therapy

without taking medication. After that, we recommend carrying out a prophylactic course on the

lumbar region of the spine (Table 4).

The treatment of male infertility caused by blockage of the spermatic ducts after an incidence of

epididymitis requires 3–6 courses following the pattern for chronic epididymitis. There should be

a 7-day break between the courses. The first, third and sixth courses should be combined with the

taking of antibacterial medication, Hyalase (or similar) and extract of aloe prescribed by the

doctor.

Table 43

For epididymitis

Acute condition Chronic condition

Area of the

affected epididymis

Area of the

affected epididymis

Day

setting mins.

Day

setting mins.

morning 3 15–20 morning 1 15–201

evening 3 15–20

1

evening 1 15–20

morning 3 15–20 morning 1 15–202

evening 3 15–20

2

evening 2 15–20

morning 3 15–20 morning 2 15–203–5

evening 3 15–20

3–5

evening 2 15–20

morning 4 15–20 morning 2 15–206–10

evening 4 15–20

6–10

evening 2 15–20

morning 3 15–20 morning 2 15–2011

evening 3 15–20

11

evening 2 15–20

morning 3 15–20 morning 2 15–2012–15

evening 3 15–20

12–15

evening 2 15–20

morning — — morning 3 15–2016–19

evening — —

16–19

evening 3 15–20

morning — — morning 1 15–2020–21

evening — —

20–21

evening 1 15–20
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Urinary Incontinence. Faecal Incontinence

� Dear creators of the Vitafon,

Thank you for such a device. I use it to treat osteochondrosis, bruises and toothache.

I read in the newspaper about its use for the treatment of new disorders that are not

mentioned in the instructions for my device.

I have a great request, please send me instructions which describe the treatment for

all possible diseases. I am especially interested in urinary incontinence.

Thanking you in advance,

G.N.I.

Moscow region

� Dear Sirs,

I need a consultation. My grandson (6 years old) wets the bed. Can the Vitafon help

to get rid of this problem?

Yours faithfully,

Vladimir Vladimirovich N.

Kemerovo region

Enuresis is the medical term for involuntary urination during sleep at night or in the daytime.

While not life-threatening and not uncommon (enuresis occurs in 1%–2% of children and

teenagers in different age groups), the condition can make it difficult for children to go away to

summer camps and similar places. Enuresis in children up to three years old is considered a

physiological condition, in older children an illness. Bed-wetting occurs in boys 2–3 times more

often than in girls. The number of sufferers decreases with age, amounting to only 0.3% of those

over 18.

In the second half of a child’s first year connections appear, and by three years have become

firmly established, between the receptors of the bladder, the signalling centres, the subcortical

formations and the cortex of the brain that make the act of urination controllable and voluntary

with the character of a conditioned reflex.

If for one reason or another children do not develop the ability to wake up to urinate or lose that

ability, then with various frequencies they will wet the bed.

There are many reasons for a child acquiring enuresis.

The main factors encouraging the appearance of the disease are: physical exhaustion, a

disruption of the child’s regular timetable, an excess of nervous tension, drinking too much

before bedtime, going to bed with a full bladder, various developmental anomalies and diseases

of the urinary organs (phimosis, hypospadia, inflammations in the genitals). Difficult

circumstances in childhood and the hereditary factor should also be taken into concern.

Bed-wetting is an illness that leaves a deep imprint on the psyche of a child or young person. The

affliction is concealed from neighbours, friends and acquaintances. A sufferer living in a small

community is afraid to consult the doctor, fearing that the secret will become known. Hoping

that he will be cured, a new recruit will not mention his illness to the medical commission and

end up in the army. We can all imagine the problems that a soldier suffering from enuresis will

have in barracks life. It makes much more sense to treat the child before things get to anything

like that stage.

Above all, after the child has been medically examined and it has been determined whether the

wetting is due to functional or psychological causes, special attention should be devoted to the

parents working with the child. Here is some advice that should be followed in this regard:
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• Make sure that the child does not become physically exhausted;

• Keep to a strict timetable of activity and rest and do not let the child stay up after its bedtime;

• Stop giving the child drinks two hours before bedtime;

• Make sure the child empties its bladder before bed;

• When the child is already in bed, you should give it something salty to eat (a piece of bread

and salt);

• Teach the child to set itself the psychological task every evening before going to sleep that it

will definitely get up and urinate, if the need arises;

• The child should keep a diary which records instances of bed-wetting and considers the

reasons for them;

• The child should strip its wet bed itself, put the clothes in the washing-machine and hang

them out. This is not intended as a punishment, but so that the child has an incentive to get

rid of the illness;

• Do not punish the child or scold it, but patiently try to work out what happened. Express

sympathy and look for a way out of the situation together.

• Do not wake the child at night. It will not wake properly, will not understand what is required

of it and will not remember in the morning. Waking the child up like this only wears down a

weakened nervous system and does not encourage the development of a urinary reflex.

In the complex approach to curing enuresis, of great significance are strengthening the nervous

system, removing the incorrect stereotype in the brain and improving the blood supply to the

lumbar region of the spine and the bladder. The last can be successfully achieved with the aid of

the Vitafon. Besides, the audible operation of the Vitafon makes it possible to fix the child’s

attention on that part of its organism and encourages the development of feeling the need to

urinate in good time and not when it cannot hold back any longer. For that reason when working

with children it is better to perform vibro-acoustic therapy frequently, several times a day.

The course of procedures is outlined in Table 44. To achieve marked improvement you should

perform 2 or 3 courses, with a 2-week break between.

Encopresis is faecal incontinence. This illness may be due to weakness in the sphincter muscles

surrounding the anus, but more often the reason lies in a disrupted development of the

conditioned reflex. As with enuresis, the reflex can be trained. The use of the Vitafon in this

illness is outlined in Table 45.

Table 44

For treating enuresis (bed-wetting) in children

children under 5 children 5–10 children over 10

zone E3 bladder area zone E3 bladder area zone E3 bladder area

Day

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

morning 1 3 1 3 1 5 1 5 1 10 1 10

noon 1 3 1 3 1 5 1 5 — — — —

1–5

evening 1 4 1 4 1 5 1 5 1 10 1 10

morning 2 3 2 3 2 5 2 5 2 10 2 10

noon 2 4 2 4 2 5 2 5 — — — —

6–

10

evening 2 4 2 4 2 5 2 5 2 10 2 10

morning 1 3 4 3 1 5 4 5 1 10 4 10

noon 1 4 4 4 1 5 4 5 — — — —

11–

15

evening 1 4 4 4 1 5 2 5 1 10 2 10
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Table 45

For treating encopresis (faecal incontinence) in children

children under 5 children 5–10 children over 10

zone E3 zone E4 zone E3 zone E4 zone E3 zone E4

Day

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

morning 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 10 1 5

noon 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 — — — —

1–5

evening 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 10

morning 2 5 2 5 2 5 2 5 2 10 2 5

noon 1 5 1 5 2 5 2 5 — — — —

6–

10

evening 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 2 5 2 10

morning 1 5 4 4 1 5 4 5 1 10 4 5

noon 1 5 2 5 1 5 2 5 — — — —

11–

15

evening 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5 2 10
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Haemorrhoids

� Greetings,

I want to thank you for the amazing Vitafon device. I am thirty years old. After giving

birth, I developed haemorrhoids. The attacks were terrible. I could not sit or lie down. I

read an article about the Vitafon in the newspaper Labour and decided to give it a try.

The effect was stunning. Many thanks for your amazing device. Friends and relatives

come to me now to ask to use it, and I let them, of course.

B.

Bugulma

The blood vessels collecting blood from the rectum form a complicated network called the

haemorrhoidal plexus. The blood vessels of the rectum are often weakened by the effect of high

blood pressure and become enlarged in places. This causes painful sensations and itching. The

enlarged veins begin to protrude from the wall of the anus and are damaged during defecation,

leading to pain and bleeding. The reason for the enlargement of the veins is a weakening of the

muscles regulating the tonus of the haemorrhoidal vessels. This takes place due to a disruption of

blood supply in the lower part of the abdomen in chronic constipation sufferers, during

pregnancy, in people with large abdomens and as a consequence of a predominantly sedentary

lifestyle. The worsening of blood supply can also be caused by disorders in the lumbar region of

the spine which also governs peristalsis of the bowel and regulates the tonus of blood vessels in

the lower abdomen.

As a rule, the development of haemorrhoids is preceded by chronic constipation. Therefore, you

need first and foremost to normalize the peristalsis of the bowel and to improve the drainage of

venous blood from the haemorrhoidal plexus. Treatment should be started only after obtaining a

doctor’s diagnosis and in the absence of acute complications requiring hospitalization.

The effectiveness of treatment will depend on whether the valve system within the veins has

survived or not. If the valves preventing the backward flow of blood are not damaged, then it is

possible to get rid of the haemorrhoids altogether. If, however, they do not function, as in

varicose veins, then periodic maintenance treatment will be needed.

To improve venous blood flow Vitafon procedures are performed on the lower part of the

abdomen (zone M1). The patient should lie on his or her back. A small pillow or cushion should

always be placed under the buttocks, so that the abdomen area is higher than the heart. At the

same time you should begin to work on the lumbar-sacral area of the spine — zones E3, E31 and

E4. To forestall a rise in blood pressure and to improve blood quality, you must also work on

zone K. The most effective patterns of treatment are outlined in Tables 46 and 47.

It is very useful to think about diet also, which should be geared to loosening the bowels and

include sufficient fibre to ensure a bowel motion every day.

Vitafon therapy can be combined with treatment prescribed by a doctor. Occasionally bleeding

may become stronger after the first few sessions, but it soon stops. For the first week we

recommend taking the complex vitamin ascorutinum (Vitamin C plus Vitamin P). The length of

the course is 14 days. There should be a 2–3-day gap between courses. If necessary, treatment

can be repeated.

If haemorrhoids are accompanied by chronic constipation, the courses of treatment for the two

disorders should be followed in turn.
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Table 46

For the treatment of haemorrhoids. Course 1

zone M1 zone M2 zone E31 zone E4 zone KDay
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

morning — — — — — — — — — —1

evening 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 10

morning 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 102

evening 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 10

morning 2 4 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 103

evening 2 4 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 10

morning 2 5 2 4 2 3 2 3 2 124

evening 2 5 2 4 2 3 2 3 2 12

morning 2 6 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 145

evening 2 6 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 7 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 146

evening 2 7 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 8 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 147

evening 2 8 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 9 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 148

evening 2 9 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 8 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 149

evening 2 8 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 7 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 1410

evening 2 7 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 6 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 1411

evening 2 6 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 5 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 1412

evening 2 5 2 5 2 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 4 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 1013

evening 2 4 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 10

morning 2 3 — — — — — — — —14

evening 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 10

Table 47

For the treatment of haemorrhoids. Course 2

zone M1 zone E3 zone E31 zone D1 zone E4 zone KDay
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

morning — — — — — — — — — — — —1

evening 2 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 10

morning 2 2 — — 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 102

evening 2 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 10

morning 2 2 — — 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 103

evening 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 10

morning 2 3 — — 2 4 1 3 2 3 2 124

evening 2 3 1 3 2 4 1 3 2 3 2 12
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morning 2 3 — — 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 145

evening 2 3 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 3 — — 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 146

evening 2 3 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 3 — — 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 147

evening 2 3 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 3 — — 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 148

evening 2 3 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 3 — — 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 149

evening 2 3 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 3 — — 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 1410

evening 2 3 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 3 — — 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 1411

evening 2 3 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 3 — — 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 1412

evening 2 3 1 3 2 5 1 3 2 3 2 14

morning 2 2 — — 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 1013

evening 2 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 10

morning — — — — — — — — — — — —14

evening 2 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 2 3 2 10
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Constipation

� Dear MicroEPM staff, creators of the Vitafon,
I am a war invalid, born in 1922. I have been using the Vitafon for three months now.

I am successfully treating my problems: constipation, haemorrhoids and prostatitis. The

internal bleeding from the haemorrhoids has stopped, the bouts of constipation have

gone away.

As chairman of a religious and cultural society, I strongly recommend all my

acquaintances to buy your miracle device. The more so as it is being recommended in all

the newspapers. On my advice many people have already bought the device and they are

very happy.

S.A.S.

Novorossiisk

Doctors consider it normal to have a bowel movement once or twice a day. Regular delay of a
bowel movement for more than two days is considered constipation. Constipation is a far from
innocuous disorder. The sufferer loses vigour, become despondent and are more inclined to pick
up acute respiratory infections. The causes of constipation are varied and it may even be a
tumour. Therefore a doctor should make the diagnosis. The Vitafon can be used in cases where
constipation is caused by reduced peristalsis of the bowel, which is the most frequent reason for
constipation.
For constipation, the vibrophones should be placed on zone M1, M2 and M3 to improved blood
supply to all parts of the large and small intestines; on the spinal zone E21, E3, E31 and E$4 to
improve the blood supply of the nerve fibres responsible for the motor activity of the bowel and
on zone K to improve blood quality.
If constipation has taken place for the first time after a disruption to your usual diet or nervous
stress, it is enough to perform the first 3–4 procedures outlined in Table 48 in order to avoid
complications. If you have been constipated for more than four days, it is a good idea to have an
enema beforehand, so as not to injure the bowel and then to continue Vitafon therapy following
the same table.
On the third day of treatment you can begin gradually lowering the dosage of laxative, if you are
taking one.
It is very important to achieve a bowel movement every day. Faecal matter that spends a long
time travelling through the bowel becomes harder and denser. The painfulness of a bowel
movement and the likelihood of damaging blood vessels increase. There is an increased risk of
infection penetrating into the body and the development of an inflammatory process — colitis.
In cases of chronic constipation, it is desirable to complete 3 full courses, even if the problem
itself disappears earlier. The length of a course is 14 days, and there should be a 2–3-day break
between courses.
Quite a significant role in the development of constipation may be played by nervous stress
which, as has been noted elsewhere in the book, raises the threshold of the nervous system’s
sensitivity to signals coming from receptors. As a result, the brain may “not notice” that faecal
matter is approaching the rectum. Therefore, if you have not had a bowel movement during the
day, you should visit the toilet before going to bed, even if you do not feel the need. You should
spend 3–5 minutes on the toilet, without straining hard to achieve a result. This therapeutic-
psychological procedure is aimed at restoring the normal daily bowel movement.
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Table 48

For the treatment of constipation
zone M1 zone M2 zone M3 zone E21 Zone E3 zone E31 zone E4 zone KDay
setting 1 setting 1 setting 1 setting 1 setting 1 setting 2 setting 2 setting 2

morning — — — — — — — —1

evening 2 2 — 3 3 — 3 10

morning 2 2 3 — 3 3 3 102

evening 2 2 — 3 3 3 3 10

morning 2 2 3 — 3 3 3 103

evening 3 3 — 3 3 3 3 10

morning 3 3 3 — 4 3 3 124

evening 3 3 — 3 4 3 3 12

morning 3 3 3 — 5 3 3 145

evening 3 3 — 3 5 3 3 14

morning 3 3 3 — 5 3 3 146

evening 3 3 — 3 5 3 3 14

morning 3 3 3 — 5 3 3 147

evening 3 3 — 3 5 3 3 14

morning 3 3 3 — 5 3 3 148

evening 3 3 — 3 5 3 3 14

morning 3 3 3 — 5 3 3 149

evening 3 3 — 3 5 3 3 14

morning 3 3 3 — 5 3 3 1410

evening 3 3 — 3 5 3 3 14

morning 3 3 3 — 5 3 3 1411

evening 3 3 — 3 5 3 3 14

morning 3 3 3 — 5 3 3 1412

evening 3 3 — 3 5 3 3 14

morning 2 2 3 — 3 3 3 1013

evening 2 2 — 3 3 3 3 10

morning — — — — — — — —14

evening 2 2 — 3 3 3 3 10
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Cholecystitis

� Greetings, dear friends,

I want to begin by thanking the creators of the Vitafon from the bottom of my heart.

This remarkable device is simply a wonder! The whole family has been using it for 8

months already and we are very happy and grateful to you.

The device helps me, successfully, to treat osteochondrosis, pyelonephritis and my

joints. My “favourite” sprain of the calf and foot went away in 10 days, instead of the

usual three weeks. The Vitafon helps my daughter with sore throats, tracheitis, head

colds and ear inflammation, and my husband with radiculitis.

The device has long since paid for itself, although 400 roubles is quite a sum for us,

we have saved lots on medicines.

God grant you health and happiness, dear inventors and manufacturers of the

Vitafon. May you have success in your good and needed business. May the new

millennium bring you new attainments.

Sadly, we live in a small settlement and do not have the opportunity to find out about

new indications for use (we obtained the Vitafon by post). I am interested in whether it

can be used for such diseases as pancreatitis, cholecystitis and colitis, and also adnexitis.

I write with the hope of receiving a reply, since there is nowhere to find out new

information about the device, while I don’t think you are resting on your laurels.

My best wishes again for the New Year and New Millennium. Thank you very much.

Yours truly,

Tatyana Vladimirovna K.

Vladimir region

Cholecystitis — inflammation of the gall bladder — can present itself in two forms: with stones
and without.
The tendency to develop gallstones is, as a rule, hereditary. It is accompanied by attacks of
biliary colic and the main treatment for it is surgery.
Non-calculous cholecystitis has two clinical forms distinguished by hypermotor dyskenesia or
hypertonicity of the gall ducts. The first is marked by moderate dull pain on the right side below
the ribs and a bitter taste in the mouth; the second by short, acute griping pains on the right side
below the ribs, often radiating to the back and right arm. Flare-ups of the disease are usually
connected with failure to keep to a diet and physical strains. It is more common in women with
excess weight.
Before starting treatment for cholecystitis, and in the course of treatment, the sufferer must have
ultrasound examination of the abdominal organs to exclude the presence of gallstones.
Cholagogues (substances that promote the flow of bile) and internal drainage are used in the
treatment of hypomotor non-calculous cholescystitis. In the hypertonic form, spasmolytics and
heat treatment are used.
Research into the use of the Vitafon as part of complex therapy for non-calculous cholecystitis
was conducted in the Kirov Military Medical Academy and demonstrated its effectiveness.
Considering the difficulties of obtaining a precise diagnosis of hypomotor and hypertonic
cholecystitis, the course of treatment outlined in Table 49 should be regarded as optimal.
Treatment combines the “traditional” operation on zone K with operation on the gall bladder area
(zone M) and the source of innervation of the area: zones E11 and E2. In periods of
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exacerbation, Vitafon therapy should be combined with anti-inflammatory, antibacterial therapy.
In the remission stage, Vitafon therapy can be carried out without medication.

Table 49

For the treatment of cholecystitis (without gallstones)
zone K zone M zone E11 zone E2

Day
setting 2 setting 1 setting 1 setting 1

morning — — — —
1

evening 5 3 3 3

morning — 5 3 3
2

evening 10 7 3 3

morning 10 4 4 4
3

evening 15 10 4 4

morning 10 5 5 5
4–6

evening 15 10 5 5

morning 10 10 5 57–
10 evening 10 10 5 5

morning 10 5 5 511–
25 evening 15 5 5 5

morning 10 5 5 5
26

evening 15 5 5 5

morning 10 4 4 3
27

evening 10 4 4 3

morning 5 3 3 3
28

evening 10 3 3 3
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Hepatitis

� Dear Sirs,

I am a war invalid. If I live, I shall be 80 in February 1999. I bought your Vitafon
device and have been using it for over a year. It is a great help to me in treating chronic

osteochondrosis (radiculitis), joint disease, arthritis and my other troubles.

Our regional newspaper The Star printed an article on 13 November 1998 about the

Military Medical Academy in St Petersburg working out a new method of treating

hepatitis using the Vitafon. They discovered in hospital this year that I have hepatitis.

Please send details of how to treat myself using the Vitafon, or a new set of

instructions for the use of the Vitafon when treating hepatitis.

Thank you for your attention and for developing this remarkable device that cures

without tablets and has prolonged the lives of many thousand Russians. And the

developers of the device should be put up for a state prize, if there is such a thing now.

Ignaty Georgitevich R.

Perm

The term “hepatitis” refers to an inflammatory disease of the liver with various causes: viral,
toxic, auto-immune and so on. What the conditions have in common is damage to the liver tissue
with disruption of the organ’s functioning. The liver plays an extremely important role as a
biological filter by means of which various toxic substances are neutralized and removed from
the body. Disruption of this function leads to what is medically termed intoxication of the
organism, manifesting itself in general weakness, loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, a revulsion
for smoking and tobacco smoke and a heavy feeling on the right below the ribs.
The liver becomes enlarged. The skin and the whites of the eyes take on a yellowish colour (this
is not always the case, incidentally: a person can have hepatitis without the usually jaundice).
Hepatitis can only be diagnosed by a doctor. The symptoms — nausea, vomiting, lack of
appetite, jaundice and others — can be produced by a wide variety of other diseases, and through
self-diagnosis and treatment you will only make a serious condition even worse.
The manufacturers of vaccines against hepatitis are very fond of citing the statistic that
considerably more people die each year of the different viral hepatites than of AIDS of which we
are all afraid. Sadly, this is quite true. The danger of the disease is increased because of the
variety of different viruses that produce hepatitis.
Viral hepatites A and E are passed on through food and water; B, C and D by blood, saliva and
sexual contact. In recent years, two more viruses — F and G — have been described.
Hepatites A and E are predominantly acute conditions. Hepatites B and, especially, C transform
into a chronic stage that can lead to cirrhosis of the liver in a few years. During the acute phase
of the disease the sufferer can have a high temperature, but there are cases of hepatitis where the
patient’s temperature does not rise at all. Sufferers often complain of pains in the joints,
dizziness, itching skin and pains in the liver area. The acute phase of the disease last 20–40 days.
Acute viral hepatitis progresses benignly in the majority of cases. The treatment consists of non-
specific disintoxication (plenty to drink and infusions (drips) of various composition). Antiviral
preparations are not prescribed as a rule. Nor is there a need to improve blood circulation in the
liver. The body copes itself.
A diagnosis of chronic hepatitis is made when the sufferer has had the disease more than 6
months. The shift in hepatitis to the chronic stage means that the organism cannot cope on its
own. The treatment of chronic viral hepatitis involves the use of interferon-based preparations
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and lasts up to a year. The medicines are very expensive and far form every sufferer can afford to
pay for a full course of treatment. Without the medication, remission will not come and with
time, the patient is threatened with cirrhosis of the liver. The Kirov Military Medical Academy
conducted a study to determine the effectiveness of treating hepatitis with the Vitafon.
The device was used to treat chronic hepatitis against a background of antiviral therapy over a 6-
month period. On average remission set in significantly earlier than when using the conventional
method. There are justified hopes of reducing the length of treatment from 12 months to 6 or
less. Moreover, albeit in a small number of cases, but remission did set in for some patients who
were not taking medication due to lack of funds. The Vitafon procedures were performed daily
for 6 months on zone M using setting 1. It is planned to continue the study, with additional
operation on zone K, the area of the innervation of the liver and the area of the hepatic veins.
Until the researches are complete, we cannot recommend using the Vitafon in cases of hepatitis.
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Gynaecological disorders

� Dear Manufacturer,

I kindly request you to send me a Vitafon. An acquaintance who recently bought your

device showed it to me. She has had it three months. She has cured haemorrhoids,

oophoritis and cervical osteochondrosis.

All the very best wishes to you.

I very much hope to acquire your device. Thanking you in advance.

Natalya Nikolayevna S.

Ivanovo region

The instructions for the Vitafon include pregnancy among the list of contraindications for use.
This has caused certain people to imagine that the Vitafon can be used to end a pregnancy. That
is not correct. The vibro-acoustic device cannot in any way cause an abortion. The
microvibration improves the blood supply to the foetus and placenta, but how that will be
reflected in the future child, we do not know and this is scarcely an area for experimentation.
That is why the Vitafon is not recommended for use by pregnant women. But 2-3 months before
the start of a planned pregnancy, it makes good sense to perform a course of Vitafon therapy on
the lumbar-sacral region of the spine following Table 5, since the future foetus will increase the
load on the spine.
After birth, if there has been tearing or an incision, the Vitafon will help the wound to heal
quicker and help the mother to avoid complications. In this case, it is used in the same way as for
the treatment of surgical incisions. 2–3 weeks after the birth, we recommend performing one or
two prophylactic courses of Vitafon therapy on the lumbar-sacral region of the spine to normalize
the menstrual cycle and the functioning of the abdominal organs.
While breast-feeding, when the breasts become engorged, practically every third or fourth new
mother acquires a condition that may develop into mastitis — inflammation of the breast. On the
other hand, a feeling of swelling, especially on the third day of feeding, when the main flow
begins. Infection most often enters through damage to the nipples which quite often develop
microscopic cracks. The symptoms of mastitis are primarily pain and engorgement. The breast
becomes hot and body temperature may rise. In the initial stage of the disease — serous mastitis
— it is even possible to continue breast-feeding. But if clearly delineated areas of thickening
have appeared and milk has begun to come out mixed with pus, then there can be no question of
breast-feeding. In that event, the mother needs to take antibiotics and sometimes undergo an
operation. Mastitis does not pass without trace. A breast that has been operated on is
significantly more likely to develop tumours.
As with any inflammatory process, it is easier to deal with mastitis once one has restored normal
blood circulation and eliminated the swelling in the breast. These factors will encourage a good
flow of milk, the emptying of the breast and help guard against mastitis. The vibrophones should
be placed alongside each other on the affected area. The recommended pattern of treatment
(Table 50) includes working on the relevant area of the spine and on the kidneys. This same
pattern of Vitafon therapy can be used to treat lactostasis.
Insufficient breast milk is a common complaint among nursing mothers. Strictly speaking, this
cannot be called a disease. It is a temporary condition, but one that creates a mass of problems.
Because a mother cannot feed her child, it cries more often and sleeps worse which is not a
positive influence on its development. A true inability to breast-feed occurs in only 1% of
women. In those cases it is due to anatomical underdevelopment of the breasts or certain serious
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diseases of the endocrinal system. In the remaining cases, the disorders are functional in
character. Milk is produced in the breast from blood. So the quantity of milk produced will also
depend on the blood supply to the breast. When breast-feeding a woman should drink more
liquids, keep her breasts warm and thoroughly expel any excess. More complete emptying of the
breasts encourages lactation. If little milk is being produced due to a poor blood supply to the
breast, then a 5-minute procedure with the Vitafon using setting 1 some 20–30 minutes after each
daytime feed improves blood supply and provides hope of increased lactation.
The vibrophones should be placed on top of a piece of gauze or paper tissue, one roughly in the
centre of each breast. Besides, between 1 and 3 times a week, it will be beneficial to use the
Vitafon to improve sleeping:
zone K — 15 minutes on setting 2
zone D1 — 5 minutes on setting 1
zone D2 — 5 minutes on setting 1
Poor sleep and nervous stress have a negative influence on the productivity of the breasts.
One of the most common gynaecological complaints is disruption of the menstrual cycle

which may have various causes. This general heading covers several conditions of differing
seriousness, each of which needs its own form of treatment. Therefore you must consult a
gynaecologist. Disruption of the cycle when menstruation lasts longer than the normal 3–5 days,
or “spotting” continues after it is over, or menstruation fails to fit into a pattern are associated
with emotional concerns, temporary hormonal shifts, general tiredness and other functional
causes. It is in such cases that an effect can be achieved with the Vitafon. It has been noticed that
when, in the treatment of various disorders, the vibrophones are placed on the abdomen and
lower back, the duration of even normal menstrual periods is reduced by 1–2 days. This is due to
the stimulating effect of the vibro-acoustic influence on the ovaries and adrenal glands, and
through them on the tonus of the uterus.
It might be particularly appropriate to use the Vitafon for young girls whose menstrual cycle is
only beginning to establish itself.
To normalize the menstrual cycle treatment can be carried out following Table 51 which includes
acting not only on the area of the ovaries, but also on the relevant regions of the spine. Before
you begin using the Vitafon, a doctor should rule out the presence of tumours and serious
hormonal disturbances. Procedures should not be performed during menstruation.

Table 50

For the treatment of serous mastitis and the symptoms of lactostasis
zone K zone D1 zone E1 affected area of breast

Day
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

morning — — — — — — — —
1

evening 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 1

morning 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 2
2

evening 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 3

morning 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 5
3

evening 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 8

morning 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 54 –
12 evening 2 15 1 3 1 3 1 10

morning 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 5
13

evening 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 8

14 morning 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 2
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evening 2 5 1 3 1 3 1 3

Table 51

For the treatment of disruptions to the menstrual cycle
zone D1 zone E3 zone E4 zone M1 zone K

Day
setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

morning — — — — — — — — — —
1

evening 1 3 2 3 2 3 1 3 2 10

morning — — — — — — — — — —
2

evening 1 4 2 4 2 4 1 4 2 12

morning — — — — — — — — — —
3

evening 1 4 2 4 2 4 1 5 2 15

morning — — — — — — — — — —4 –
start
of

period
evening 1 4 2 4 2 4 1 5 2 15
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Insomnia

� Dear Friends, inventors of the Vitafon,
Thank you very much for your device. It is a great help in high blood pressure,

insomnia and headaches associated with cervical osteochondrosis, not to mention

radiculitis in the lumbar region. I could not sleep at night. The pain was fiendish. Neither

electrical impulses nor massage helped, but the Vitafon did. The small of my back hurts

less and my legs have started to walk better.

L.L.I.

Tula region

Poor sleep not only substantially reduces the quality of life, but also encourages rapid ageing. To
treat this disorder there are a host of medicinal preparations, but doctors always give preference
to methods of treatment that do not involve medication.
The choice of points of operation for the Vitafon in cases of insomnia depends on its causes and
is made individually. Generally working on zones D1 and K encourages going off to sleep. Work
on zone D1 for 7–10 minutes using setting 1, and on zone K for 10–15 minutes using setting 2.
Sometimes using the Vitafon on both zones, one after another, using the same settings proves
more effective.
If you suffer from cervical osteochondrosis and a tendency to high blood pressure, you should
definitely work on zone K after zone D1.
If there is acute inflammation in the kidneys, you should not use the Vitafon for the treatment of
insomnia.
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Injuries

� Greetings,

I want to tell you about the wonderful Vitafon device. My husband, who is 70, injured

his foot. It was struck by a very heavy object and went all black. When the swelling went

down, he could not feel the sole of his foot. The things I rubbed it with, but all to no

effect. We learnt about the Vitafon from the newspaper, bought it and have not regretted

doing so. After 10–12 sessions of 15 minutes, my husband began to feel his foot. I am

having treatment too — I have broken my femur. Thanks to the Vitafon, I no longer know

the doctors. Thank you very much that it is helping me to get back on my feet without

medicine and injections.

Valenitna Vasilyevna and Alexander Ivanovich M.

Novye Mytishchi, Moscow region

Sprains and dislocations

Sprains and dislocations are usually accompanied by internal bleeding and to reduce it in the first
hours after the injury, cold should be applied to the area. A dislocation should first be corrected,
so a visit to the doctor is essential. The Vitafon can be used only the day after the injury. Its
influence speeds up the dispersal of swelling, prevents the formation of haematomas and
encourages the fast regeneration of tissues.
Procedures are carried out following Table 52. One vibrophone should be located on the site of
the injury, on the flattest place available, the other 10 cm higher up the limb. The patient should
be lying down and the limb should be raised so that it is above the level of the heart. After the
session, the patient should remain in a horizontal position for at least half an hour. The course of
treatment should be completed to increase the joint’s resistance to strain. To avoid inflammation
from Day 3 to Day 7 the injured area should be painted with iodine solution before bedtime.

Table 52

For the treatment of sprains and dislocations

Injury site and the area
of the nearest major veinDay

setting minutes

8–10 hours after the
injury

1 15

1 in the evening, if the
injury took place in

the morning
2 20

morning 2 30
2

evening 2 30

morning 4 30
7–14

evening 4 30

morning — —
15–21

evening 2 15
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Fractures

� I want to express my great thanks to the creators of the Vitafon device. I broke my ribs. I

had bad pain and had to resort to analgesics. I was offered the use of the device. After the very

first procedure the pains began to diminish. Sessions took place twice a day, and I was fit to go

back to work in three weeks instead of six.

I work in the ambulance service and I will recommend this wonderful device to all my

patients. I am very keen to buy one. Please send the Vitafon to my address.

Natalia Vasilyevna P.

Bashkortostan

� On 10 November I went to throw rubbish down the rubbish-chute in our building. I

opened the hatch and it fell on the big toe of my left foot, causing me intolerable pain. It

happened because someone on our landing who needed to throw out builder’s rubble took the

metal rod out of the rubbish-chute and never put it back. That’s how it came to fall on my foot.

My toe swelled up and turned black and blue. The pain was terrible. the next day I was forced to

seek help at the local casualty point. There they took an X-ray of the injured toe and looking at

it, the doctor said that the phalanges of my toe had been shattered. They put plaster on the toe

and foot and the doctor said I would have to keep it on for about 30 days.

Luckily, before the incident our family had been given a Vitafon as a present. I

decided to use it and every day for two weeks I treated my injured toe with the Vitafon for

15–20 minutes.

For all that time, of course, I could not even go outside the apartment, as I could not

get any footwear on my plastered foot. After a few days the pain in the toe died down, and

then went away altogether. On the 15th day I felt fine and the plaster was removed. After

that I began walking normally.

I would advise people in our city, if they can, to get hold of this miracle device, the

Vitafon, because it is useful in all sorts of cases.

L.N., war invalid

The Vitafon can successfully be used to reduce the length of time needed for the treatment of a
bone fracture, to increase the strength of connective tissue, to forestall complications, remove
itching and swelling in the area of plaster bandages etc, and also to speed up recovery of mobility
in the joints. In this case the vibrophones should be placed as close as possible to the fracture
site. Sessions should begin on the 3rd or 4th day after the injury using setting 2 (setting 1 for
fractured ribs) for 15–20 minutes, 2–3 times a day, for a total of 40–60 minutes in a 24-hour
period. If the fracture has been put in plaster, then for half the session you should work directly
on the fracture site, placing the vibrophones directly on the plaster above the point of the break.
For the second half of the session move one vibrophone above the plaster and the other below, as
close as possible to the injured bone. When acting through the plaster, the vibrophones should be
placed at right-angles to each other.
When the Vitafon is being used in conjunction with an Ilizarov fixator, one vibrophone should be
placed 3–4 cm above the fracture site, the other below. When treating limb fractures you should
place a cushion or pillow under them during sessions to improve the flow of blood away from
the area. Accompanying wounds and even insignificant scratches should also be treated with the
Vitafon.
The reduction in the time needed for bones to knit together is achieved by accelerating the
regeneration of tissue, which requires adequate renal function. Therefore when treating fractures,
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you must also work on zone K. Procedures should take place once a day, using setting 2 for 10–
15 minutes.
The use of the Vitafon is especially appropriate for diabetics, the elderly and in fractures with
complications as in those cases the processes of regeneration are disrupted and the bones knit
poorly.
To restore and increase the mobility of joints after treatment of a fracture, use setting 4. Sessions
should take place once or twice a day for 20–40 minutes. If possible during the session, the
patient should perform static exercises to improve mobility — slowly bending the joint without
great effort over 20–30 seconds and then unbending it for another 20–30 seconds. Keep the
exercises up for half the length of the session.

Bruises

A bruise is a common occurrence in everyday life, especially for children. At the site of the
injury bleeding and soft tissue damage take place, as a result of which a swelling forms. At first
the bruised area turns red or pink, then the colour gradually changes to blue or even green. To
avoid such developments that cause not only physical suffering, but also psychological
discomfort, it is desirable to already use the Vitafon two hours after the injury. It should not be
used earlier, so as not to increase the bleeding. The Vitafon should be used as outlined in Table
53 three or four times for ten minutes at intervals of two hours. The vibrophones should be
placed directly on the site of the injury. For bruises located above the level of the heart the
patient should be seated for the procedure, for bruises lower down, he or she should be lying
down. Bruises on the arms can be worked on with the patient sitting and the arm raised above the
heart. For heavy bruises the use of the Vitafon only on the first day may not be enough. Besides,
sufferers do not always managed to perform Vitafon procedures on the day the injury happened.
In such cases treatment should continue over the next few days as outlined in Table 53.
Injured skin loses its barrier function to some extent. So, to avoid the development of
inflammation or other complications, we recommend where possible (and when there are no
problems with tolerance) to paint the injured area with weak iodine solution before the evening
procedure for 1–3 days.
Bruises usually heal by themselves. Complications (such as erisypelas) are very rare. Using the
Vitafon, bruises on the site of a knock disappear two or three times faster. If treatment begins in
time and the injury was not bad, the bruise might disappear altogether. To avoid complications,
we recommend completing the full course of treatment, even if you begin 2–15 days after the
injury.

Table 53

For the treatment of bruises

Bruises on the limbs and
pelvic area

Bruises in the area of the ribs
and the head

Day

setting mins. setting mins.

after 2 hours 2 10 1 10

after 4 hours 2 15 1 10

1

after 6 hours 2 20 1 10

morning 4 15 1 102–3

evening 4 15 1 10

4–5 morning 2 15 1 10
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evening 2 15 1 10
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The Consequences of Spinal Injury

� Greetings, hard workers,

We wish all the staff of MicroEPM a Happy New Year. May it bring you health and

success in life and work.

Thank you very much for the wonderful Vitafon. Thanks to it our family has literally

got back on its feet. I am a retired naval captain. In my younger days I injured my skull

and spine and am still suffering the consequences. Massage and all kinds of embrocation

did little to help. There were days and weeks when I could not get out of bed. I was

unable to walk more than a kilometre, the pains in my joints got me down, and so on. In

May this year we bought your device and the whole family uses it. I have been born

again! I walk, move. I even redecorated (painted the floors, hung wallpaper and so on)

which before I could not even dream about.

Thank you very much. God grant you health and success in your noble work. Good

luck, dear friends.

Boris Leonidovich G.

Vladivostok

A spinal injury is a serious disorder that can lead to paralysis of the limbs, paresis of the bowel,
disrupted urinary functions and other complications, depending on the extent of the damage to
the spinal chord and the disruption of innervation. The aim of using the Vitafon in treating the
consequences of spinal injuries is to accelerate the regenerative process and restoring the
conductivity of the nerve fibres. The result of treatment depends to a large extent on the degree
of damage and on the presence of irreversible disruptions.
The Vitafon is used on the area of the injury in the following manner. The vibrophones are
placed against the injured vertebrae, symmetrically on both sides of the spine and right up
against it. Procedures are carried out following Table 54. If more than three vertebrae are injured,
the site of the injury should be split into two and each section be treated for the time shown in the
table. It is vital that the neighbouring, uninjured vertebrae are also subjected to the vibro-acoustic
influence. To reduce inflammation the whole injury area, and also the parts of the spine a few
centimetres above and below, can be painted with iodine solution once a day. The iodine
procedure should be continued until the trace of the iodine applied 24 hours earlier still remains.
If the organism reacts strongly to the Vitafon with the appearance or increase of pain, you should
reduce the length of procedures to a tolerable level.
The complex approach to treatment of spinal injuries must also include zone K. If the cervical or
thoracic region of the spine has been injured, then at the same time as starting work on the
injured vertebrae, you should use the Vitafon on the lumbar region of the spine that is responsible
for controlling the organs of the small pelvis. Treatment is outlined in Table 54. A break of 2–3
days must be made every 30 days.
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Table 54

For the treatment of spinal injuries

Zone K injury site zone E21 zone E3 zone E31
Day

setting mins setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

morning — — — — — — — — — —
1

evening 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3

morning — — 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4
3–4

evening 2 15 1 4 1 4 1 4 1 4

morning — — 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5
5–6

evening 2 15 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5

morning — — 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6
7–8

evening 2 15 1 6 1 6 1 6 1 6

morning — — 1 8 1 6 1 6 1 6
9–10

evening 2 15 1 8 1 6 1 6 1 6

morning — — 1 9 1 6 1 6 1 6
11–12

evening 2 15 1 8 1 6 1 6 1 6

morning — — 1 10 1 6 1 6 1 6
13–14

evening 2 15 1 10 1 6 1 6 1 6

morning — — 1 8 2 5 1 5 1 5
15–30

evening 2 15 1 8 1 5 1 5 1 5

31–32 B R E A K

morning — — 1 8 2 5 1 5 1 5
33–60

evening 2 15 1 8 1 5 1 5 1 5

61–62 B R E A K

morning — — 2 5 2 4 1 4 1 4
63–90

evening 2 15 1 8 1 4 1 4 1 4

91–92 B R E A K

morning — — 2 10 1 3 1 3 1 393–
120 evening 2 15 1 8 1 3 3 1 3
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Using the Vitafon after an Operation

� Dear developers of the Vitafon device,

I am a 68-year-old pensioner. I found out about your device through the newspaper

Labour where every week you can read the positive reactions of people suffering from

various diseases. Last year I bought your device, studied the instructions and used it after

an operation for contracture in my left arm (two months later), and in this year

immediately (on the second day) after the same operation on my left arm.

I must report that the stitches and tissue thickening on my right arm disappeared

three times faster than on the left. So the effect is obvious.

Anatoly Samoilovich V.

Moscow

A surgical operation is a real trial in anyone’s life. Coming round from the anaesthetic back in
the ward is not the most pleasant experience in the patient’s life. Usually the operation wound
bothers you and prevents you turning in bed. A few difficult days have to pass before the patient
begins to feel better. A succession of biological phenomena take place in the wound. A reflex
spasm of the blood vessels occurs in the cut tissues, blood flow slows, swelling and
inflammation develop, and products that are toxic to cells build up. With time these give way to
regenerative processes. The dead tissue is absorbed and blood circulation improves.
Using the Vitafon makes it possible to avoid complications, normalize blood circulation,
eliminate swelling and inflammation and achieve faster healing.
Vitafon sessions should be performed once or twice a day for 10 minutes using setting 1, after
painting the skin with a 5% iodine solution.
If the operation was for a malignant tumour, the Vitafon should not be used.
After abdominal operations there are quite often problems in restoring the peristalsis of the
bowel. In that event, we recommend the treatment outlined in Table 55.

Table 55

For restoring the peristalsis of the bowel

zone K zone M1 zone M2 zone E3Day

setting mins. setting mins. setting mins. setting mins.

morning — — — — — — — —1

evening — — 1 3 1 3 1 3

morning — — 1 4 1 4 1 42

evening — — 1 4 1 4 1 4

morning — — 3 5 3 5 1 53

evening — — 1 5 1 5 1 5

morning — — 4 5 4 5 1 54

evening 2 5 1 5 1 5 1 5

morning — — 3 5 3 5 1 55

evening 2 10 1 5 1 5 1 5

morning — — 1 5 1 5 1 56

evening 2 10 1 5 1 5 1 5

morning — — 1 5 1 5 1 57

evening 2 10 1 5 1 5 1 5
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Burns and Scalds

� I tried the Vitafon on my grandson (2½ years old). He had a burn on his left arm and was

in the burns centre for a time. Then the doctors said that he will need to go into hospital form

time to time to ensure that the scars are not too terrible. The treatment is expensive and I

persuaded my eldest son to use your device on the boy. The scars turned from red to pink and

smoothed out a little.

Galina Pavlovna D.

Volgograd

Alongside scalds from hot water and steam, the most common causes of burns are contact with
heated objects, the ignition of liquid fuel and domestic fires. Quite often the victims are small
children left unsupervised by their parents. Besides thermal burns, there are also chemical burns
(from strong acids and alkalis) and burns resulting from electric shock.
At the present time in medicine burns are classified by dividing them into four categories. The
basis of the classification is the depth of damage to the skin and other tissues.
First-degree burns are characterized by damage to the cells of the surface layers of the epidermis
(the outer layer of the skin) accompanied by inflammatory exudation and persistent hypodermia.
There is acute searing pain in the injured area that dies down after 1–2 days, and in 3–4 days the
swelling and reddening go away. The skin peels off after 5–7 days. Sometimes a difference of
pigmentation remains at the site of the burn.
Second-degree burns are marked by the death of the surface layers of the epidermis which
become detached and the formation of blisters filled with clear liquid. the bottom of the would in
this case is a bright pink unhealthy layer of the epidermis. Blisters appear at once or within the
first two days. Strong pain and burning sensation persists at the burn site. If things progress
favourably at the end of the second week the damaged areas become completely recovered with
skin without scar formation.
In third-degree burns there is necrosis (death) of the skin, sometime the subcutaneous cellular
tissue is also damaged. Recovering with skin takes place only at the edge of the wound and
occurs very slowly. Only a burn of small size will heal of its own accord.
Fourth-degree burns are marked by death of the skin and the subcutaneous tissues — muscles,
tendons, bones and so on. On the site of such burns deep wounds form that do not have a
tendency to heal themselves.
It is sensible to treat only first- and second-degree burns at home. More serious burns require a
complex of treatment in specialist burns centres and hospital departments.
With first- or second-degree burns of small size, local treatment begins with wiping the wound
with a tissue moistened with an antiseptic solution (e.g., 0.02% Chlorhexidine). Those solutions
doe not have such an irritating effect as iodine solution while having an anti-inflammatory and
antiseptic effect. If such preparations are not available, you can use a 5% solution of iodine,
painting 1–2 centimetres of undamaged skin around the wound. Damaged skin ceases to perform
its protective function and becomes easily penetrable for infection. Therefore antiseptics must be
used. The skin around the wound and the wound itself should be carefully cleaned, removing the
remnants of detached epidermis and any foreign bodies from the surface. The cleaned wound
should be given a dressing using an antiseptic solution or a water-soluble ointment (e.g.,
Unguentum Dioxydine). The dressing should be changed after 24 hours.
Facial burns are treated without dressings. The wounds are treated with potassium permanganate
solution. Skin regrowth begins beneath the dry crust that forms. The Vitafon should be used on
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the day of the accident. The sooner it is used, the fewer complications there will be. Sessions
should take place 1–3 times a day, for 10–15 minutes using setting 1. The vibrophones should be
placed on top of a tissue that is sterile or treated with antiseptic. If the burn area has been
dressed, then you should work through the dressing.
In more serious burns, the Vitafon is used as an addition to a complex of treatment.
The processes taking place in a burn wound lead to the build-up of products of decomposition
that cause intoxication (poisoning of the organism) and as a result lead to disrupted functioning
of the liver, kidneys and other organs. Therefore, if the burnt area is over 50 square centimetres,
or with and third- or fourth-degree burns you should also use the Vitafon on zone K for 10–15
minutes using setting 1, 1–3 times a day. Treatment should continue until recovery is complete.
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Frostbite

� Dear Creators of the Vitafon,

We are elderly people writing from the town of Solikamsk. We ask you to urgently

send us six Vitafon devices. We shall be very grateful to you. We have one, but that is too

little for us, as everyone on our stairs in the apartment block uses it. We are afraid that

the device will burn out. Some have already been helped. Thanking you very much in

advance. We will very much look forward to their arrival.

Perm region

In frostbite partial tissue damage occurs through the action of cold. The skin loses its protective
qualities and the damaged area becomes liable to infection. Besides, the capillaries close down
and blood supply ceases altogether. It is not completely restored even after warming to normal
body temperature. Consequently, you should not resort to active warming in frostbite cases in
order to avoid the development of gangrene. Warming should take place through blood returning
to the frostbitten parts. Therefore Vitafon therapy should be started as soon as possible. The
damaged tissues may contain ice crystals, so rubbing may not be performed for several hours.
Usually frostbite affects the extremities. Before using the Vitafon, the affected parts should be
carefully wound in one or two layers of bandage treated with antiseptic. For warming and
restoration of the blood supply, one vibrophone should be placed on the boundary of the affected
and unaffected areas, the second 5–7 centimetres higher. Procedures last 20–30 minutes using
setting 2. If two extremities are affected, one vibrophone should be placed on each. First they are
placed on the boundary of affected and unaffected areas, then moved 5–7 centimetres onto the
frostbitten area and so on several times in order to cover the whole affected area. Each section
should be worked on for 20 minutes. Then the cycle of treatment should be repeated — again
place the vibrophones on the boundary of affected and unaffected areas for 20 minutes, move
them 5–7 centimetres and so on. To avoid complications, it is better to err on the side of caution
and keep this up for 1½ to 2½ hours. Roughly 4 hours after the start of the procedure treat the
frostbitten area with surgical spirit of a weak iodine solution and repeat the procedure described
above. Before bedtime that same day you should additionally work for 15 minutes on the kidney
area (zone K) using setting 2.
Vitafon therapy should be continued for 1–7 days depending on the degree of frostbite. On the
second day the length of a single procedure can be reduced to 30–40 minutes, and kept at that
length subsequently. Procedures should be performed 2–4 times a day.
If frostbite, or severe chilling, has affected parts of the trunk, due, for example, to someone
getting drunk and falling asleep in the snow, the Vitafon therapy should be kept up for 10–14
days.
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Varicose veins

� Dear Creators of the Vitafon,

Thanks to your device I have almost cured the prostatitis from which I have been

suffering about 30 years.

I subscribe to the newspaper The Cheliabinsk Worker where they often write about

the Vitafon. On 13 March 1999 I read that since December 1998 the device comes with

new extended (52-page) instructions for the treatment of more diseases! For fifteen years

I have suffered with varicose veins in my right leg. You are the only hope. If you have

instructions for the treatment of this disorder, I ask you very kindly to send them to my

address. I will be very grateful. I will pay all the expenses.

Yours sincerely,

V.N.A., Cheliabinsk region

Varicose veins is a disease characterized by the uneven expansion of the passageway inside
peripheral veins, their crookedness and a thinning of their walls. What is the cause? The thing is,
all veins have valves that prevent the backward movement of blood and thanks to which the
hydrodynamic pump operates. It happens that for one reason or another a valve ceases to perform
its function. A defect in one valve does not in itself lead to enlargement of the vein, but increases
the load on the next valve. If the causes that produced weakening of the first vein are in
operation, then soon the work of the second valve will also be disrupted. The third will cease to
function even faster. As a result on a lengthy stretch of vein, all the valves are not performing
their function and the hydrodynamic pump ceases to work. Blood builds up, stagnates, and the
vein swells and hurts. At the beginning of the disease, surface veins are affected. If the disease is
not treated, it spreads to the deep veins and inflammation, thrombophlebitis and other
complications may develop.
At the present moment there is still no method of restoring the valves in the veins. In the early
stage doctors prescribed prophylactic therapy, so as not to let the disease develop and
complications appear. When the pains become unbearable, doctors destroy the veins, since they
are not performing their function anyway. Sometimes this is also done for cosmetic reasons. The
vein may be removed by surgery or by other methods. For a time this solves the problem of pain
and unsightliness. But, the causes that led to the weakening valves in the veins are not removed
and the process may recur in another vein.
For varicose veins it is very important to obtain supporting treatment and to review your life
style. Above all the strain on the veins should be reduced: you must limit the amount of time you
are on your feet and standing motionless. During the day it is useful to lie down on your back
with your legs raised higher than your head and perform a “pedalling” exercise. When you are
sleeping your legs should be higher than the level of your heart. You should remember that a
seated position increases the intra-abdominal pressure encouraging the development of the
disease. For this reason varicose veins often develop after a pregnancy. The most beneficial form
of physical exercise is considered to be swimming (a physical load on the legs in a horizontal
position).
The use of the Vitafon in cases of varicose veins is made more difficult by the fact that the
hydrodynamic pump is not working. But if procedures are performed only in the evening, with
the legs higher than the head, the vibro-acoustic effect makes it possible to improve the return
flow of blood and normalize the blood supply to the valves in the veins. The strength of the
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valves will increase, the load on the veins will decrease, which retards and, when restrictions on
putting strain on the legs are observed, can arrest the development of the disease.
We would remind you that the Vitafon is used in the stage of the disease when there is not yet
thrombophlebitis. The procedures should be performed only before going to bed and only with
the patient lying down with his or her legs higher than his or her head. The vibrophones should
be placed along the affected vein, 10 cm away from each other. The procedures use setting 2 for
20–40 minutes. A prophylactic course lasts 3–4 weeks. after that you can constantly perform
maintenance procedures 1–3 times a week. In addition, it is beneficial to perform 2–3 courses a
year of treatment of the lumbar-sacral region of the spine as outlined in Table 5. The Vitafon can
also be used on the spine when the disease has progressed to symptoms of thrombophlebitis.
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Headaches

� For two months my husband and I have been using the Vitafon that you sent. Thank you

very much. However, we have had to give it to our daughter-in-law as she broke her leg. We

hope that it will help her as well.

But we need it very badly. My husband and I have rid ourselves of back pains. My

headaches have stopped and my blood pressure has come down.

Thanks to those with bright heads and skilled hands. And to all those who care about

people who are suffering. I ask you ver kindly to send us a Vitafon — my husband and I

need it very badly (we are both war invalids).

With great respect,

Klavdia Ivanovna D.

Krasnodar region

Headaches can be due to various causes, among them spastic vascular phenomena, as in some
forms of migraine, for example, or frequent surges in blood pressure. It the latter case, you
should take a course of treatment for hypertension.
Migraines are periodically repeated attacks of intense pain in the head with a pulsating character,
more often on one side, localized predominantly in the area of the eye, forehead and temple. In
the majority of cases, the pain is accompanied by nausea, sometimes vomiting, intolerance of
bright light and loud noises, sleepiness or weakness after the attack which lasts between 4 and 72
hours.
Migaraines affect 5% of the population of developed countries. The overwhelming majority of
sufferers are women of working age.
Migraines can recur for years. The character and course of the condition is so varied that quite
often methods applicable to one patient prove ineffective in another. We do know of factors that
can cause migraine attacks. Reaction to them is as a rule delayed and occurs within 15–20 hours.
The chief factors include: stress, unwinding after emotional experiences, the time of
menstruation and ovulation, too little sleep or too much, physical strains, the consumption of
alcohol, strong vestibular stimulation (travelling by train, car aeroplane, ship, riding on a swing)
and changes in the weather.
When migraines are caused by spastic vascular phenomena, treatment is outlined in Table 18. It
includes action on the cervical region of the spine and on the area of the kidneys.
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The Vitafon and Sport

� Dear Sirs,

For more than two years I have been using the Vitafon myself and lending it to others

to use. Whatever they say, it’s a wonderful thing.

Konstantin Grigoryevich Kh.

Tula region

The Vitafon is an irreplaceable assistant in sport. In training and competitions sportsmen and
-women often suffer various injuries, and there is sometimes simply no time for recovery. By
increasing the speed with which fractures bruise and wounds heal by 1½ to 2 times, the Vitafon

becomes a loyal companion to many competitors.
But the Vitafon is not only useful for treating sports injuries. Prophylactic procedures on the
cervical and lumbar-sacral regions of the spine make it possible to improve co-ordination in
movement and to improve results in ballet, figure skating, sporting gymnastics and many other
forms of sport. During competitions, the Vitafon can quickly and efficiently restore the working
capacity of muscles after excessive strain, remove pain and prepare a contestant for his or her
next appearance. More than that, special Vitafon therapy procedures before an appearance ensure
the build-up of oxygen and glucose in the muscles and maximize the sporting result. For this you
need to use setting 2 and operate on zone C for 5–10 minutes and for 5–10 minutes on the area of
the relevant muscle groups. The vibrophones should be placed singly, one on the left group of
muscles, one on the right. It is sufficient to carry out one procedure on each muscle, placing the
vibrophone in its centre. Exceptions are the thigh muscles that require two procedures. The
Vitafon should be used above all on the muscles that hurt after training. For a runner those are
the front muscles of the calves and thighs, for weightlifters the arm muscles, the trapezoidal and
deltoid muscles of the shoulders. If the procedures are performed 3 times a day for 3–7 days
before a competition, it will enable the competitor to achieve the maximum possible result. After
the first day of competition, before going to bed, you must also use the Vitafon on zone K for
10–15 minutes using setting 2. Vitafon procedures on the muscles should be performed after
massage or instead of it.
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Using the Vitafon in daily life

� Greetings, creators of the wonderful Vitafon device,

Thank you! It’s a miracle! From the 15 June I have been living without medication. I

have completely cured my legs and achieved positive changes in:

1. podagric bunions — the pain and reddening have gone, the bunions got smaller;

2. I have caesed to be plagued by insomnia;

3. an old haemotoma shrank, I hope that it will disappear altogether;

4. I stopped running to the toilet 5 or 6 times a night;

5. my facial skin became clearer;

6. I got rid of the bags under my eyes.

I am55 years old, a second-degree invalid. I use the device on any trouble and

everything goes away. Osteochondrosis goes away too and my legs have become “light”.

I “skip and fly” like a young thing. A wonderful device! I have recommended it to all my

relatives and friends.

Tatyana Ivanovna L.

Yekaterinburg

Restoring the voice

Singing professionally entails considerable strain on the muscles of the vocal chords. The use of
the Vitafon before rehearsals and performances enables a singer to strengthen the vocal chords
and after intensive singing to alleviate fatigue and return to form by the following morning. For
this purpose the vibrophones should be placed on the throat in the area of the larynx one on each
side. Procedures are carried out for 7–15 minutes using setting 1, 40 minutes before singing and
1–4 hours afterwards, or if that is not possible, at bedtime. These procedures should not be used
by people with thyroid problems.

Insect bites and stings

Which of us has not been bitten by mosquitoes or horse-flies in the summer, or stung by a wasp.
If the insect bite (sting) has not caused an allergic reaction in the form of strong swelling, then
after an hour to reduce the discomfort and minor local swelling you can paint the area with table
vinegar and use the Vitafon on it for 5–7 minutes on setting 1. The procedure should be repeated
after 4–8 hours.

Using the Vitafon for cosmetic purposes

As an effective means of improving blood circulation, the Vitafon can also successfully be used
for cosmetic purposes. The device can be used in combination with the chosen therapeutic or
cosmetic preparations — creams, ointments, gels, lotions, etc. The amount of the cosmetic
substance can be halved, while the effect remains the same, or even increases.
Small areas of skin should be treated at a time. The vibrophones should be placed one after
another on the area, making sure that they do not move during the procedure. Use setting 1 for 8–
12 minutes. Procedures should be performed 3 or 4 times a week for 1–2 months.
Since the condition of the skin depends directly on the quality of the blood, it is useful to work
each evening before bed on zone K for 5–10 minutes using setting 2.
After plastic surgery, Vitafon therapy helps swelling to reduce and incisions to heal quickly.
Post-operative scars become softer and more elastic. The vibrophones should be placed on a
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piece of gauze in the immediate vicinity of the stitches, bearing in mind that the working radius
of one vibrophone is 7 cm. Treatment should be continued until recovery is complete. It is a
good idea to repeat the course of treatment after a month.
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Appendices

Appendix 1

Dietary fibre content (per 100 grammes) of various foods

Cereal based Dried vegetables
Bran 40
Bread made with coarse flour 13
Coarse flour 9
Brown rice 5
White rice 1
White bread 2.5

Beans 25
Shelled peas 23
Lentils 12
Chickpeas 2

Green vegetables Raw vegetables
Boiled peas 12
Parsley 9
Spinach 7
Lettuce 5
Artichokes 4
Leek 4

Cabbage 4
Radish 3
Mushrooms 2.5
Carrot 2

Fresh fruit and berries Dried fruit and nuts
Raspberry 8
Unpeeled pear 3
Unpeeled apple 3
Strawberry 2
Peach 2

Coconut 24
Figs 18
Almonds 14
Dates 9
Peanuts 8
Raisins 7

Appendix 2

A Table of Glycaemic Indices

Carbohydrates with a high index
(“Bad carbohydrates”)

Carbohydrates with a low index
(“Good carbohydrates”)

Malt 110 Granary bread containing bran 50

Glucose 100 Brown rice 50

Baked potato 95 Peas 50

White bread made with fine flour 95 Unprocessed cereals without sugar 50

Instant mashed potato 90 Oatflakes 40

Honey 90 Fresh fruit juice without sugar 40

Carrot 85 Bread made with coarse flour 40

Cornflakes, popcorn 85 Pasta made with coarse flour 40

Sugar 75 Runner beans 40

Ordinary white bread 70 Dried peas 35

Muesli 70 Wholemeal bread 35

Chocolate (in bars) 70 Dairy products 35

Boiled potato 70 Dried beans 30
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Biscuit 70 Lentils 30

Sweetcorn 70 Chickpeas 30

White rice 70 Rye bread 30

Brown bread 65 Fresh fruit 30

Beetroot 65 Tinned fruit without sugar 25

Banana, melon 60 Dark chocolate (60% cocoa) 22

Jam 55 Fructose 20

Pasta made from fine flour 55 Soya 15

Green vegetables, tomatoes, lemons,
mushrooms less than 15


